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Prefaces
These are the proceedings of the International Workshop on Petri Nets and
Software Engineering (PNSE’17) in Zaragoza, Spain, June 25–26, 2017 which
also includes the papers of the International Workshop on Modeling and Software Engineering in Business and Industry (MoSEBIn’17). Both workshops
are co-located events of
•
•

Petri Nets 2017 – the 38th International Conference on Applications and
Theory of Petri Nets and Concurrency and
ACSD 2017 – the 17th International Conference on Application of Concurrency to System Design.
More information about the workshop can be found at
http://www.informatik.uni-hamburg.de/TGI/events/pnse17/
and
http://www.informatik.uni-hamburg.de/TGI/events/mosebin17/

PNSE’17 preface:
For the successful realization of complex systems of interacting and reactive software and hardware components the use of a precise language at
different stages of the development process is of crucial importance. Petri
nets are becoming increasingly popular in this area, as they provide a uniform language supporting the tasks of modeling, validation and verification.
Their popularity is due to the fact that Petri nets capture fundamental aspects
of causality, concurrency, synchronization and choice in a natural and mathematically precise way without compromising readability. The use of Petri
nets (P/T-nets, Coloured Petri nets and extensions) in the formal process of
software engineering, covering modeling, validation, execution, simulation and
verification, is presented as well as their application in several domains and
tools supporting the disciplines mentioned above.
MoSEBIn’17 preface:
The workshop is a forum for those interested in modeling, especially of,
for and within business and industry environments. Business and industry
environments are important and relevant application domains for modeling
and software engineering. Both academics and practitioners can contribute
and learn from such a meeting. The fundamental interest is to understand
modeling within this area and what environments and applications actually
demand from modelers and software engineers.
Communication between users and software engineers is based on models,
therefore, the transformation from application domain models to computer
science is a major task that we want to discuss during the workshop from many
perspectives. Furthermore, software engineering for business and industry has
to provide solutions that have to fit special needs of the people in these fields.
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The mutual dependencies, services, requirements, expectations, solutions etc.
between software engineers and business people / people from industry shall
be discussed during the workshop.
Last but not least in the context of any organisational institution the roles
of modeling within software engineering and how to use software engineering
for modeling can also be addressed from various perspectives.
For both workshops we have chosen José Ángel Bañares and Julia Padberg
as invited speakers. We received eighteen high-quality contributions for these
proceedings. The program now consists of ten full papers, two short papers,
three poster contributions and two invited talks.
The international program committee of PNSE’17 was supported by the
valued work of Alfredo Capozucca, Stefan Klikovits, Artur Niewiadomski,
Marcin Piątkowski and Benoît Ries as additional reviewers. Their valuable
work is highly appreciated.
Furthermore, we would like to thank our colleagues in the local organization team at the Aragón Institute of Engineering Research (I3A), Zaragoza
University, Spain for their support.
The organzational/technical work in Hamburg was supported by Louis
Kobras, Michael Haustermann and Dennis Schmitz.
Without the enormous efforts of authors, reviewers, PC members and the
organizational teams, this workshop would not provide such an interesting
booklet.
Thank you very much!
Danial Moldt, Lawrence Cabac, Heiko Rölke
Hamburg, June 2017
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Part I

Invited Talks

Model-Driven Development of Performance
Sensitive Cloud Native Streaming Applications
José Ángel Bañares
Computer Science and Systems Engineering Department
COS2MOS research group, Aragón Institute of Engineering Research (I3A)
University of Zaragoza, Zaragoza, Spain
banare@unizar.es

Abstract. The number of applications that process data in a stream
basis has increased significantly over recent years due to the proliferation of sensors. Additionally, in cyber-physical systems, physical and
software components are deeply intertwined, adding the ability to act on
the environment.
In many cases, cloud resources are used for the processing, exploiting
their flexibility, but these sensor streaming applications often need to
support operational and control actions that have real-time and lowlatency requirements that go beyond the cost effective and flexible solutions supported by cloud platforms. The development of these applications cannot be delegated to the magical properties of frameworks and
services that promise simple solutions, hiding the inherent underlying
complexity of cloud resources. It raises the difficulty of developing complex streaming processing in the cloud and highlights the need for a
suitable developing methodology. Moreover, during the developing lifecycle, a number of facets have to be considered such as the design of
functional parallel solutions, the impact of a target cloud platform that
exhibits different degrees of performance variability, or the need for more
complex performance requirement support. This talk will present our experiences in developing Petri Net models for performance sensitive cloud
applications thus leveraging the use of formal models in complex scenarios.
Keywords: Streaming applications · Cloud Native Applications · Performance Sensitive Applications · Petri nets.

1

Cloud Native Streaming Applications

There is an emerging interest in low latency streaming applications that consume
big volumes of data. Stream processing finds application in almost every industry,
business and scientific application. The sources of data can be generated from
sensors, scientific instruments, simulations, social networks, business processes,
etc. Data are transmitted continuously, forming a sequence of data elements
known as a data stream and must be processed fast in order to control systems,
take corrective/strategic actions, or react to urgent situations.
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To effectively support this emerging class of applications, it is often necessary to generate workflow specifications that can be dynamically adapted – as
new data becomes available in the context of the mainstream definition of Big
Data as the three Vs: volume, variety and velocity [1]. With the elastic nature
of many cloud environments enabling such dynamic workflow graphs to be enacted more efficiently, it might seem that data flow applications would somehow
become simpler, but that is not the case. One of the challenges of data flow
applications is that they must be designed with the needed level of dynamism
to take account of the availability of data and the variability of the execution
environment, which can be dynamically scaled out based on demand. According to [2], clouds may also be used as accelerators to improve the application
time-to-completion, or to handle unexpected situations such as an unanticipated
resource downtime, inadequate allocations or unanticipated queuing delays. To
achieve such system, developers must meet several challenges that go beyond
pure functionality. A trial-and-error implementation that tries different deployments of a streaming application over different distributed computing platforms
is far from a trustworthy solution.
A cloud native application (CNA) is designed specifically to take full advantage from the cloud computing characteristics. Fehling et al. have identified
the main characteristics of a cloud computing architecture in [3]: 1) The decomposition of the functionality in chunks of distributed functionality in such
a way that that each component that made up the application can be scaled
out independently. 2) The design space or operation model comprises the analysis of the application workloads, and the identification of how the application
handles state and the cost of sharing information. 3) Applications are desgined
taking into account resilience and elasticity: An important aspect related to
the workload is to consider the dynamic nature of the cloud, which can be caused
by performance variation of machines, services competiting for shared resources,
and changing user quality of services requirements [4, 5].
The need for more complex performance sensitive applications callenges current development practices. The complexity of developing cost-effective and performance sensitive cloud native streaming applications has been addressed from
different apporaches: 1) Cloud based frameworks that lift the level of abstraction
reducing complexity and hiding resource management. 2) Collecting high-quality
solutions, which are presented as patterns, to recurring problems in parallel applications and cloud platforms. 3) Developing ad-hoc performance models to
predict the behavior of particular patterns on specific platforms. As far as this
author knows, there is a lack of complete methodological approaches to conduct developers through the entire process of developing streaming applications
as CNA, beyond the partial solutions provided by these approaches. The main
shortcoming of current approaches is the non-use of formal models for helping developers to reasoning and automatize the proces of analyisis of functional
and non-functional requirements. This paper covers the main characteristics of
a cloud native streaming applications making reference to our works using Petri
Net models for performance sensitive cloud applications.
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First the requirements and a synoptical view of the proposed methodology
is presented in section 2. Section 3 briefly presents a specification language to
support the methodology. The behaviour of component specifications is defined
by Petri Nets to support the analysis and simulation of models. Due to the large
size and complexity of these systems, it is not possible to develop detailed models.
We will illustrate how to use models for understanding complex behaviors, and
how to calculate performance boundaries and conduct simulations in section 4.
Finally, in section 5, PN models of different mechanisms to support elasticity and
resilience are presented. This models allow developer to validate the mechanisms
in different simulated scenarios.

2

Methodology for Performance Sensitive Streaming
Applications on the Cloud

In [6–9] we have identified and presented the principles of the methodology to
cope with the inherent complexity of streaming applications on the cloud. The
methodology considers all involved elements at different abstraction levels.
We have identified the following modelling requirements that go beyond pure
functionality:
– A development process, which is guided by the identified abstraction
levels, that provides a number of modelling artifacts, analytical methods,
and guidelines to support it. The methodology must address functional and
non-functional requirements together with the specification of the execution
infrastructure and the involved resources.
– A specification language to describe a streaming application as a collection of platform-independent building blocks. The language must support
complementary point of views: behavioral specification of concurrent processes, transformations operated over the data flow, and structural description of components that configure the application [10–14].
– A formal component-based development to build models from existing
components and capability to reason about the resulting composition. Reuse
of components allows developers to use knowledge of their properties to predict the new system properties. Components models must provide a rich
specification to facilitate the use of different analysis and prediction techniques that simplify a system design while increasing trust in its correct
implementation [15].
– A guide of the possibilities of model reasoning for efficient and reliable design
and / or optimization, combining simulation, and approximate analysis. The
specification must be executable to support both analytical analysis and
simulation in a synergic way.
A description of the global functionality by means of an algorithm says nothing about the structure or the components that make up the system. There are
many ways in which a system can be built to provide the same functionality
with different concurrent behaviours and different deployments over distributed
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infrastructures [11]. Our approach to identify the elements to compound our hybrid specification can be summarised with the equation ’Specification of CDFA =
Functional Entities + Communication/Synchronisation mechanisms + Data Dependencies + Resources’. The identification and characterisation of each building
block of the proposed equation constitutes the basic specification element.
A synoptical view of our methodology include the following steps:
– Functional Level. The process starts by identifying the functional requirements of the problem domain and the outcome of this step is a functional
model.
– Qualitative Analysis.The functional model analysis is used to gain identify
problems and help guide the redesign of the functional model aiming to
achieve the maximum level of concurrency.
– Operational Level. The operational level takes into account the execution
platforms, and it explores the design space to select the design pattern that
most effectively defines how to map processes to resources. The outcome is
an operational model.
– Quantitative Analysis. The integration of the functional and the operational model allows the designer to evaluate performance and reward functions. The analysis can help guide the redesign of the functional and operational models to meet non-functional requirements.
– Implementation Level. This stage transforms the model into a flat model
of processes that are deployed in a topology of cloud resources.
– Monitoring. The last step collects monitoring data from all used resources
and applications. Collected data and developed models can help identify
performance anomalies, and provide support to the autonomic principles of
a Platform as a Service. The primary aim is to reduce human intervention,
cost, and the perceived complexity by enabling the autonomic platform to
self-manage applications [16].
The semantics of the component-based language is defined formally in terms
of ordinary PNs [17] in order to translate to the methodology all the advantages derived from a mathematically based model –e.g. Analysis, Verification, or
Equivalence Relations. The consideration of PNs is based on the natural descriptive power of concurrency, but also on the availability of analytic tools coming
from the domain of Mathematical Programming and Graph Theory. Moreover,
taking into account that PNs are executable specifications, PN models can also
be simulated.

3

Data flow language specification

In [9], we presented a component based specification LANGuage of Layers and
tIERS (Langliers) to support the methodology for building trustworthy continuous data flow applications. Langliers allows developers to specify the functional model as layers, the logical groupings of the functionality and components;
and the operational model as tiers, the physical distribution of the functionality
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Fig. 1. Component specification of basic component primitives and interpretations.

and components on separated servers, computers, networks or remote locations.
Component behaviour is defined by Petri Nets.
The constructive elements of a data stream application begins with the definition of the most basic building blocks and their interpretation as constructive
primitives of distributed applications, and continues on their composition by
means of simple operators, which provides the way to configure components
with complex behaviours. Langliers represents the basic components identified in [7], Computational and Data Transmission Processes, to describe
an event processing network as a graph showing various connected processing
components that operate over data stream. This processing network model is an
abstraction that describes the functional behaviour of an streaming application
made up of a number of platform-independent components. The explicit network
specification allows developers to visualize the functional model and apply analysis techniques. The graphical representation of a large or complex network can
be somewhat unwieldy, but an hierarchical approach where components can be
defined by the composition of subcomponents can simplify the specification of
large models. The last remaining step to specify a complete model is to set the
implementation of the functional model with the specification of the resources
that will be used to execute the model. This operational specification can be
used to conduct performance optimizations selecting a good mapping of Computational Processes and Data Transmission Processes to computational and
network resources.
In Langliers a component is expressed in the form of an interface and a
behaviour description. The interface specifies the services the component pro-
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Fig. 2. Functional 3 × 3 wavefront array.

vides, and publishes its input and output ports. It gives information at the
syntax level that enables data type checking, and publishes the events that trigger computations and state changes. This way, our data stream model follows a
data driven execution model where events lead to computations that may generate events on other components. The behaviour represents components internal
states and state changes. A component behavior description is specified either
by one explicit PN or by the PN resulting from the behavior composition of
subcomponents. It is inspired in digital systems VHDL language specification
whose components specifications consist of a port declaration in the interface
enumerating the events that change the component state, and the architecture
declaration that describes either the entity’s behavior or its structure. Samples
of the proposed language are shown in figure 1 that shows the definition of basic
component primitives and their interpretations, and figure 2 that shows the functional model of a 3x3 Wavefront array which is built with simple computational
and data transmission processes.
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Modeling for Understanding versus Modeling for
Forecasting

The proposed model-driven methodology aims at providing different analysis
and prediction techniques that allow developers to assess functional and nonfunctional properties by means of qualitative and quantitative analysis. Qualitative analysis aims to detect qualitative properties of concurrent and distributed systems, that is, to decide whether the model is correct and meets
the given qualitative functional properties (e.g deadlock freedom). Qualitative
PN analysis can be conducted by means of different techniques: (i) The construction of the state space of the model (reachability analysis) providing a complete
knowledge of all its properties – in case state explosion does not hamper the
use of this technique; (ii) Structural techniques in order to reason about some
properties of the model, from the structure of the net.
In order to illustrate our methodology, we are making use of the MatrixVector Multiplication problem in streaming fashion, in particular, the Wavefront
Algorithm, which represents a simple solution for large arrays [12]. The adequacy
of the wavefront use case is that it is easy to formulate and present, but it shows a
very complex behavior. Moreover, the literature shows a continuous effort of the
research community to develop different performance models for the warfront
algorithm executed on different platforms. The wavefront model is a strongly
connected marked graph (a subclass of Petri nets in which each place has only
one input and one output transition, being strongly connected in the sense of
graph theory) [18]. The use of qualitative analysis can help to understand the
behavior of the wavefront algorithm, and design solutions to obtain the maximum
level of concurrency.
For quantitative analysis is importan to consider the dynamic nature of the
cloud, which can be caused by performance variation of machine instances offering the same capability, and by services that are deployed, updated and destroyed
all the time giving rise to a dynamic competition for shared resources [4, 5]. Due
to the large size and complexity of these systems, it is not possible to develop a
detailed model that captures all involved aspects. The usual approach to afford
complexity in formal models such as queuing systems, is to model the essential aspects related with the behavior to be analysed, and to incorporate to the
model the prediction of observable quantities by probabilistic models [19]. However, formal-model based analysis tools are only useful under certain assumptions
that are not satisfied by cloud or container centres. Kazhei et al. point out three
reasons that hamper the use of the tools of queuing theory: 1) The system size
that involves a large number of nodes comparing to the number of nodes considered in traditional queuing analysis. 2) Involved service times must be modeled
by a general probability distribution instead of a exponential distribution, which
is a more convenient mathematical model. 3) The dynamic nature of these environments with dynamic loadworks and heterogeneous resources [20]. In these
cases, we can use approximate methods to compute performance bounds, and
complement these approximate analytical tools with simulations [20].
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Streaming applications on the cloud are complex systems where customers
and resources have not identical characteristics , and exponential distribution
does not adequately model observed inter-arrival and service times. Therefore,
traditional queuing systems are not feasible as forecasting models to obtain accurate performance evaluations. In a first approach, we labelled our model with
all times following an exponential distribution. The net becomes a Stochastic
Petri Net (SPN) and we translated it to the GreatSPN2.0.2 tool. The result
obtained by the GSPN analysis showed a poor throughput. We can find the
explanation of these poor results to the concurrency limitations found in the
structural analysis. All computational resources will have the same throughput
due to the high coupling imposed by synchronization constratins, and as a result
throughput is determined by the slower resource. Intuitively, the use of a negative exponential probability distribution function which has a high coeffcient of
variation with value 1, makes more likely a slower resource than the expected
media with a larger number of resources.
In [18], authors present upper and lower bounds on the steady-state performance of marked graphs that can be computed effciently. In addition to the
mean service time and mean inter-arrival time, the coefficient of variation
(CoV) of resources and inter-arrival time has been proposed to introduce the
dynamic nature of cloud applications and streaming applications on the cloud
[4, 21, 20, 14]. Once these performance boundaries are defined, we can conduct
simulations to explore peformance in function of the CoV of injection and processing rates. Hamzeh Khazaei et al. [20] proposes a CoV of delivery service
on cloud centers with values between 0.5 and 1.4. According to these authors
these values give reasonable insight into the behavior and dimensioning of cloud
centers. Simulations showed that a CoV ranging from 0 to 1.5 covers all space
of performance values between the calculated performance boundaries. With deterministic times we have performance near the upper bound, and with CoV of
1.5 performance is near the lower bound.
Previous analysis is adequated for analyse a concrete application or parallel
pattern. However, to develop a complete model of each application that can be
executed to obtain an operational and performance model of a cluster would
be impractical. Profiling data is essential to feed models with time distribution
annotations to forecast performance. For this purpose, it is necessary to provide
a characterisation of different kind of applications and their effects on the remaining applications executed over the same resources. Application profiling
is strongly associated with the workload analysis. Profiling must collect a large
amount of data generated by the cloud resources and forecasting models are
fed with these data to analyse resource contention and service degradation. A
survey on forecasting and profiling models for cloud applications can be found
in [22]. In[23, 24] we analyse performance of the Kubernetes system and develop
a Reference net-based model of resource management within this container
management system. Our model is characterised using real data from a Kubernetes deployment, and can be used as a basis to design scaleable applications
that make use of Kubernetes.
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Elasticity and Resilience

Finally, the two last properties to be considered in the development of CNA are
Component refinement and Management components to support elasticity and resilience. Solutions for the latter are presented by patterns such as load
balancers, or elastic queues. In [25, 26, 16, 27, 23] are presented specifications of
strategies on cloud for resource management following autonomic principles at
the application level for streaming and scientific workflows.
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Fig. 3. System architecture and control loop for decision making in a processing node.

Formal models allow the rapid prototyping and simulation of different scenarios of complex mechanisms to support elasticy and resisilience. In [28, 29] we
proposed a streaming workflow model of computation and an exception-handling
mechanism for modifying at run-time the structure of a workflow. The need to
close the control loop to take decisions and act on time requires a new model for
analyzing and acting on IoT data that combines the cloud processing with edge
computing or Fog computing [30], and autonomic computing techniques. It
supposes the analysis of the most time-sensitive close to where data is generated
and send selected data to the cloud. Additionaly, data elements are streamed
from their source to their sink, and may be processed en-route (referred to in
transit processing) [26]. This integration may imply that the associated runtime
resource allocation is dependent on environmental conditions and can change for
different enactments of the same workflow. In our proposal, our workflow specifications are independent of the constraints imposed by the resource allocation.
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Fig. 4. Reference net model of the System architecture and control loop.

Finally, in [31] we proposed a profit-based resource management strategy for
bursty data streams on shared Clouds. Even dynamic provisioning of resources
may not be useful since the delay incurred might be too high – it may take
several seconds to add new resources (e.g. instantiate new Virtual Machines
(VMs)), and a scaling-up action might generate substantial penalties and overheads. We presented in this work an architecture and mechanisms based on the
token bucket for the management of shared computational resources, in order
to support QoS levels of several concurrent data streams and to maximize revenue of cloud providers. Figure 3 shows the system architecture and control loop
for decision making in each processing node of a chain of distributed resources,
and figure 4 the executable Reference net model specification implemented in
Renew. Different scenarios were validated in terms of simulation. The fact that
our Reference net models are executable, as they can be interpreted by Renew,
allows us to use the same model to interface directly with OpenNebula from
the nets: create and switch on and off real Virtual Machines (VMs), transmit
data to the data centre and collect back the results. Our main contributions consists of data admission and control policies to regulate data access and manage
the impact of data bursts, and a policy for resource redistribution that tries to
minimize the cost of QoS penalty violation, maximising the overall profit.
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Verification of Reconfigurable Petri Nets
Julia Padberg
HAW Hamburg, Department of Informatics,
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Abstract We introduce a family of modeling techniques consisting of
Petri nets together with a set of rules. For reconfigurable Petri nets,
e.g. in [3] not only the follower marking can be computed but also the
structure can be changed by rule application to obtain a new net. Motivation is the observation that in increasingly many application areas
the underlying system has to be dynamic in a structural sense. Complex coordination and structural adaptation at run-time (e.g. mobile adhoc networks, dynamic hardware reconfiguration, communication spaces,
ubiquitous computing) are main features that need to be modelled adequately. The distinction between the net behaviour and the dynamic
change of its net structure is the characteristic feature that makes reconfigurable Petri nets so suitable for modeling systems with dynamic
structures.
For rule-based modification of Petri nets we use the framework of net
transformations that is inspired by graph transformation systems [2]. The
basic idea behind net transformation is the stepwise modification of Petri
nets by given rules. The rules present a rewriting of nets where the lefthand side is replaced by the right-hand side. The abstract semantics we
introduce in [4] is a graph with nodes that consist of isomorphism classes
of the net structure and an isomorphism class of the current marking.
Arcs between these nodes represent computation steps being either a
transition firing or a direct transformation. Based on this semantics we
can define properties and model-check these properties.
Model checking is a widely used technique to prove properties such as
liveness, deadlock or safety for a given model. Here we present model
checking of reconfigurable Petri nets [7,6]. The main task is to flatten
the two levels of dynamic behavior that reconfigurable nets provide, the
firing of transitions on the one hand and the transformation of the nets
on the other hand. We show how to translate a reconfigurable net into
Maude modules [1]. Maude’s LTL model-checker is then used to verify
properties of these modules. The correctness of this conversion is proven
as the corresponding labelled transitions systems are bisimular.
In an ongoing example reconfigurable Petri nets are used to model and to
verify partial dynamic reconfiguration of field programmable gate arrays
using the tool ReconNet ([5] or see https://reconnetblog.wordpress.com/).
Keywords: Petri Nets, Verification, Reconfigurable Petri Nets
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Abstract. The efficacy of decision diagram techniques for state space
generation is known to be heavily dependent on the variable order. Ordering can be done a-priori (static) or during the state space generation
(dynamic). We focus our attention on static ordering techniques. Many
static decision diagram variable ordering techniques exist, but it is hard
to choose which method to use, since only fragmented information about
their performance is available. In the work reported in this paper we used
the models of the Model Checking Contest 2016 edition to provide an
extensive comparison of 14 different algorithms, in order to better understand their efficacy. Comparison is based on the size of the decision
diagram of the generated state space. The state space is generated using
the Saturation method provided by the Meddly library.
Keywords: decision diagrams, static variable ordering, heuristic optimization, saturation.

1

Introduction

Binary Decision diagram (BDD) [10] is a well-known data structure that was extensively used in industrial hardware verification thanks to its ability of encoding
complex boolean functions on very large domains. In the context of discrete event
dynamic systems in general, and of Petri nets in particular, BDDs and its extensions (e.g. Multi-way Decision Diagram -MDD) were proposed to efficiently
generate and store the state space of complex systems. Indeed, symbolic state
space generation techniques exploit Decision Diagrams (DDs) because they allow to encode and manipulate entire sets of states at once, instead of storing
and exploring each state explicitly.
The size of DD representation is known to be strongly dependent on variable orders: a good ordering can significantly change the memory consumption
and the execution time needed to generate and encode the state space of a
system. Unfortunately finding the optimal variable ordering is known to be NPcomplete [9]. Therefore, efficient DD generation is usually reliant on various
heuristics for the selection of (sub)optimal orderings. In this paper we will only
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consider static variable ordering, i.e. once the variable ordering l is selected, the
MDD construction starts without the possibility of changing l. In the literature several papers were published to study the topic of variable ordering. An
overview of these works can be found in [25], and in the recent work in [19]. In
particular the latter work considers a new set of variable ordering algorithms,
based on Bandwidth-reduction methods [27], and observes that they can be
successfully applied for variable ordering. We also consider the work published
in [18] (based on the ideas in [28]), which are state-of-the-art variable ordering
methods specialized for Petri nets.
The motivation of this work was to understand how these different algorithms
for variable orderings behave. Also, we wanted to investigate whether the availability of structural information on the Petri net model could make a difference.
As far as we know there is no extensive comparison of these specific methods.
In particular we have addressed the following research objectives:
1. Build an environment (a benchmark ) in which different algorithms can be
checked on a vast number of models.
2. Investigate whether structural information like P-semiflows can be exploited
to define better algorithms for variable orderings.
3. What are the right metrics to compare variable ordering algorithms in the
most fair manner.
To achieve these objectives we have built a benchmark in which 14 different
algorithms for variable orderings have been implemented and compared on state
space generation of the Petri nets taken from the models of the Model Checking
context (both colored and uncolored), 2016 edition [16]. The implementation
is part of RGMEDD [6], the model-checker of GreatSPN [5], and uses MDD
saturation [12]. The ordering algorithms are either taken from the literature
(both in their basic form and with a few new variations) or they were already
included in GreatSPN.
Figure 1, left, depicts the benchmark workflow. Given a net system S =
(N , m0 ) all ordering algorithms in A are run (box 1), then the reachability set
RSl of the system is computed for each ordering l ∈ L (box 2) and algorithms are
ranked according to some MDD metrics MM(RSl ), (box 3). The best algorithm
a∗ is then the best algorithm for solving the PN system S = (N , m0 ) (box 4)
and its state space RSl could be the one used to check properties.
This workflow allows to: 1) provide indications on the best performing algorithm for a given model and 2) compare the algorithms in A on a large set of
models to possibly identify the algorithm with the best average performances.
The problem of defining a ranking among algorithms (or of identifying the “best”
algorithm) is non-trivial and will be explored in Section 3.
Figure 1, right, shows a high level view of the approach used to compare
variable ordering algorithms in the benchmark. Columns represents algorithms,
and rows represents model instances, that is to say a Petri net model with an
associated initial marking. A square in position (j, k) represents the state space
generation for the j th model instance done by GreatSPN using the variable
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Fig. 1. Workflow for analysis and testing of static variable ordering algorithms.

ordering computed by algorithm ak . A black square indicates that the state
space was generated within the given time and memory limits.
In the analysis of the results from the benchmark we shall distinguish among
model instances for which no variable ordering was good enough to allow GreatSPN to generate the state space (only white squares on the model instance row,
as for the first two rows in the figure), model instances for which at least one
variable ordering was good enough to generate the state space (at least one black
square in the row), and model instances in which GreatSPN generates the state
space with all variable orderings (all black squares in the row), that we shall
consider “easy” instances.
In the analysis it is also important to distinguish whether we evaluate ordering algorithms w.r.t. all possible instances or on a representative set of them.
Figure 1, right, highlights that instances are not independent, since they are
often generated from the same “model” that is to say the same Petri net N by
varying the initial marking m0 or some other parameter (like the cardinality of
the color classes). As we shall see in the experimental part, collecting measures
over all instances, in which all instances have the same weight, may lead to a
distortion of the observed behaviour, since the number of instances per model
can differ significantly. A measure “per model” is therefore also considered.
This work could not have been possible without the models made available
by the Model Checking Contest, the functions of the Meddly MDD library and
the GreatSPN framework. We shall now review them in the following.
Model Checking Contest. The Model Checking Contest[16] is a yearly scientific event whose aim is to provide a comparison among the different available
verification tools. The 2016 edition employed a set of 665 PNML instances generated from 65 (un)colored models, provided by the scientific community. The
participating tools are compared on several examination goals, i.e. state space,
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reachability, LTL and CTL formulas. The MCC team has designed a score system to evaluate tools that we shall employ as one of the considered benchmark
metrics for evaluating the algorithms, as evaluating the orderings can be reduced
to evaluating the same tool, GreatSPN, in as many variations as the number of
ordering algorithms considered.
Meddly library. Meddly (Multi-terminal and Edge-valued Decision Diagram LibrarY) [8] is an open-source library implementation of Binary Decision Diagrams
(BDDs) and several variants, including Multi-way Decision Diagrams (MDDs,
implemented “natively”) and Matrix Diagrams (MxDs, implemented as MDDs
with an identity reduction rule). Users can construct one or more forests (collections of nodes) over the same or different domains (collections of variables).
Several “apply” operations are implemented, including customized and efficient
relational product operations and saturation [12] for generating the set of states
(as an MDD) reachable from an initial set of states according to a transition
relation (as an MxD). Saturation may be invoked either with an already known
(“pre-generated”) transition relation, or with a transition relation that is built
“on the fly” during saturation [13], although this is currently a prototype implementation. The transition relation may be specified as a single monolithic
relation that is then automatically split [23], or as a relation partitioned by levels or by events [14], which is usually preferred since the relation for a single
Petri net transition tends to be small and easy to construct.
GreatSPN framework. GreatSPN is a well-known collection of tools for the design and analysis of Petri net models [5, 6]. The tools are aimed at the qualitative
and quantitative analysis of Generalized Stochastic Petri Net (GSPN) [1] and
Stochastic Symmetrical Net (SSN) through computation of structural properties, state space generation and analysis, analytical computation of performance
indices, fluid approximation and diffusion approximation, symbolic CTL model
checking, all available through a common graphical user interface [4]. The state
space generation [7] of GreatSPN is based on Meddly. In this paper we use the
collection of variable ordering heuristics implemented in GreatSPN. This collection has been enlarged to include all the variable ordering algorithms described
in Section 2.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 reviews the considered algorithms; Section 3 describes the benchmark (models, scores and results); Section 4
considers a parameter estimation problem for optimizing one of the best methods found (Sloan) and Section 5 concludes the paper outlining possible future
directions of work.

2

The set A of variable ordering algorithms

In this section we briefly review the algorithms considered by the benchmark.
Although our target model is that of Petri nets, we describe the algorithms in a
more general form (as some of them were not defined specifically for Petri nets).
We therefore consider the following high level description of the model.
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Let V be the set of variables, that translates directly to MDD levels. Let
E be the set of events in the model. Events are connected to input and output
variables. Let V in (e) and V out (e) be the sets of input and output variables
of event e, respectively. Let E in (v) and E out (v) be the set of events to which
variable v participates as an input or as an output variable, respectively. For
some models, structural information is known in the form of disjoint variables
partitions named structural units. Let Π be the set of structural units. With Π(v)
we denote the unit of variable v. Let V (π) be the set of vertices in unit π ∈ Π. In
this paper we consider three different types of structural unit sets. Let ΠPSF be
the set of units corresponding to the P-semiflows of the net, obtained ignoring the
place multiplicity. On some models, structural units are known because they are
obtained from the composition of smaller parts. We mainly refer to [17] for the
concept of Nested Units (NU). Let ΠNU be this set of structural units, which is
defined only for a subset of models. Finally, structural units can be derived using
a clustering algorithm. Let ΠCl be such set of units. We will discuss clustering
in section 2.5.
Following this criteria, we subdivide the set of algorithms A into: The set
AGen , that do not use any structural information; The set APSF that requires
ΠPSF ; The set ANU that require ΠNU . Since clustering can be computed on
almost any model, we consider method that use ΠCl as part of AGen .
In our context, the set of MDD variables V corresponds to the place set of
the Petri net, and the set of events is the transition set of the Petri net. Let
l : V → N be a variable order, i.e. an assignment of consecutive integer values
to the variables V .
2.1

Force-based orderings

The FORCE heuristic, introduced in [3], is a n-dimensional graph layering technique based on the idea that variables form an hyper-graph, such that variables
connected by the same event are subject to an “attractive” force, while variables
not directly connected by an event are subject to a “repulsive” force. It is a
simple method that can be summarized as follows:

Algorithm 1 Pseudocode of the FORCE heuristic.
Function FORCE:
Shuffle the variables randomly.
repeat K times:
for each event e ∈ E:
P
1
compute center of gravity cog e = |e|
v∈e l(v)
for each variable v ∈ V :
P
1
compute hyper-position p(v) = E(v)
e∈E(v) cog e
Sort vertices according the their p(v) value.
Weight obtained variable order using metric function f (l).
return the variable order that had the best metric among
the K generated permutations.
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Algorithm 1 gives the general skeleton of the FORCE algorithm. One of the
most interesting part of this method is that it can be seen as a factory of variable
orders, that generates K different orders. The algorithm starts by shuffling the
variables set, then it iterates K times trying to achieve a convergence. The
version of FORCE that we tested uses K = 200. In our experience, FORCE does
not converge stably to a single permutation on most models, and it generates a
new permutation at every iteration.
After having produced a candidate variable order l, a metric function f (l) →
R is used to estimate the quality of that order. The chosen order is then the one
that maximises (or minimises) the target metric function. In our benchmark we
tested the following metric functions:
– Point-Transition Spans: the PTS score is given by the sum of all distances
between the center of gravities cog e and theirconnected variables. The
 forP
P
1
mula is the following: PTS(l) = |E|·|V | e∈E
v∈V (e) p(v) − cog e .

– Normalized Event Span: the NES score [26] is based on the idea of measuring
the sum of the event spans of each event e. The event span span l (e) of event
e for the variable order l is defined as the largest distance in l between every
pair of variables v, v 0 ∈ V (e). The metric is then defined as a normalized
P
span(e)+1
1
.
sum of these spans: NES(l) = |E|
e∈E
|V |

– Weighted Event Span: WES [26] is a modified version of NES where events
closer to the top of the variable order weigh more. This modification is
based on the assumption that the Saturation algorithm performs better when
i
most events are close to the bottom
of the

i order. The formula of WES is:
P
span(e)+1
1
, with i = 1.
WESi (l) = |E|
· 2·top(e)
e∈E
|V |
|V |

In addition to the evaluation metrics, structural information of the model
can be used to establish additional center of gravity. We tested three variations
of the FORCE method, which are:
– FORCE-*: Events are used as centers of gravity, as described in Algorithm 1,
where * is one among PTS, NES or WES.
– FORCE-P: P-semiflows are used as center of gravities instead of the events.
The method is only tested for those models that have P-semiflows. It uses
the WES metric to select between the K generated orderings.
– FORCE-NU: Structural units are used as center of gravities, along with the
events. This intuitively tries to keep together those variables that belong to
the same structural unit. Again, WES is used for the metric function.

The set A of algorithms considered in the benchmark includes: FORCE-PTS,
FORCE-NES and FORCE-WES in AGen ; the method FORCE-P in APSF ; and the
method FORCE-NU in ANU , for a total of 5 variations of this method.
2.2

Bandwidth-reduction methods

Bandwidth-reduction(BR) methods are a class of algorithms that try to permute
a sparse matrix into a band matrix, i.e. where most of the non-zero entries are
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confined in a (hopefully) small band near the diagonal. It is known [11] that reducing the event span in the variable order generally improves the compactness
of the generated MDD. Therefore, event span reduction can be seen as an equivalent of a bandwidth reduction on a sparse matrix. A first connection between
bandwidth-reduction methods and variable ordering has been tested in [19] and
in [22] on the model bipartite graph. In these works the considered BR methods where: The Reverse Cuthill-Mckee [15]; The King algorithm [20]; and The
Sloan algorithm [27]. The choice was motivated by their ready availability in the
Boost-C++ and in the ViennaCL library. In particular, Sloan, which is the stateof-the-art method for bandwidth reduction, showed promising performances as a
variable ordering method. In addition, Sloan almost always outperforms [19] the
other two BR methods, but for completeness of our benchmark we have decided
to replicate the results. We concentrate our review on the Sloan method only,
due to its effectiveness and its parametric nature.
The goal of the Sloan algorithm is to condensate the entries of a symmetric
square matrix A around its diagonal, thus reducing the matrix bandwidth and
profile [27]. It works on symmetric matrices only, hence it is necessary to impose
some form of translation of the model graph into a form that is accepted by
the algorithm. The work in [22] adopts the symmetrization of the dependency
graph of the model, i.e. the input matrix A for the Sloan algorithm will have
(|V | + |E|)×(|V | + |E|) entries. We follow instead a different approach. The size
of A is U , with |V | ≤ U ≤ |V | + |E|. Every event e generates entries in A:
when |V in (e)|×|V out (e)| < T , with T a threshold value, all the cross-product
of V in (e) vertices with the V out (e) vertices are nonzero entries in A. If instead
|V in (e)|×|V out (e)| ≥ T , a pseudo-vertex ve is added, and all V in (e)×{ve } and
{ve }×V out (e) entries in A are set to be nonzero. Usually U will be equal to
V , or just slightly larger. This choice better represents the variable–variable
interaction matrix, while avoiding degenerate cases where highly connected event
could generate a dense matrix A. In our implementation, T is set to 100. The
matrix is finally made symmetric using: A0 = A + AT . As we shall see in
section 3, the computational cost of Sloan remains almost always bounded.

Algorithm 2 Pseudocode of the Sloan algorithm.
Function Sloan:
Select a vertex u of the graph.
Select v as the most-distant vertex to u with a graph visit.
Establish a gradient from 0 in v to d in u using a depth-first visit.
Initialize visit frontier Q = {v}
repeat until Q is empty:
Remove from the frontier Q the vertex v 0 that minimizes P (v 0 ).
Add v 0 to the variable ordering l.
Add the unexplored adjacent vertices of v 0 to Q.
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A second relevant characteristic of Sloan is its parametric priority function
P (v 0 ), which guides variable selection in the greedy strategy. A very compact
pseudocode of Sloan is given in Algorithm 2. A more detailed one can be found
in [21]. The method follows two phases. In the first phase it searches a pseudodiameter of the A matrix graph, i.e. two vertices v, u that have an (almost)
maximal distance. Usually, an heuristic approach based on the construction of
the root level structure of the graph is employed. The method then performs a
visit, starting from v, exploring in sequence all vertices in the visit frontier Q
that maximize the priority function:
P (v 0 ) = −W1 · incr (v 0 ) + W2 · dist(v, v 0 )
where incr (v 0 ) is the number of unexplored vertices adjacent to v 0 , dist(v, v 0 )
is the distance between the initial vertex v and v 0 , and W1 and W2 are two
integer weights. The weights control how Sloan prioritises the visit of the local
cluster (W1 ) and how much the selection should follow the gradient (W2 ). Since
the two weights control a linear combination of factors, in our analysis we shall
W1
. In Section 4 we will concentrate on the best selection
consider only the ratio W
2
of this ratio. We use the name SLO, CM and KING to refer to the Sloan, CuthillMckee and King algorithms in the AGen set. GreatSPN uses the Boost-C++
implementations of these methods.

2.3

P-semiflows chaining algorithm

In this subsection we propose a new heuristic algorithm exploiting the ΠPSF set
of structural units obtained by the P-semiflows computation. A P-semiflow is
a positive, integer, left annuler of the incidence matrix of a Petri net, and it
is known that, in any reachable marking, the sum of tokens in the net places,
weighted by the P-semi-flow coefficients, is constant and equal to the weighted
sum of the initial marking (P-invariant). Its main idea is to maintain the places
shared between two ΠPSF units (i.e. P-semiflows) as close as possible in the
final MDD variable ordering, since their markings cannot vary arbitrarily. The
pseudo-code is reported in Algorithm 3. The algorithm takes as input the ΠPSF
set and returns as output a variable ordering (stored in the ordered l). Initially,
the πi unit sharing the highest number of places with another unit is removed
by ΠPSF and saved in πcurr . All its places are added to l.
Then the main loop runs until ΠPSF becomes empty. The loop comprises the
following operations. The πj unit sharing the highest number of places with πcurr
is selected. All the places of πj in l, which are not currently C (i.e. the list of
currently discovered common places) are removed. The common places between
πi and πj not present in C are appended to l. Then the places present only in
πj are added to l. After these steps, C is updated with the common places in πi
and πj , and πj is removed by ΠPSF . Finally πcurr becomes πj , completing the
iteration. This algorithm is named P and belongs to the APSF set.
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Algorithm 3 Pseudocode of the P-semiflows chaining algorithm.
Function P-semiflows(ΠPSF ):
l = ∅ is the ordered list of places.
C = ∅ is the set of current discovered common places.
Select a unit πi ∈ ΠPSF s.t. max{i,j}∈|ΠPSF | πi ∩ πj with i 6= j
ΠPSF = ΠPSF \ {πi }
πcurr = πi
Append V (πcurr ) to l
repeat until ΠPSF is empty:
Select a unit πj ∈ ΠPSF s.t. maxj∈|ΠPSF | πcurr ∩ πj
Remove (l ∩ V (πj )) \ C to l
Append V (πcurr ∩ πj ) \ C to l
Append V (πj ) \ (C ∩ V (πcurr )) to l
Add V (πcurr ∩ πj ) to C
πcurr = πj
ΠPSF = ΠPSF \ {πj }
return l

2.4

The Noack and the Tovchigrechko greedy heuristics algorithms

The Noack [24] and the Tovchigrechko [28] methods are greedy heuristics that
build up the variable order sequence by picking, at every iteration, the variable
that minimizes an objective function. A detailed description can be found in [18].
A pseudo-code is given in Algorithm 4.

Algorithm 4 Pseudocode of the Noack/Tovchigrechko heuristics.
Function NOACK-TOV:
S = ∅ is the set of already selected places.
for i from 1 to |V |:
compute weight W (v) = f (v, S) for each v 6∈ S.
find v that maximizes W (v).
l(i) = v.
S ← S ∪ {v}.
return the variable order l.

The main difference between the Noack and the Tovchigrechko methods is
the weight function f (v, S), defined as:
fNoack (v, S) =

X

g1 (e) + z1 (e)

e∈E out (v)
k1 (e)∧k2 (e)

fTov (v, S) =

X
out

g1 (e) +

e∈E
(v)
k1 (e)



X
out

+

X

g2 (e) + c2 (e)

e∈E in (v)
k1 (e)∧k2 (e)

c1 (e) +

e∈E
(v)
k2 (e)

X
in

g2 (e) +

e∈E (v)
k1 (e)


X
in

c2 (e)

e∈E (v)
k2 (e)
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where the sub-terms are defined as:

max 0.1, |S∩V in (e)|
g1 (e) =
,
|V in (e)|
c1 (e) =
z1 (e) =



max 0.1, 2·|S∩V out (e)|
|V out (e)|
out
2·|S∩V
(e)|
k1 (e)
|V out (e)| ,

g2 (e) =
,

c2 (e) =

1+|S∩V in (e)|
|V in (e)|



max 0.2, 2·|S∩V out (e)|
|V out (e)|

= |V in (e)| > 0,

k2 (e) = |V out (e)| > 0

Few technical information is known about the criteria that were followed for
the definition of the fNoack and fTov functions. An important characteristic is
that both functions have different criteria for input and output event conditions,
i.e. they do not work on the symmetrized event relation, like the Sloan method.
The set A of algorithms considered in the benchmark includes four variations
of these two algorithms: the variants NOACK and TOV are the standard implementations, as described in [18]. In addition, we tested whether these methods could
benefit from an additional weight function that favours structural units. The
two methods NOACK-NU and TOV-NU employ this technique. In this case, function
f (v, S) is modified to add a weight of 0.75 · |S ∩ V (Π(v))| to variable v. In our
experiments we tried various values for the weight, but we generally observed
that these modified methods do not benefit from this additional information.
2.5

Markov Clustering heuristic

The heuristic MCL is based on the idea of exploring the effectiveness of clustering
algorithms to improve variable order technique. The hypothesis is that in some
models, it could be beneficial to first group places that belong to connected
clusters. For our tests we selected the Markov Cluster algorithm [29]. The method
works as a modified version of Sloan, were clusters are first ordered according
to their average gradient, and then places belonging to the same clusters will
appear consecutively on the variable ordering, following the cluster orders. This
method is named MCL and belongs to the AGen set.

3

The Benchmark

The considered model instances are that of the Model Checking Contest, 2016
edition [16], which consists of 665 PNML models. We discarded 257 instances
that our tool was not capable to solve in the imposed time and memory limits,
because either the net was too big or the RS MDD was too large under any
considered ordering. Thus, we considered for the benchmark the set I made of
386 instances, belonging to a set M of 62 models. These 386 instances run for
the 14 tested algorithms for 75 minutes, with 16GB of memory and a decision
diagram cache of 226 entries. In the 386 instances of I two sub-groups are identified: The set IPSF ⊂ I of instances for which P-semiflows are available, with
328 instances generated from a subset MPSF of 55 models; The set INU ⊂ I of
instances for which nested units are available, with 65 instances generated from
a subset MNU of 15 models.
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The overall tests were performed on OCCAM [2] (Open Computing Cluster
for Advanced data Manipulation), a multi-purpose flexible HPC cluster designed
and maintained by a collaboration between the University of Torino and the
Torino branch of the National Institute for Nuclear Physics. OCCAM counts
slightly more than 1100 cpu cores including three different types of computing
nodes: standard Xeon E5 dual-socket nodes, large Xeon E5 quad-sockets nodes
with 768 GB RAM, and multi-GPU NVIDIA nodes. Our experiments took 221
hours of computation using 3 standard Xeon E5 dual-socket nodes.
Scores. Typically, the most important parameter that measures the performance
of variable ordering is the MDD peak size, measured in nodes. The peak size represents the maximum MDD size reached during the computation, and it therefore
represents the memory requirement. It is also directly related to the time cost
of building the MDD. For these reasons we preferred to use the peak size alone
rather than a weighted measure of time, memory and peak size, that would make
the result interpretation more complex. The peak size is, however, a quantity
that is strictly related to the model instance. Different instances will have unrelated peak sizes, often with different magnitudes. To treat instances in a balanced
way, some form of normalized score is needed. We consider three different score
functions: for all of them the score of an algorithm is first normalized against
the other algorithms on the same instance, which gives a score per instance,
and then summed over all instances. Let i be an instance, solved by algorithms
A = {a1 , . . . , am } with peak nodes Pi = {pa1 (i), . . . , pam (i)}. The scores of an
algorithm a for an instance i are:
A (i)
,
– The Mean Standard Score of instance i is defined as: MSSa (i) = pa (i)−µ
σA (i)
where µA (i) and σA (i) are the mean and standard deviations for instance
summed over the all algorithms that solve instance i.
i}
,
– The Normalized Score for instance i is defined as: NSa (i) = 1 − min{p∈P
pa (i)
which just rescales the peak nodes taking the minimum as the scaling factor.
– The Model Checking Contest score1 for instance i defined as: MCCa (i) = 48
if a terminates on i in the given time bound, plus 24 if pa (i) = min{p ∈ Pi }.

The final scores used for ranking algorithms over a set I 0 ⊆ I is then determined
as the sum over I 0 of the scores per instance:
P
– The Mean Standard Score of algorithm a: MSSa = |I10 | i∈I 0 MSSa (i)
P
– The Normalized Score of algorithm a: NSa = |I10 | i∈I 0 NSa (i)
P
– The Model Checking Contest score of a: MCCa = |I10 | i∈I 0 MCCa (i)

MSS requires a certain amount of samples to be significant. Therefore, we
apply it only for those model instances were all our tested algorithms terminated
in the time bound. For those instances where not all algorithm terminated, we
apply NS. We decided to test the MCC score to check if it is a good or a biased
metric, when compared to the standard score.
1

We actually use a simplified version where answer correctness is not considered.
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Table 1. Performance of the ordering algorithms using the MCC2016 models.

Algorithm a
FORCE-PTS
FORCE-NES
FORCE-WES1
CM
KING
SLO
NOACK
TOV
MCL

Num. instances
Average scores
A applied solved optimal uniq. NSa MSS∗a NS∗a MCCa
AGen
386
259
23
1 0.699 -0.071 0.552 33.63
AGen
386
267
27
0 0.657 -0.275 0.505 34.88
AGen
386
263
23
0 0.663 -0.228 0.505 34.13
AGen
386
290
69
2 0.586 -0.076 0.449 40.35
AGen
386
284
36
2 0.635 -0.032 0.504 37.55
AGen
386 340
71
5 0.534 -0.125 0.471 46.69
AGen
386
312
51
0 0.535 -0.052 0.425 41.96
AGen
386
325
75
2 0.524 -0.043 0.435 45.07
AGen
386
250
27
4 0.767 0.676 0.640 32.76

FORCE-P
P

APSF
APSF

328
328

230
258

33
26

0 0.604 -0.292 0.435 36.07
3 0.729 0.623 0.656 39.00

FORCE-NU
NOACK-NU
TOV-NU

ANU
ANU
ANU

65
65
65

38
47
45

11
3
1

1 0.711 -0.364 0.506 31.01
0 0.777 0.049 0.692 34.70
0 0.773 0.122 0.672 32.86

Table 1 describes the general summary of the benchmark results. For each
algorithm, we report again its requirement class (AGen , APSF , ANU ). The table
reports the number of instances where: the algorithm is applied, the algorithm
finishes in the time and memory bounds, the number of times the algorithm finds
the best ordering among the others, and the number of times the algorithm is
the only one capable of solving an instance. The last four columns report: the
NS score on all instances NSa ; the MSS score on completed instances (MSS∗a );
the NS score on completed instances (NS∗a ); and the MCCa score per instance.
Remember that for NS and MSS, a lower score is better, while for MCC a higher
score is better.
From the table, it emerges that TOV and SLO are the methods that perform
better, with a clear margin. Other methods, like FORCE-P and FORCE-NU have
the worst average behaviour, even if they perform well when they are capable
of solving an instance. Considering the column of “optimal” instances, some
methods seem to perform well, like CM, but as we shall see later in this section, this
is a bias caused by the uneven number of instances per model (i.e. some models
have more instances than others). To our surprise, both MCL and P methods
show only a mediocre average performance even if there is a certain number of
instances where they perform particularly well.
In general, most instances are solved by more than one algorithm. In the
rest of the section we go into model details, first considering the performance of
the algorithms, and then by ranking the methods considering either instances(I,
IPSF , INU ) or models(M, MPSF , MNU ).
Efficiency of variable ordering algorithms. Table 2 reports the times required
to generate the variable ordering. The table reveals several problems and inef-
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Table 2. Time distribution for the tested variable ordering methods, ordered by E[t].
Method Name t<0.01 0.01<t<1 1<t<10 t>10 d.n.f.
E[t]
σ[t]
KING
559
44
1
0
0 0.006 0.056
CM
558
45
1
0
0 0.006 0.059
MCL
522
80
2
0
22 0.016 0.129
FORCE-NES
371
220
13
0
4 0.090 0.423
FORCE-WES1
367
222
15
0
4 0.095 0.432
FORCE-PTS
368
221
15
0
4 0.098 0.442
SLO
510
87
5
2
0 0.211 3.602
FORCE-NU
409
131
38
26
0 0.708 2.235
TOV
434
142
21
7
0 0.854 9.092
NOACK
435
142
20
7
0 0.869 9.200
NOACK-NU
433
144
19
8
0 0.879 9.505
TOV-NU
430
146
20
8
0 0.927 9.849
FORCE-P
217
281
78
28
74 1.016 2.474
P
510
54
14
26 103 14.621 159.891

ficiencies of some of these methods in our implementation. In particular, our
implementation of the Noack and Tovchigrechko methods are simple prototypes,
and have at least the cost of O(|V |2 ). The P algorithm also shows a severe performance problem, with a cost that does not match its theoretical complexity.
Surprisingly, the cost of Sloan is quite high. The library documentation states
that its cost is O(log(m) · |E|) with m = max{degree(v) | v ∈ V }, but the numerical analysis seems to suggest that the library implementation could have some
hidden inefficiency.
3.1

Results of the benchmark

Figure 2 shows the benchmark results, separated by instance class and algorithm
class. The plots on the left (1, 3, and 5) report the results on the instances
that are solved by all algorithms in the given time and memory limits (“Easy
instances” hereafter), while those on the right report the results for all instances
solved by at least one algorithm (“All instances” hereafter). In the left plots we
report the three tested metrics, while on the right plots we discard the MSS,
since the available samples for each instance may vary and could be too low for
the Gaussian assumption. To fit all scores in a single plot we have rescaled the
score values in the [0, 1] range.
Algorithms are sorted by their NS score, best one on the left. The top row
(plot 1 and 2) considers the AGen methods on all I instances. The center row
considers the AGen ∪ APSF methods on the IPSF instances. The bottom row
considers the AGen ∪ ANU methods on the INU instances. Plots 1, 3, and 5
consider 187, 145 and 11 instances, respectively, which are the “easy” instances.
All three scores seem to provide (almost) consistent rankings. The only exception is plot 5. We suspect that this discrepancy can be explained by the small
number of available instances (i.e. 11). The MCC metric is not very significant
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Fig. 2. Benchmark results, weighted by instance.

when we consider only the subset of instances solved by all algorithms, since
it does not reward those methods that complete more often that the others. It
is instead more significant for the right plots, which consider also the instances
where algorithms do not finish.
In general, we can observe that FORCE methods seem to provide better
variable orderings when the easy instances are considered (left plots). When we
instead consider all the instances, FORCE methods appear to be less efficient.
This suggests that FORCE methods could not scale well on larger instances.
We observe a marginally favorable behaviour of the two methods FORCE-P
and FORCE-NU for the models with P-semiflows and structural units, compared
to the standard FORCE method. The general trend that seems to emerge from
these plots is that TOV, NOACK and SLO have the best average performance. This
is particularly evident in plot 2, which refers to the behaviour on “all” instances.
One problem of this benchmark setup is that the MCC model set is made by
multiple parametric instances of the same model, and the number of model instances vary largely (some models have just one, others have up to 40 instances).
Usually, the relative performances of each algorithm on different instances of the
same model are similar. Thus, an instance-oriented benchmark is biased toward
those models that have more instances. Therefore, we consider a modified version
of the three metrics MSS, NS and MCC, where the value is normalized against
0
the number of instances Im of
Peach considered
P model m ∈ M . Therefore, MSSa
1
1
is redefined as: MSSa = |M0 | m∈M0 |Im | i∈Im MSSa (i), and NS and MCC are
modified analogously.
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In[2184]:=

sloMean = Table@Mean@Rest@NSLOxx@@iDDDD êê N, 8i, Length@NSLOxxD<D;
sloDevStd = Table@StandardDeviation@Rest@NSLOxx@@iDDDD êê N, 8i, Length@NSLOxxD<D;
sloMin = Table@Min@Rest@NSLOxx@@iDDDD êê N, 8i, Length@NSLOxxD<D;
sloWeight = Table@Replace@First@NSLOxx@@iDDD, ModelWeightsD, 8i, Length@NSLOxxD<D;
NSLOxx@@i, k + 1DD - sloMean@@iDD
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F, 8i, Length@NSLOxxD<
sloDevStd@@iDD
AM = TableBTotalB
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Fig. 7. Comparison of Sloan against Tovchigrechko and FORCE-WES1 methods.

Figure 7 shows the comparison of SLO:1/16 against TOV and FORCE-WES1.
Unlike the previous case, the plots show that many instances are far from the
diagonal, which means that the three algorithms perform well on different instances.
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Fig. 8. Benchmark results after the addition of the optimized Sloan method.

Finally, Figure 8 shows the benchmark results after the substitution of SLO
with SLO:1/16. The plots report both the NS and MCC metrics by instances
(left) and by models (right) on “All” instances. SLO:1/16 performs better than
SLO in 71 instances (∼13 models) with a MDD peak reduction of 37% (24% for
models), while SLO beats SLO:1/16 in 66 instances (∼18 models) with a peak
reduction of 56% (20% for models). For 200 instances (∼28 models) the variable
ordering remains unchanged. Of the 386 tested models, SLO solves 340 of them,
and in 71 cases it provides the best ordering among the other algorithms. Instead, SLO:1/16 solves 341 instances, being optimal in 81 cases. These data show
the favorable performance of SLO:1/16. This also confirms the observations of
Figure 6, i.e. the set of models where Sloan works well remains almost unaltered,
but SLO:1/16 has a higher chance of finding a better ordering.

5

Conclusions and Future works

In this paper we presented a comparative benchmark of 14 variable ordering
algorithms. Some of these algorithms are popular among Petri net based model
checkers, while others have been defined to investigate the use of structural information for variable orderings. We observed that the Tovchigrechko/Noack
methods and the Sloan method have the best performances, and their effectiveness cover different subsets of model instances. While the methods of Tovchigrechko/Noack were designed for Petri net models, the method of Sloan is a
standard algorithm for bandwidth reduction of matrices, whose effectiveness for
variable ordering was pointed out only recently in [19] and [22]. We observed that
Sloan for variable ordering generation can be improved by changing the priority function weights. The parameter estimation on Sloan seems to suggest that
the gradient (controlled by W2 ) has a higher impact than keeping a low matrix
profile (controlled by W1 ). We conjecture that other algorithms, like TOV, FORCE
or P, could be improved by using a super-imposed gradient. We did not observe
significant improvements for those algorithms that use structural information
of the net, and in some cases (TOV and NOACK) we even observed a degradation
in performance. It is therefore unclear whether and how this type of structural
information can be used to improve variable orderings. We also tested three different metric scores. We observed an agreement between the MSS and the NS
score, which is nice since NS can be used even when few algorithms complete.
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We also observed that MCC is a good score, that favours a different aspect
than MSS/NS (average behaviour over better ordering). The use of a per-model
weight on the scores has helped in identifying a bias in the benchmark results.
We think that some form of per-model weight is necessary when using the MCC
model set.
It should be noted that we observed a different ranking than the one reported in [22]. That paper deals with metrics for variable ordering (without RS
construction), but in the last section the authors report a small experimental
assessment similar to our benchmark. In that assessment Tovchigrechko was not
tested, and the best algorithms were mostly Sloan and FORCE. For Sloan, they
used the default parameter setting with a rather different symmetrization of the
adjacency matrix, while it is not clear what variation of FORCE was used. This,
together with the fact that the tested model set was different (106 instances),
makes it difficult to draw any definite conclusions.
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On the Resource Equivalences in Petri Nets with
Invisible Transitions?
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Abstract. Two resources (submarkings) are called similar if in any
marking any one of them can be replaced by another one without affecting the net’s behaviour (modulo marking bisimulation). It is known
that resource similarity is undecidable for general labelled Petri nets. In
this paper we study the properties of resource similarity and resource
bisimulation (a subset of complete similarity relation, closed under transition firing) in Petri nets with invisible transitions (where some transitions may be unlabelled and hence invisible for external observer). It is
shown that for a proper subclass — p-saturated nets — the weak transfer
property of resource bisimulation can be effectively checked.

1

Introduction

In this paper the behavior of Petri nets is investigated from the standpoint
of bisimulation equivalence. The fundamental notion of bisimulation was introduced by R. Milner [9] and D. Park [10]. Two markings of a Petri net are called
bisimilar if the choice of each of them as an initial marking gives the same visible behavior of the net. In [7] P. Jančar proved that bisimulation equivalence of
markings is undecidable for a general Petri net.
In [1] C. Autant et al. introduced a notion of place bisimulation — a decidable
bisimulation-induced equivalence on the finite set of places, that allows to find
out some non-trivial behaviour-preserving net reductions. This relation and its
applications were studied in [1, 2, 12].
The notion of resource similarity was introduced in [3]. In general a resource
is a submarking. Two resources are similar if, having replaced one resource in any
marking by another, we obtain the same observed behavior of the net. Resource
bisimulation is a particular case of similarity that is closed under transition
firing. Place bisimulation is a proper subset of resource bisimulation. Note that,
unlike the place bisimulation [1], resource similarity and bisimulation are defined
on the infinite set (of resources/submarkings).
Resource similarity and its modifications where studied in [3–5]. In particular
it was proven that resource similarity is undecidable. However, it was shown that
resource bisimulation can be effectively approximated and used as a basis of net
reductions and adaptive control. For an overview, see [8].
?
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In this paper we consider an important generalization of labelled Petri nets,
where some transitions may be unlabelled and hence invisible for external observer. Quite often when analyzing the system there is a need to abstract from
the excessive information about its behavior. For example, it is convenient to
hide all transitions, corresponding to the internal actions of the system. The information obtained in this case can be useful, in particular, to detect additional
properties of the system in terms of its interaction with the environment.
Place bisimulations in Petri nets with invisible transitions were studied by
C. Autant et al. in [2]. It was shown that unlabelled sequences of steps significantly complicate the calculations. However, there are specific nontrivial subclasses of Petri nets with invisible transitions, that have some nice properties
w.r.t. place bisimulation.
In this paper we basically apply a similar approach to the resource equivalences. It is shown that, despite their non-trivial infinite structure, resource
bisimulations can be effectively computed even in the case of nets with invisible
transitions. In particular, it is shown that for a proper subclass — p-saturated
nets — the weak transfer property of resource τ p-bisimulation can be effectively
checked. Moreover, we can underapproximate the largest τ p-bisimulation by a
parameterized algorithm.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 contains basic definitions. Specifically, in Subsection 2.1 we give some technical notions and lemmata on the
properties of additively-transitively closed relations on multisets. Subsection 2.2
contains definitions of Petri nets and bisimulations. Subsections 2.3 and 2.4
give a short review on Petri net resources and resource equivalences (similarity
and bisimulation). Section 3 deals with invisible transitions. In Subsections 3.1
and 3.2 we define the straightforward τ -generalizations of resource equivalences
and study their properties. Subsections 3.3 and 3.4 describe the subclass of psaturated nets and the corresponding notion of τ p-bisimulation. In Subsection
3.5 we present an algorithm, computing the parameterized underapproximation
of largest τ p-bisimulation. Section 4 contains some conclusions.

2
2.1

Preliminaries
Relations on multisets

Let X be a finite set. A multiset m over a set X is a mapping m : X → Nat,
where Nat is the set of natural numbers (including zero), i.e. a multiset may
contain several copies of the same element.
For two multisets m, m0 we write m ⊆ m0 iff ∀x ∈ X : m(x) ≤ m0 (x) (the
inclusion relation). The sum and the union of two multisets m and m0 are defined
as usual: ∀x ∈ X : m + m0 (x) = m(x) + m0 (x), m ∪ m0 (x) = max(m(x), m0 (x)).
By M(X) we denote the set of all finite multisets over X.
Non-negative integer vectors are often used to encode multisets. Actually, the
set of all multisets over finite X is a homomorphic image of Nat|X| .
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A binary relation R ⊆ Natk × Natk is a congruence if it is an equivalence
relation and whenever (v, w) ∈ R then (v + u, w + u) ∈ R (here ‘+’ denotes
coordinate-wise addition). It was proved by L. Redei [11] that every congruence
on Natk is generated by a finite set of pairs. Later P. Jančar [7] and J. Hirshfeld
[6] presented a shorter proof and also showed that every congruence on Natk is
a semilinear relation, i.e. it is a finite union of linear sets.
Let RAT denote the additive-transitive closure (AT-closure) of the relation
R ⊆ M(X) × M(X) (the minimal congruence, containing R).
Let B ⊆ M(X) × M(X) be a binary relation on multisets. A relation B 0 is
called an AT-basis of B iff (B 0 )AT = B AT . An AT-basis B 0 is called minimal iff
there is no B 00 ⊂ B 0 such that (B 00 )AT = B AT .
Now we construct a special kind of minimal AT-basis for B. Define a partial
order v on the set B ⊆ M(X) × M(X) of pairs of multisets as follows:
1. For loop (i.e. reflexive) pairs let
def

(r1 , r1 ) v (r2 , r2 ) ⇔ r1 ⊆ r2 ;
2. For two non-loop pairs, the maximal loop constituents and the addend pairs
of nonintersecting multisets are compared separately
def

(r1 + o1 , r1 + o01 ) v (r2 + o2 , r2 + o02 ) ⇔
def

⇔ o1 ∩ o01 = ∅ & o2 ∩ o02 = ∅ & r1 ⊆ r2 & o1 ⊆ o2 & o01 ⊆ o02 .

3. A loop pair and a non-loop pair are always incomparable.
Let Bs denote the set of all minimal (with respect to v) elements of B AT .
Theorem 1. [4] Let B ⊆ M(X)×M(X) be a symmetric and reflexive relation.
Then Bs is an AT-basis of B and Bs is finite.
We call Bs the ground basis of B. Obviously, it is finite.
There is also a useful
Lemma 1. [4] Let B ⊆ M(X) × M(X) be a symmetric and reflexive relation,
(r, s) ∈ B AT . Then there exists a finite chain of pairs
(r, a1 ), (a1 , a2 ), . . . , (ak−1 , ak ), (ak , s) ∈ (Bs )A ,
where (Bs )A is the additive closure of Bs .
2.2

Labelled Petri nets and bisimulations

Let P and T be disjoint sets of places and transitions and let F : (P × T ) ∪
(T × P ) → Nat. Then N = (P, T, F ) is a Petri net. A marking in a Petri net is
a function M : P → Nat, mapping each place to some natural number (possibly
zero). Thus a marking may be considered as a multiset over the set of places.
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Pictorially, P -elements are represented by circles, T -elements by boxes, and the
flow relation F by directed arcs. Places may carry tokens represented by filled
circles. A current marking M is designated by putting M (p) tokens into each
place p ∈ P . Tokens residing in a place are often interpreted as resources of some
type consumed or produced by a transition firing. A marked Petri net (N, M0 )
is a Petri net N together with an initial marking M0 .
For a transition t ∈ T the preset • t and the postset t• are defined as the
multisets over P such that • t(p) = F (p, t) and t• (p) = F (t, p) for each p ∈ P .
A transition t ∈ T is enabled in a marking M iff ∀p ∈ P M (p) ≥ F (p, t). An
enabled transition t may fire yielding a new marking M 0 =def M − • t + t• , i.e.
t
M 0 (p) = M (p) − F (p, t) + F (t, p) for each p ∈ P (denoted M → M 0 ).
The transitions may fire in parallel (concurrently), if there are enough tokens
for all of them. In particular, the transition may fire in parallel with itself.
The concurrent firing of a multiset of transitions is called a parallel step. The
precondition and postcondition for a multiset of transitions α ∈ M(T ) are:
•

α =def

X

•

α• =def

t,

t∈α
•

•

X

t• .

t∈α

•

•

•

Obviously, (α + β) = α + β, (α + β) = α + β • .
To observe a net behavior transitions are labelled by special labels representing observable actions or events. Let Act be a set of action names. A labelled
Petri net is a tuple N = (P, T, F, l), where (P, T, F ) is a Petri net and l : T → Act
is a labelling function. It can be generalized to sequences:
for α ∈ T ∗ s.t. α = tβ with t ∈ T and β ∈ T ∗ we have l(α) =def l(t)l(β).
And also to multisets of transitions:
for α ∈ M(T )

l(α) =def

P

t∈α

l(t).

Here we use not a union but a sum of multisets.
Let N = (P, T, F, l) be a labelled Petri net. We say that a relation R ⊆
M(P ) × M(P ) conforms to the transfer property iff for all (M1 , M2 ) ∈ R and
t
for every step t ∈ T , s.t. M1 → M10 , there exists an imitating step u ∈ T , s.t.
u
0
0
l(t) = l(u), M2 → M2 and (M1 , M20 ) ∈ R.
A relation R is called a marking bisimulation, if both R and R−1 conform to
the transfer property.
For every labelled Petri net there exists the largest marking bisimulation (denoted by ∼) and this bisimulation is an equivalence. It was proved by P. Jančar
[7], that the marking bisimulation is undecidable for Petri nets.
2.3

Resource similarity

Informally, resources are parts of markings which may or may not provide this
or that kind of net behavior.
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Definition 1. [4] Let N = (P, T, W, l) be a labelled Petri net. A resource R ∈
M(P ) in a Petri net N is a multiset over the set of places P .
Resources r and s in N are called similar (denoted r ≈ s) iff for every
marking R ∈ M(P ), r ⊆ R implies R ∼ R − r + s.
Thus if two resources are similar, then in every marking each of these resources can be replaced by another without changing the observable system’s
behavior. Some examples of similar resources are shown in Fig. 1.


p1 
p2




- a
- a

j
3
p3



p1 ≈ p2


p1

kp1 ≈ kp2 ,
where k > 0

-



p1

p1 ≈ 2p1

np1 ≈ mp1 ,
where n, m > 0

c) a cycle

-



p2

p2 ≈ ∅

b) a deadlock

a) a concurrent ring

a 

- a



p1

a

-

j b

-

*

p2




p3

- b
- a

p1 ≈ p2 + p3

d) resources of dierent power
Fig. 1. Examples of similar resources.

Figure a) shows a Petri net containing two transitions labeled with the same
label a and leading to the same marking p3 . Here the resources p1 and p2 are
similar, as they lead to a completely identical observable behavior — action a
producing a single token in p3 . Moreover, all the resources containing the same
number of tokens in p1 and p2 are similar.
Figure b) shows a simple net consisting of a single transition. In this case the
resource p2 is similar to an empty resource, since it does not affect the behavior
of the net (the place p2 is redundant).
Figure c) depicts a cycle consisting of one transition and one place. Note that
the set of markings of this net can be divided into two disjoint subsets — empty
marking and all the others. With empty marking, the transition can not fire, for
all others — it can fire any number of times. Note that for this net the largest
marking bisimulation and the resource similarity coincide.
Figure d) shows a more complex network. We have p1 ≈ p2 + p3 , that is,
replacing one token in p1 by two tokens (one in p2 and one in p3 ) does not affect
the observable behavior of the net as a whole.
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The similarity relation is an equivalence [4]. Moreover, it is monotonous:
Proposition 1. [4] Let N = (P, T, W, l) be a labelled Petri net, let r, s, u, v be
resources of the net N . Then r ≈ s & u ≈ v ⇒ r + u ≈ s + v.
Hence it has a finite ground basis. Unfortunately, from the undecidability of
a stronger relation of place fusion [12] we get
Theorem 2. [4] The resource similarity is undecidable for labelled Petri nets.
2.4

Resource bisimulation

We defined a stronger equivalence relation, retaining the observable system’s
behavior:
Definition 2. [4] An equivalence relation B ⊆ M(P ) × M(P ) is called a resource bisimulation if B AT is a marking bisimulation.
Note that an AT-closure of a resource similarity is not necessarily a marking
bisimulation. The next theorem states some important properties of resource
bisimulations.
Theorem 3. [4] Let N be a labelled Petri net. Then
1. if B ⊆ M(P ) × M(P ) is a resource bisimulation and (r1 , r2 ) ∈ B then
r1 ≈ r2 ;
2. if B1 , B2 are resource bisimulations for N then B1 ∪ B2 is a resource bisimulation for N ;
3. for any N there exists the largest resource bisimulation (denoted by B(N )),
and it is an equivalence.
Therefore B(N ) (as well as any other resource bisimulation) also has a finite
ground basis.
The AT-closure of a resource bisimulation is a marking bisimulation, and
hence, it conforms to the transfer property. Resource bisimulations satisfy a weak
variant of the transfer property, when only ’adjacent’ markings are considered
for a transition t:
We say that a relation B ⊆ M(P ) × M(P ) conforms to the weak transfer
property if for all (r, s) ∈ B, for each t ∈ T , such that • t ∩ r 6= ∅, there exists an
imitating transition u ∈ T , such that l(t) = l(u) and, writing M1 for • t ∪ r and
t
u
M2 for • t − r + s, we have M1 → M1 0 and M2 → M2 0 with (M10 , M20 ) ∈ B AT .
Theorem 4. [4] A relation B ⊆ M(P ) × M(P ) is a resource bisimulation iff
B is an equivalence relation and it conforms to the weak transfer property.
Due to this theorem to check whether a given finite relation B is a resource
bisimulation, one needs to verify the weak transfer property for only a finite
number of pairs of resources. In [4] we have shown that the largest resource
bisimulation for resources with a bounded number of tokens can be effectively
constructed (more precisely, it requires O(max{|P | R9 , |T |2 |P | R7 }) steps, where
R is the number of resources in the consideration).
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Petri nets with invisible transitions

In this section we investigate the possibilities of effectively constructing bisimulation-preserving relations for an extended class of systems — Petri nets with
invisible transitions.
To distinguish visible and invisible transitions, a special τ symbol is added
to the set of labels: Actτ = Act ∪ {τ }.
Definition 3. A labelled Petri net with invisible transitions is a tuple N =
(P, T, F, l), where (P, T, F ) is a Petri net and l : T → Actτ is an extended
labelling function.
Let σ, σ 0 ∈ (Actτ )∗ be sequences of action labels (with τ -s). Denote σ =τ
σ ⇔def σ|Act = σ 0 |Act (“equal modulo τ ”). For example, “τ τ aτ ” =τ “a”.
0

3.1

τ -bisimulation

Let N = (P, T, F, l) be a labelled Petri net with invisible transitions. We say
that a relation R ⊆ M(P ) × M(P ) conforms to the τ -transfer property iff for all
t
(M1 , M2 ) ∈ R and for every step t ∈ T , s.t. M1 → M10 , there exists an imitating
σ
sequence of steps σ ∈ T ∗ s.t. l(t) =τ l(σ), M2 → M20 and (M10 , M20 ) ∈ R.
A relation R is called a marking τ -bisimulation, if both R and R−1 conform
to the τ -transfer property. The largest τ -bisimulation is denoted by ∼τ .
Marking bisimulation is a special case of τ -bisimulation (for nets with no τ s). It is a stronger relation. Consider as an example the net at Fig. 2. Markings
p1 and p2 are not bisimilar, because at p2 no transition with label a is active.
But they are τ -bisimilar, because the invisible firing of t2 changes the marking
from p2 to p1 .

p1



k

3

a
t1
τ =

s
p
 2

p1 6∼ p2
p1 ∼τ p2

t2

Fig. 2. τ -bisimulation is weaker than bisimulation

In particular, this implies the undecidability of τ -bisimulation in Petri nets
with invisible transitions [7].
3.2

Resource similarity and bisimulation

The definition of resource similarity can be naturally generalized to the case of
nets with invisible transitions:
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Definition 4. Let N = (P, T, F, l) be a labelled Petri net with invisible transitions. Resources r and s are called τ -similar (denoted r ≈τ s) iff for every
marking R, r ⊆ R implies R ∼τ R − r + s.
We can show that resource τ -similarity has all basic properties of resource
similarity:
Proposition 2. 1. Resource τ -similarity is closed under addition and transitivity; hence it has finite AT-basis.
2. Resource τ -similarity is undecidable.
Proof. 1) From the definitions.
2) From Th. 2 (note that τ -similarity is a generalization of basic resource
similarity).
The definition of resource bisimulation also can be easily generalized:
Definition 5. Let N = (P, T, F, l) be a labelled Petri net with invisible transitions. An equivalence relation B ⊆ M(P ) × M(P ) is called a resource τ bisimulation if B AT is a marking τ -bisimulation.
Proposition 3. Let N = (P, T, F, l) be a labelled Petri net with invisible transitions. Then
1. if B ⊆ M(P ) × M(P ) is a resource τ -bisimulation and (r1 , r2 ) ∈ B then
r1 ≈τ r2 ;
2. if B1 , B2 ⊆ M(P ) × M(P ) are resource τ -bisimulations then B1 ∪ B2 is a
resource τ -bisimulation;
3. for any N there exists the largest resource τ -bisimulation (denoted by Bτ (N )),
and it is an equivalence.
Proof. The first statement follows directly from the definitions. Note, that there
exists a resource τ -similarity which is not a τ -bisimulation.
The proof of the second statement is rather long and contains some technical
details. It uses the decomposition of a given pair into a transitive chain of pairs,
where pairs are constructed as sums of pairs from (B1 )AT and (B2 )AT .
The third statement is an immediate corollary of the second. The largest
resource τ -bisimulation is the union of all resource τ -bisimulations for N .
Definition 6. We say that a relation B ⊆ M(P ) × M(P ) conforms to the
weak τ -transfer property if for all (r, s) ∈ B, t ∈ T s.t. • t ∩ r 6= ∅, there
exists an imitating sequence of transitions σ ∈ T ∗ s.t. l(t) =τ l(σ) and, denoting
t
σ
M1 = • t ∪ r and M2 = • t − r + s, we have M1 → M1 0 and M2 → M2 0 with
0
0
AT
(M1 , M2 ) ∈ B .
Th. 4 in the case of Petri nets with invisible transitions works only in one
direction:
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Proposition 4. If the relation conforms to the τ -transfer property then it conforms to the weak τ -transfer property; there exist relations, conforming to the
weak τ -transfer property and not conforming to the τ -transfer property.
Proof. (⇒) Since the weak τ -transfer property is the τ -transfer property for a
bounded (finite) subset of pairs of resources.
(6⇐) Consider a net at Fig. 3 (this example is taken from [2]) and a relation
B = Id(P ) ∪ {(p1 , p2 ), (p2 , p1 ), (p3 , p4 ), (p4 , p3 )}.
B conforms to the weak τ -transfer property. At the same time B is not a
resource τ -bisimulation. Consider markings M1 = p1 + p3 and M2 = p2 + p4 . The
pair (M1 , M2 ) belongs to the relation B AT , but the markings are not bisimilar,
because an action a is possible at M2 (transition t3 ) and is impossible at M1 .

p1
t1
p2

m

mp3

U ?
τ t2

?

τ

?

m

~ =
t3 a
p5

?
- mp4

?
m

Fig. 3. Th. 4 does not hold for Petri nets with invisible transitions.

Hence the weak τ -transfer property can not be used to construct bisimulation.
In the case of systems with invisible transitions it is even more important to
strengthen the considered relations and/or to restrict the considered class of
Petri nets.
3.3

Saturated nets

There exists a wide and important subclass of Petri nets with invisible transitions for which resource τ -bisimulation can be constructed using weak transfer
property — so-called “p-saturated nets”. In p-saturated nets [2] the firing of any
sequence of transitions with at most one visible label can be simulated by a
simultaneous (independent) firing of a certain set of transitions with the same
label (called “parallel step”).
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Denote the set of transition sequences with at most one visible label:
T × =def {σ ∈ T ∗ | l(σ) ∈ Actτ }.
Definition 7. A labelled Petri net with invisible transitions N = (P, T, F, l)
is called p-saturated (or simply saturated), if for any sequence of transitions
σ ∈ T × there exists a parallel step U ∈ M(T ) s.t. l(U ) =τ l(σ), • U = • σ and
U • = σ• .
m -τ

p1

t1

- m -a
p2
t2

- m
p3

a) not saturated net
saturating transition

t3
-a
m -τ

p1

t1

- m -a
p2
t2

w
- m
p3

b) saturated net

Fig. 4. An example of net saturation

In addition to saturated nets, there is an even broader class of saturable Petri
nets. These are nets that can be transformed into saturated by adding a finite
number of transitions while preserving the behavior of the net (in the sense of
τ -bisimularity). On Fig. 4 a saturated net is shown, obtained by adding the
transition t3 to the unsaturated net.
It is known [2] that a net is p-saturated iff it is 2p-saturated, i.e. all sequences
of length 2 are saturated by parallel steps.
Not all nets are saturable [2]. An example is given at Fig. 5.
It is also easy to see that the net is saturable iff its “invisible subnet” is
saturable (i.e. a net, obtained by removing all visible transitions).
3.4

τ p-bisimulation

In [2] an equivalence stronger than τ -bisimulation was defined, called τ p-bisimulation of markings. The transition in this case is modeled not by a sequence of
transitions, but by a parallel step.
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Fig. 5. Not saturable net
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Definition 8. [2] Let N = (P, T, F, l) be a labelled Petri net with invisible transitions. We say that a relation R ⊆ M(P ) × M(P ) conforms to the τ p-transfer
t
property if for all (M1 , M2 ) ∈ R and for each t ∈ T s.t. M1 → M10 , there
U
exists an imitating parallel step U ∈ M(T ) s.t. l(t) =τ l(U ), M2 → M20 and
(M10 , M20 ) ∈ R.
Definition 9. [2] A relation R is called a marking τ p-bisimulation, if both R
and R−1 conform to the τ p-transfer property.
It is known [2] that for any net there exists the largest τ p-bisimulation (denoted by ∼τ p ).
In saturated Petri nets τ p-bisimulation coincides with τ -bisimulation [2]:
M 1 ∼τ p M 2

⇔

M 1 ∼τ M 2 .

Now we are ready to define a resource τ p-similarity:
Definition 10. Let N = (P, T, F, l) be a saturated labelled Petri net with invisible transitions. Resources r and s are called τ p-similar (denoted r ≈τ p s) iff for
every marking R, r ⊆ R implies R ∼τ p R − r + s.
From the equality of ∼τ p and ∼τ in saturated nets we immediately have:
Corollary 1. Let N = (P, T, F, l) be a saturated labelled Petri net with invisible
transitions, r, s ∈ M(P ). Then
r ≈τ p s

⇔

r ≈τ s.

So, in saturated nets it is sufficient to look for τ p-similarities.
Definition 11. Let N = (P, T, F, l) be a saturated labelled Petri net with invisible transitions. An equivalence relation B ⊆ M(P ) × M(P ) is called a resource
τ p-bisimulation if B AT is a marking τ p-bisimulation.
In the case of τ p-relations all basic properties also hold:
Proposition 5. 1. Resource τ p-similarity is closed under addition and transitivity; hence it has finite AT-basis.
2. Resource τ p-similarity is undecidable.
3. If B ⊆ M(P ) × M(P ) is a resource τ p-bisimulation and (r1 , r2 ) ∈ B then
r1 ≈τ p r2 .
4. If B1 , B2 ⊆ M(P ) × M(P ) are resource τ p-bisimulations then B1 ∪ B2 is a
resource τ p-bisimulation;
5. For any N there exists the largest resource τ p-bisimulation (denoted by Bτ p (N )),
and it is an equivalence.
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Proof.
1) Immediately from the definition of resource τ p-similarity.
2) From Cor. 1 and the undecidability of (≈τ ).
3) Immediately from the definitions.
4) The proof is almost the same as in Prop. 3: the only difference is that we
consider not an imitating transition but an imitating parallel step.
5) Note that we can take a union of all resource τ p-bisimulations.
Definition 12. Let N = (P, T, F, l) be a saturated labelled Petri net with invisible transitions. We say that a relation B ⊆ M(P ) × M(P ) conforms to the
weak τ p-transfer property if for all (r, s) ∈ B, t ∈ T s.t. • t ∩ r 6= ∅, there exists
an imitating parallel step U ∈ M(T ) s.t. l(t) =τ l(U ) and, denoting M1 = • t ∪ r
t
U
and M2 = • t − r + s, we have M1 → M1 0 and M2 → M2 0 with (M10 , M20 ) ∈ B AT .
In saturated nets the weak τ p-transfer property is a necessary and sufficient
condition for its extended version, which guarantees the imitation of a parallel
step rather than a single transition:
Definition 13. Let N = (P, T, F, l) be a saturated labelled Petri net with invisible transitions. We say that a relation B ⊆ M(P ) × M(P ) conforms to the
extended weak τ p-transfer property if for all (r, s) ∈ B and any parallel step
V ∈ M(T ) s.t. • V ∩ r 6= ∅, there exists an imitating parallel step U ∈ M(T )
s.t. l(V ) =τ l(U ) and, denoting M1 = • V ∪ r and M2 = • V − r + s, we have
V
U
M1 → M1 0 and M2 → M2 0 with (M10 , M20 ) ∈ B AT .
Lemma 2. Let N = (P, T, F, l) be a saturated labelled Petri net with invisible
transitions. The relation B ⊆ M(P ) × M(P ) conforms to the weak τ p-transfer
property iff it conforms to the extended weak τ p-transfer property.
Proof. (⇐) Since the weak transfer property is a special case of the extended
weak transfer property.
(⇒) Assume the converse: the extended property does not hold, so there
V
exists (M1 , M2 ) ∈ B AT , V = {t1 , . . . , tk } ∈ M(T ) with M1 → M10 , s.t. there
exists no imitating parallel step U ∈ M(T ) with the same visible label l(V ) =τ
U
l(U ) and M2 → M20 and (M10 , M20 ) ∈ B AT .
t

1
Consider the transition firing M1 →
M11 . From the weak τ p-transfer property

W

it follows that this transition has an imitating parallel step M2 →1 M21 such that
(M11 , M21 ) ∈ B AT .
Note that V = {t1 , . . . , tk } is a parallel step at marking M1 , hence after the
firing of one of these transitions all other are still enabled. Therefore we can
repeat the previous reasoning for the new pair of markings (M11 , M21 ) ∈ B AT
and transition t2 . And continue this until tk :
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M1

B AT

t1 ↓

M11

t2 ↓

M12

B

AT

B AT

t3 ↓

M2
↓ W1

M21

↓ W2

M22

↓ W3

...
M10

...

tk ↓
=

M1k

B

AT

↓ Wk

M2k = M20

At the end we got a sequence of parallel steps
W

W

W

W

M2 →1 M21 →2 M22 →3 . . . →k M2k = M20 ,
V

imitating the firing of parallel step M1 → M10 . The net is saturated so for any
sequence of transitions (note that a parallel step also can be considered as a
sequence of transitions) there exists an imitating parallel step with the same
U
label, precondition and postcondition (M2 → M20 ) – q.e.d.
Note that, unlike the weak transfer property, the extended weak transfer
property can not be effectively checked by the search of resource pairs, since the
set of parallel steps is infinite.
Theorem 5. Let N = (P, T, F, l) be a saturated labelled Petri net with invisible
transitions. An equivalence relation B ⊆ M(P ) × M(P ) conforms to the weak
τ p-transfer property iff B is a resource τ p-bisimulation.
Proof. (⇐) Since the weak τ p-transfer property is the τ p-transfer property for
a bounded (finite) subset of pairs of resources.
(⇒) The proof is similar to the proof of Th. 4, with the additional use of
Lm. 2.
Assume the converse: let B AT does not conform to the τ p-transfer property,
t
i.e. there exist (M1 , M2 ) ∈ B AT , t ∈ T with M1 → M10 , s.t. there are no imitating
U
parallel step U ∈ M(T ) with l(t) = l(U ), M2 → M20 and (M10 , M20 ) ∈ B AT .
Consider a pair of markings (M1 , M2 ) ∈ B AT . From Lm. 1 this pair can be
obtained by a transitive closure of several pairs from B A (additive closure of B):
(H1 , H2 ), (H2 , H3 ), . . . , (Hk−1 , Hk ) ∈ B A , where H1 = M1 , Hk = M2 .
Consider the pair (H1 , H2 ).
(H1 , H2 ) = (r1 + r2 + . . . + rl , s1 + s2 + . . . + sl ), where (ri , si ) ∈ B
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H1 = • t ∪ r1 + F1 . Due to the weak transfer property for the pair (r1 , s1 )
t
there exists an imitating parallel step V ∈ M(T ) s.t. l(t) = l(V ),• t ∪ r1 → G1
V
and • t − r1 + s1 → G2 , where (G1 , G2 ) ∈ B AT .
Since • t ∪ r1 ⊆ H1 , we can add the resource F = H1 − • t ∪ r1 to preconditions
and postconditions:
•

t

t ∪ r1 + F → G1 + F
V
•
t − r1 + s1 + F → G2 + F
From the reflexivity of B and the additive closure of B AT the new pair of
markings is also decomposable by B : (G1 + F, G2 + F ) ∈ B AT .
We obtained a new marking H10 = • t − r1 + s1 + F = H1 − r1 + s1 . Note that
it still contains r2 + . . . + rl . Therefore, we can apply the same reasoning one
more time, replacing resource r2 by the bisimilar resource s2 , now using Lm. 2
and constructing an imitating parallel step not for a transition but for a parallel
step V .
Apply this l − 1 times. Using transitive closure of B AT , at the end we obtain
a parallel step W that can imitate t at marking H2 .
Now proceed to the next pair (H2 , H3 ) and repeat the procedure for the
parallel step W . And so on, until the last pair (Hk−1 , Hk ). Finally we obtain a
parallel step U that can imitate t at marking Hk = M2 .
Thus, in saturated nets the weak τ p-transfer property can be used in the
construction of resource τ p-bisimulation.
3.5

Approximation

As in ordinary Petri nets, in the case of saturated (saturable) nets with invisible
transitions there is a way of constructing an approximation of the maximal
resource τ p-bisimulation. If we consider not an infinite set of network resources,
but only it’s finite subset, then it will be possible to check the weak τ p-transfer
property.
Let N = (P, T, F, l) be a saturated labelled Petri net with invisible transitions, q ∈ Nat — some parameter. By Mq (P ) we denote the set of all resources,
containing not more then q tokens in the net: Mq (P ) = {r ∈ M(P ) : |r| < q}.
The largest resource τ p-bisimulation on Mq (P ) is defined as the union of all
resource τ p-bisimulations on Mq (P ). We denote it by Bτ p (N, q). Since Mq (P )
is finite, we can use the weak transfer property to compute Bτ p (N, q).
Definition 14. (Underapproximation of largest resource τ p-bisimulation)
Input: A saturated labelled Petri net with invisible transitions N = (P, T, F, l),
parameter q ∈ Nat.
Output: Relation Bτ p (N, q).
Step 1: Let C = {(∅, ∅)} — an empty set of pairs (considered as a relation
over Mq (P )).
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Step 2: Compute B = (Mq (P ) × Mq (P )) \ C. Since Mq (P ) is finite the
set of pairs B is also finite.
Step 3: Compute Bs — the ground basis of B.
Step 4: Check, whether Bs conforms to the weak τ p-transfer property: it
is sufficient to test all non-reflexive elements of Bs .
• If all pairs conforms to the weak τ p-transfer property then stop and return
B — the bisimulation.
• Otherwise there are (r, s) ∈ Bsnr and t ∈ T with • t ∩ r 6= ∅, s.t. the firing
t
M1 → M1 0 with M1 = • t ∪ r can not be imitated by a parallel step with the
same label and with precondition M2 = • t − r + s. In this case add (r, s) and
(s, r) to C and go back to Step 2.
For any marking the set of active parallel steps is finite. Also note that the
set Mq (P ) × Mq (P ) is finite. Hence the algorithm always stops.
Denote by R = |Mq (P )| the size of the set of considered resources.
At the Step 2 we search through the set of all parallel steps with at most
one visible label, that can fire at marking M2 . Each invisible transition can
participate in the parallel step at most |M2 | times, since it uses at least one
input token.1 There is also at most one visible transition. Hence we have to
check at most |T ||M2 ||T | multisets of transitions.
The size of marking M2 = • t − r + s can be evaluated as O(|s|) = O(q).
Using our previous estimations of complexity for ground basis calculation
(polynomial w.r.t. R) and the complexity of other steps of algorithm (polynomial
w.r.t. the size of the net), we obtain the overall complexity of
O(max{|P | R9 , |T |2 q |T | |P | R7 }).
So in the case of nets with invisible transitions the complexity of the algorithm increased significantly (the linear dependence on |T | was replaced by
an exponential one). Such a jump is explained by the transition from sets of
transitions to multisets.
Consider an example of calculations (Fig. 6). With q = 1 we found that
resource p2 is τ p-similar to an empty resource (i.e. the place p2 is redundant).
Increasing the parameter (q = 2), we obtained one more pair of similar resources
p1 ≈τ p 2p3 .

4

Conclusion

The proposed method for finding pairs of similar resources is of particular interest for certain applications. In addition, the use of resource bisimulation allows
one to reduce a Petri net with conservation of its behavior. This reduction is
1

Without loss of generality we can assume that a net contains no invisible transitions
with empty preconditions, since such transitions are redundant and can always be
removed from the net along with places, included in their postconditions.
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p1 ≈τ p 2p3

?
?
a t5

Fig. 6. An example of approximation: resource τ p-bisimulation of a saturated Petri
net with invisible transitions

important when analyzing properties of the Petri net, since the computational
complexity of the majority of algorithms used in analysis depends exponentially
on the size of the net.
Important open questions concern decidability and complexity of related algorithmic problems. For example, we have already shown that all types of resource similarity (ordinary, τ -, τ p-) are undecidable. On the other hand, the
problem of B(N ) (and Bτ (N ), and Bτ p (N )) computability is still open. We
have introduced only the underapproximations.
Acknowledgment. I would like to express my sincere gratitude to my mentor Irina Lomazova for her support and encouragement.
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Abstract. The composition of heterogeneous software components is
required in many domains to build complex systems. However, such compositions raise mismatches between components such as unspecified messages. Checking compatibility for asynchronously communicating systems with unbounded channels is undecidable. In this paper, we propose
a compatibility control approach based on a coverability product, which
is a finite abstraction of the asynchronous products of I/O-transition
systems. This coverability product is used to check UR-compatibility,
without requiring a synchronizabity of the peers. We distinguish between
messages brought by acyclic path and those brought by cycles. This allows us to overcome over-approximation for some arcs. Furthermore, we
define relationships, called patterns, to check a good choreography between peers in terms of emission and reception activities.
Keywords: communicating systems, compatibility analysis, coverability product, patterns, infinite systems.

1

Introduction

Component-based development aims at facilitating the construction of very complex applications by reusing and composing existing components. The assembly
of components offers a great potential for reducing cost and time to build complex software systems and improving system maintainability and flexibility. A
software component is generally developed independently and is assembled with
other components, which have been designed separately, to create complex systems. Normally glue code is written to realize such an assembly. Compatibility
checking is used to control if composed components can work together without
errors. This verification is very important for ensuring correct interaction between components and may be done by using different formal models such as
interface automata, I/O-transition systems, π-calcul, Petri nets and state machines [1, 8, 9, 12].
There are several incompatibility notions: (1) label incompatibility concerns
messages exchanged between components which can be handled differently. For
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instance, messages are named differently, methods are called with parameters
which don’t match perfectly (incompatible types, different orders, ...) [1]. (2)
The bidirectional notion requires that when a component sends a message, there
is another component which eventually receives it, and when a component is
waiting to receive a message, there is another which must send that message.
(3) The unspecified reception (UR-compatibility) is less restrictive than the bidirectional notion, since the reception of messages expected is not required for
unspecified reception notion. The UR-compatibility requires that the composition of components doesn’t contain any deadlock, i.e. starting from their initial
states, all components can either evolve or terminate if they are in final states
and their buffers are empty [1, 6].
To deal with incompatible components, pessimistic and optimistic approaches
have been proposed. The pessimistic approach considers that two components
are compatible if they can always work together in any environment while, in
the optimistic approach, two components are compatible if they can be used
together in some helpful environment [1].
Components can interact synchronously or asynchronously. In synchronous
communications, a send action is a lock-step, since it is allowed only when the
receiver is ready to perform the corresponding reception. Thus, send and receive
actions are performed simultaneously. In asynchronous communications, a send
action is not a lock-step. The messages sent are added to the receiver buffers.
Such buffers may be ordered or unordered. Analyzing asynchronous communicating components with unbounded buffers is a complex task, undecidable in
general [10,13], since it may lead to an infinite state space. Several works aiming
at analyzing such systems bound the size of buffers or the number of iterations
per cycles. Bounding such parameters is not a good solution since new unexpected errors can occur when the values of parameters change or exceed the fixed
bounds. Thus, the main problem of these approaches is to choose the appropriate bounds to study the compatibility of the infinite communicating systems. In
this paper, we propose a compatibilty control approach, based on a coverability product, for asynchronous communicating components with unordered and
unbounded buffers.

2

Related works

Brand and Zafiropulo are among the first to have proposed works in the area of
service compatibility checking [6]. They use communicating finite state machines
to model interacting processes executed in parallel and exchanging messages via
FIFO buffers. Their works focus on unspecified receptions compatibility notion
for interaction protocols. When considering unbounded buffers, the authors show
that the resulting state spaces may be infinite, and the problem becomes undecidable.
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The works in [7, 8] use Petri net models to treat incompatibility problems.
Some works rely on extensions of Petri nets, like open nets to model communicating processes, assuming asynchronous communication over non-ordered message
buffers. As far as asynchronous semantics is considered, compatibility analysis
has been proven to be undecidable for unbounded open nets. The authors deal
only with limited-communications which give bounded open nets. In [12] authors use the so-called state equation, which is based on the standard linear
programming in Petri nets, to find a necessary but not sufficient condition for
compatibility control.
Recently, Bouajjani and Emmi [5] consider a bounded analysis of asynchronous message-passing programs with ordered message queues. Their approach does not limit the number of communicating processes nor the buffers’
size. However, the number of iterations of communication cycles is limited. Despite the potential for huge exploration of unbounded process contexts, the proposed bounding scheme gives rise to a simple and efficient program analysis by
reduction to sequential programs.
In [13], an approach on checking the compatibility of peers communicating
asynchronously by message exchange over unbounded buffers is proposed. The
approach requires that peers are synchronisable. In this case, the synchronous
system behaves like the asynchronous one for any buffer size. Thus, the compatibility check on the asynchronous version of the system is reduced to the
synchronous version, which is finite and decidable. However, the approach cannot conclude anything about non synchronizable peers. In [11], authors focus on
the verification of weak asynchronous compatibility relying on half-duplex systems instead of synchronizability and provide a decidable criterion that ensures
weak asynchronous compatibility.

3

Motivation
s00

s0
!a

?b

!a

s01

s1
!b

?a
s02

s2
(a)

s00

s0

!b
s01

s1
?b

s2

!a ?a
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(b)

?b
!b

s02

s00

!a
s0
!c

?c
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?a
s02

!a

!b

s1
(c)

Fig. 1: Asynchronous communicating peers

Figure 1.a shows a simple example which highlights the relevance of unordered queues in a context of asynchronous communication. Peer 1 sends message a followed by b, but peer 2 consumes the messages in a reverse order of
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their emission. The peers are compatible with unordered queues but not with
FIFO queues. In Figure 1.b, peer 1 (resp. peer 2) sends message a (resp. b) and
loops infinitely by consuming b (resp. a) and then sending a (resp. b). All works
based on synchronizability property [2, 3, 13] cannot conclude anything about
the compatibility of such a system, since peers are not synchronizable. However,
they are free of deadlock and any message sent is consumed. Consider Figure
1.c and suppose that s0 is the initial state of the left peer. This latter can either loop on the emission of c followed by a, or the reception of b. Peer 2 can
indefinitely receive c, send b and then receive a. Despite the perfect coherence
between the production and consumption patterns of these peers, there is no
conclusion about their compatibility based on synchronizability property.
In this paper, we propose an approach to control the compatibility of asynchronous communicating peers without requiring the synchronizability property.
Our solution is mainly based on the construction of a coverability asynchronous
product which is always finite. Some analysis techniques are also proposed to
overcome the over-approximation of a coverability asynchronous product and
check the coherence of peers’s production and consumption patterns in their
cyclic stages.

4
4.1

Coverability product
I/O-transition systems

First we give the definition of an I/O-transition system.
init
Definition 1 An I/O-transition system A is a 4-tuple (SA , SA
, ΣA , τA ) such
that:

1. SA is a finite set of states.
init
2. SA
⊂ SA a set of initial states.
H
O
I
O
I
are finite disjoint sets of
and ΣA
, ΣA
∪ Σ H , where ΣA
∪ ΣA
3. ΣA = ΣA
input, output and internal actions.
4. τA ⊆ SA × ΣA × SA is a set of steps.
In an I/O-transition system, each input (resp. output, internal) action is preceded by the symbol ? (resp. !, ;). A finite execution σ in an I/O-transition
a1
an
system is an alternating sequence of states and actions s0 −→
s1 . . . −−→
sn
ai+1
init
such that si −−−→ si+1 ∈ τA . For the sake of clarity, we suppose that SA
is
reduced to a single state.
4.2

Coverability product construction

The asynchronous product of I/O-transition systems with unbounded buffers
may be infinite. In this paper, we propose to build a finite coverability product,
inspired from the standard approach of constructing a coverability graph for P/T
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nets [4]. The coverability graph covers all reachable states where ω, a specific
symbol, is used to represent reachable states with unbounded messages.
In our approach, we distinguish between the message occurrences brought by
elementary paths and those brought by cycles. The former are explicitly represented in the product, while the latter are abstracted by a set Ω. Thus, Ω gives
the set of unbounded messages. In the sequel, we confuse between terms message
and action.
Let A1 = (SA1 , s0A1 , ΣA1 , τ1 ) and A2 = (SA2 , s0A2 , ΣA2 , τA2 ) be two I/OI
transition systems. Automata A1 and A2 fulfils the following conditions: ΣA
∩
1
O
O
I
ΣA2 = ∅ and ΣA1 ∩ ΣA2 = ∅. Let Σ = ΣA1 ∪ ΣA2 be the set of actions of A1
and A2 .
Definition 2 The coverability product of A1 and A2 , denoted by A1 ⊗ A2 , is
a 7-tuple (V, Π1 ,Π2 , τ, M, Ω, v0 ). V is the set of nodes, with v0 ∈ V being the
root. Πi (with i = 1,2) is a function from V to SAi . τ ⊆ V × Σ × V is the
set of labelled arrows. M is a function from V × Σ to N, assigning an ordinary
marking to every node. Ω is a function from V to 2Σ giving, for a node v, the
set of its infinite actions (messages).
A step of A1 ⊗ A2 is either a step of A1 or A2 . The following definitions are
useful to build A1 ⊗ A2 .
Definition 3 (Enabling condition) A state s of SAi , for i ∈ {1, 2}, enables a
δa

node v of A1 ⊗ A2 iff ∃s −→ s0 ∈ τAi and Πi (v)=s and either:
– δ ∈ {! , ; },
– or δ =? ⇒ (a ∈ Ω(v) ∨ M (v)(a) > 0 ).

Definition 4 Let u and v be two nodes of A1 ⊗ A2 . Two nodes u and v
are equal, denoted by u = v, iff Π1 (u) = Π1 (v), Π2 (u) = Π2 (v), ∀a ∈ Σ,
M (u)(a) = M (v)(a) and Ω(u) = Ω(v).
Definition 5 Let u and v be two nodes of A1 ⊗ A2 . Node u is less than v
, denoted by u < v, iff Π1 (u) = Π2 (v), Π2 (u) = Π2 (v), ∃a ∈ Σ, M (u)(a) <
M (v)(a), ∀b ∈ Σ , (M (u)(b) ≤ M (v)(b) or b ∈ Ω(u)) and Ω(u) ⊆ Ω(v).
Given two I/O-transition systems A1 and A2 , the algorithm 1 constructs the
coverability product A1 ⊗ A2 . For the sake of clarity we present the product for
two I/O-transition systems. However, the algorithm can be easily extended to n
I/O-transition systems.
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Algorithm 1: Coverability graph construction
Data: Two I/O-transition systems A1 = (SA1 , s0A1 , ΣA1 , τ1 ) and
A2 = (SA2 , s0A2 , ΣA2 , τA2 )
Result: Coverability Graph G =(V, Π1 , Π2 , τ, M, Ω, v0 )
1 v0 ← new node ;
2 V ← {v0 } ;
3 Π1 (v0 ) = s0A1 ; Π2 (v0 ) = s0A2 ;
4 ∀a ∈ Σ, M (v0 )(a)=0 and Ω(v0 ) = ∅ ;
5 τ ←∅ ;
6 unprocessed ← {v0 };
7 while unprocessed 6= ∅ do
8
v ← element of unprocessed;
9
10
11
12
13
14

15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

δa

foreach s −→ s0 of τA1 , s.t. state s enables node v do
v 0 ← new node ; Π1 (v 0 ) = s0 ; Π2 (v 0 ) = Π2 (v) ; Ω(v 0 ) = Ω(v) ;
if δ =! then M (v 0 )(a) = M (v)(a) + 1 ;
if δ =? ∧ M (v)(a) > 0 then M (v 0 )(a)=M (v)(a) − 1 ;
if δ =? ∧ M (v)(a) = 0 ∧ a ∈ Ω(v) then M (v 0 )(a)=M (v)(a) ;
if δ =; then M (v 0 )(a)=M (v)(a) ;
/* x τ y means a path from x to y with arcs in τ .
*/
if ∃u τ v, with u < v 0 then
foreach a ∈ Σ do
if M (u)(a) < M (v 0 )(a) then
M (v 0 )(a) = M (u)(a) ;
Ω(v 0 ) = Ω(v 0 ) ∪ {a} ;
end
end
end
if @w ∈ V s.t. w = v 0 then
V ← V ∪ {v 0 } ;
unprocessed ← unprocessed ∪ {v 0 } ;
δa

τ ← τ ∪ {v → v 0 } ;
else
select w ∈ V s.t. w = v 0 ;
δa

τ ← τ ∪ {v → w}
end
end
δa

32
33

/* This loop is repeated for each edge s −→ s0 of τA2 .
unprocessed ← unprocessed \ {v} ;
end

*/
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Reduction of I/O-transition systems

The interleaving between some actions of A1 and A2 are not necessary for the
properties we target (dealock and UR-reception). They only increase the size of
A1 ⊗ A2 . For instance, from state s0 of Figure 1.c, message c is sent and then
message a. These actions can be done by the left peer without any interaction
with the right peer. Hence, they can be replaced by a single and an atomic
!c
!a
!ca
action !ca. Furthermore, the path s0 −
→ s1 −→ s0 is reduced to s0 −−→ s0 . This
transition produces one occurrence of message a and another of b. We can also
reduce sequences of internal or/and emission actions. However, the reduction of
δ a

δk ak−1

0
. . . −−−−→ sj+k of Ai , i ∈ {1,2}, is not always possible.
a sequence sj ? −−0−→
Conditions required to reduce a path are given below:

1. No interaction: δ0 , . . . δk−1 ∈ {!,; }.
2. No intermediary branching states: ∀j < h < j +k, sh is not a branching
state.
3. Occurrence in an elementary cycle: Either all the arcs of the sequence
are in an elementary cycle or all are not.
The first point states that there is no interaction between the peer and its
correspondent, whereas the two other points allow to preserve the behavior of
the peer.
Example 1 Consider again the I/O-transition systems depicted in Figure 1.c
and suppose that s2 is the initial state of the left peer. Only the left automa!c
!a
!ca
ton can be reduced by replacing the edges s0 −
→ s1 and s1 −→ s0 by s0 −−→ s0 .
The coverability product, constructed by Algorithm 1, is shown in Figure 2. Unbounded actions of a node v, Ω(v) are given between brackets. The occurrences
of actions brought by elementary path are explicitly represented. In the reachable
state (s0 ,s00 , a,{c,a}), say u, the current state Π1 (u) of the first (resp. Π2 (u)
of the second) I/O-transition system is s0 (resp. s00 ). The marking M of u is
reduced to one occurrence of a (M (u)(a)=1, M (u)(b)=0 and M (u)(c)=0) and
Ω(u) = {c,a} meaning that the occurrences a and c are potentially infinite.
Non-travial scc are bordred by dashed boxes and C1 is terminal scc. Some
arcs are represented by gray lines to highlight the over-approximation notion,which will be introduced in the following section.
Notation 1 A strongly connected component (scc) C of a graph G is a maximal
set of nodes C ⊆ SG , where SG is the set of nodes of graph G, such that for every
pair of nodes u and v in C, there is a directed path from u to v and a directed
path from v to u. A scc C composed of one node is said trivial, otherwise non
trivial. A path or cycle in G is called elementary if no node occurs more than
once. A cycle is called simple if no edge occurs more than once. A scc is terminal
if it has no outgoing edge. Let σ be a sequence of transitions or an elementary
cycle of A1 ⊗ A2 . #(σ,!a) (resp. #(σ,?a)) gives the number of occurrences !a
(resp. ?a) in σ and #(σ,a) represents #(σ,!a) − #(σ,?a).
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s2 , s00
!a
s0 , s00 , a
!ca
!ca

s0 , s00 , a, {c,a}

!ca

s0 , s01 , a, {c,a}

?c
!b
s0 , s02 , a, b, {c,a}

!ca

?a

?b

s0 , s00 , {c,a,b}

s0 , s02 , a, {c,a}

!ca

?a
C0 !ca
!ca
?a

!ca

?c

?b
?a

?c
s0 , s01 , {c,a}
!b
s0 , s02 , b, {c,a}

s0 , s01 , {c,a,b}

?a !ca

s0 , s00 , {c,a}

C1

!ca
?b

?a

!b
s0 , s02 , b, {c,a,b}

?b

s0 , s02 , {c,a,b}

!ca

!ca

?b

?b
s0 , s02 , {c,a}

!ca

Fig. 2: Coverability product for peers of Figure 1.c

Definition 6 The set of actions which may accumulate in the nodes of a
cycle µ, denoted by Ψ (µ,!), corresponds to {a ∈ Σ| #(µ,a) > 0}. A cycle µ may
consume accumulated actions, those in Ψ (µ,?) = {a ∈ Σ|#(µ,a) < 0}.
In Figure 2, each cycle µ labelled by !ca is an infinite producer of c and
a (#(µ,c) = 1 and #(µ,a) = 1). Similarly, for instance, cycle µ =?c !b ?b ?a
consumes actions c and a which are not produced by µ (#(µ,c) = −1 and
#(µ,a) = −1) but accumulated by cycles labelled by !ca.
4.4

Over-approximation of coverability product

We give in Figure 3.b a part of the coverability product of peers in 3.a. In node
v1 , peer A2 does not block, since peer A1 , at state s0 , is able to provide messages
!a
!a
?a
!b
?b
a. Now consider the sequence v0 −→ v1 −→ v1 −→ v2 −
→ v3 −→ v4 . At the end
of this sequence, peers A1 and A2 are in states s1 and s02 , respectively. Observe
that A2 waits indefinitely message a which will never be provided by peer A1 .
Indeed, at state s1 , peer A1 cannot produce message a. Hence, node v4 , contray
to v1 , is a potential deadlock for peer A2 .
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?a

Both edges v1 −→ v2 and v4 −→ v5 are over-approximated. However, the first
is always possible, whereas the second is only possible for some executions. An
?a
over-approximated edge v −→ v 0 deserves special attention, since, for some exe0
cutions, node v is never reached. Hence, their presence makes A1 ⊗ A2 not reli?a
able. A loop v −→ v is not considered as over-approximated even if M (v)(a) = 0.
v0
s00
s0

s0 , s00

!a
?a

!a

s01

?b
s1

s0 , s00 , {a}

!a

s0 , s01 , {a}

!a

v3
s0 , s02 , b, {a}

!b

?a v
2

s02
?a
s03
(a)

v1

!a

v4
s1 , s02 , {a}
?a v
5

?b

s1 , s03 , {a}

?a

!b

?a

(b)

Fig. 3: Over-approximation

In this section, we propose a technique aiming at discarding gradually the
over-approximated status for some edges. Algorithm 2 summarises this technique. Its input is a strongly connected component C of A1 ⊗ A2 . The algorithm
returns false whenever some edges remain over-approximated, otherwise it returns true. The algorithm uses the sets simpleCycles(C) and reliableCycles(C,v),
with v a node of C. The former contains all simple cycles of C and the second is
a subset of simpleCycles(C) where each cycle contains node v and is composed
of non over-approximated edges only.
The algorithm builds a set of nodes called Vover . A node of Vover is an initial extremity of at least one over-approximated edge. The algorithm is iterative. At each step, Vover is computed. The over-approximated status of each
?a
edge v −→ v 0 , with v ∈ Vover is discarded whenever there is a reliable cycle
µ ∈reliableCycles(C,v) producing indefinitely action a, i.e. a ∈ Ψ (µ,!). At the
next step, Vover is updated, since some edges turn into non over-approximated.
Hence, new cycles become reliable.
The termination of the algorithm is ensured since there is a finite number
of simple cycles, actions and edges. The algorithm is applied to the strongly
connected components of A1 ⊗ A2 . It is obvious that if the product contains no
over-approximated edges, then it is reliable and can be used to check the free of
deadlock and UR-compatibility properties.
Consider again the coverability product of Figure 2. Applying the precedent
algorithm to non trivial scc (C1) induces the following steps.
1. Gray edges (over-approximated) of C1 compose Eover .
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Algorithm 2: dealOverapproxation

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Data: a strongly connected components C of A1 ⊗ A2
Result: boolean
new =true;
?a

Eover = {v −→ v 0 an edge of C s.t. M (v)(a) = 0 and v 6= v 0 } ;
/* Eover contains the set of over-approximated edges
∀µ ∈ simpleCycles(C), µ.visited = f alse ;
while new do

*/

?a

Vover = {v a node C|∃v −→ v 0 ∈ Eover };
new=f alse ;
foreach v ∈ Vover do
actions = {a ∈ Σ|a ∈ Ψ (µ,!) ∧ µ ∈ reliableCycles(C,v) ∧ ¬µ.visited} ;
foreach µ ∈ reliableCycles(C,v) do
µ.visited = true
end
?a

foreach over-approximated edge e = v −→ v 0 do
if a ∈ actions then
Eover = Eover \ {e} ;
new = true;
end
end
end
end
if Eover 6= ∅ then return f alse else return true;

2. In the first iteration, Vover contains the three nodes of C1 which are initial
extremities of gray arcs. A reliable simple cycle, labelled by !ca, loops around
each node of Vover . Thus, the set of actions {c,a} is associated to each node
of Vover . All gray edges are then removed from Eover .
3. In the second iteration, Vover is empty and there is no change about edge
status, inducing the termination of the algorithm. The algorithm returns
true.
Likewise, the algorithm 2 is applied to the other scc of A1 ⊗ A2 depicted in
Figure 2. We can easily see that the coverability product depicted in Figure 2 is
free of deadlock.

5

UR compatibility verification

In this section, we focus on the widely notion unspecified receptions U R. A set
of peers is U R-compatible if they do not deadlock and each sent message by
a peer is received by another one. Consider the peers given in Figure 1.c and
consider s0 as initial state of the left peer. It is obvious that there are a good
choreography and proper interactions between the peers, since the right peer
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requires an equality between messages a and c, a relation satisfied by the left
!a
peer of the Figure 1.c. However, when we add a cycle, for instance, s0 −→ s0 for
the left peer, the equality relation between a and c is lost inducing a mess in
the consumption activity. In this paper, we propose an approach to determine
relationships between unbounded actions and use such relationships to check the
U R compatibility through A1 ⊗ A2 .

5.1

Pattern of a strongly connected component

In this paper, we suppose that a turn of any cycle may produce (or consume)
at most one occurrence of a given action. In other terms, −1 ≤ #(µ,a) ≤ 1 for
any action a of any cycle µ of A1 ⊗ A2 .
Consider a non-trivial scc C of a free of deadlock coverability product.
It is worth noting that, by construction, the set of unbounded actions is the
same for any node of C; we use Ω(C) to denote such a set. The relationships between unbounded actions within C consists to partition set Ω(C) to
µ
P(C) = {P1 , . . . , Pn } such that for any node v of C, any cycle v −
→ v and any
part Pj ∈ P(C), the accumulated actions of Ω(C) verify the following equality:
a, b ∈ Pj ⇔ #(µ,a) = #(µ, b). P(C) is called the pattern of C.
We inductively build P(C), by considering the elementary cycles of C.
Initially, the partition associated with C is empty. At step i, a new partition is
computed according to the partition in the previous step i − 1 by considering
a new elementary cycle µ of C. Cycle µ may alter the relationships between
some actions. In other terms, it may change the relationships between the part’s
elements of the partition computed in step i − 1, since it brings some actions
and consumes other actions, with the same rhythm. Thus, taking into account
the restriction presented at the beginning of this section, each part P of the old
partition is split into three subsets E, R and N .
– A subset E gathering actions of P produced by µ. Each action of E wins
one occurrence for each turn of µ.
– A subset R gathering actions of P consumed by µ. Each action of R loses
one occurrence for each turn of µ.
– A subset N gathering actions of P which are not changed by µ.
Furthermore, the set E ⊂ Ψ (µ, !) (resp. R ⊂ Ψ (µ, ?)) whose actions don’t belong
to any part of the old partition is added to the partition being computed. E
(resp. R) constitutes a fresh equality relationship.

Example 2 Consider a partition Pi (C) = {{a,b,c,d,e},{f,g}}, obtained at the
ith iteration, and a new elementary cycle µ =!a !b ?b ?c !f ?e !h ?i?j, so:
- Ψ (µ,!) = {a,f,h}, Ψ (µ,?) = {c,e,i,j},
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Algorithm 3: Pattern computation

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Data: a strongly connected components C of A1 ⊗ A2
Result: Pattern of C
partition ={∅};
foreach Elementary cycle µ of C do
N ewP artition=∅;
foreach Part P of partition do
E = {a ∈ P | #(µ,a) = 1};
R = {a ∈ P | #(µ,a) = −1};
N = {a ∈ P | #(µ,a) = 0};
N ewP artition=N ewP artition ∪ {E, R, N };
end
E = {a ∈ Ψ (µ,!) | @P ∈ partition ∧ a ∈ P };
R = {a ∈ Ψ (µ,?) | @P ∈ partition ∧ a ∈ P };
N ewP artition=N ewP artition ∪ {E, R};
partition=N ewP artition;
end
return partition;

- Partition obtained at the next iteration Pi+1 (C) = {{a}, {b,d}, {c,e},{f }, {g}, {h}, {i,j}}.
Part {a,b,c,d,e} is split into three subsets, {a}, {b,d}, {c,e} since #(µ,a) = 1,
#(µ,b) = #(µ,d) = 0 and #(µ,c) = #(µ,e) = −1, idem for the part {f,g}. Cycle
µ brings new actions, h ∈ Ψ (µ,!) and i, j ∈ Ψ (µ,?), inducing two parts {h}, {i,j}
in Pi+1 (C). It is worth noting that cycle µ has broken the equality of a with the
other actions of its part in Pi (C), keeps an equality between b and d (resp. c and
e) and so on.
5.2

Choreography Checking

The pattern of a scc must C also take into account the elementary cycles of the
ascendants scc of C. It is worth noting that the action occurrences, brought by
elementary paths, are explicitly represented in the coverability product and are
not included in the computation of the patterns of the scc. Consider again the
coverability product of Figure 2, the pattern of scc C0 (resp. C1), computed in
isolation is {{c, a}} (resp. {{c, a},{b}}). The pattern of C0 is preserved when
considering the ascendant scc, idem for C1.
Definition 7 There is a choreography compatibility within a scc C of a coverability product if for any elementary cycle µ of C, Ψ (µ,?) ∈ P(C).
Consider an element E ∈ P(C). By construction, there is an equality relationship, in some nodes of A1 ⊗ A2 , between occurrences of actions of E. Any
elementary cycle µ such that Ψ (µ,?) = E consumes, at each turn, a same number
of elements of E preserving the relationship. Thus, the comsumption is in a step
with the production rythm.
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Example 3 Consider the coverability graph of Figure 2. The pattern of its
unique terminal Scc is P(C1) = {{c,a}, {b}}. There is a choreography compatibility within C1, since cycles of C1 fulfill definition 7. For instance, Ψ (µ,?) =
{a,c} ∈ P(C1) for cycle µ =?c !b ?a ∈ C1, idem for Ψ (µ,?) = {b} ∈ P(C1) for
cycle µ =?b ∈ C1.
5.3

UR compatibility Checking

The UR compatibility requires that each message sent is eventually received. To
ensure that all sent messages are received, we must have in all terminal strongly
connected components, cycles able to consume accumulated actions. These cycles
are garbage collectors.
Definition 8 A cycle µ of A1 ⊗ A2 is a garbage collector iff: Ψ (µ,?) 6= ∅ and
Ψ (µ,!) = ∅.
A garbage collector is able to clean the actions Ψ (µ,?). In the other hand,
the cycle does not produce residual messages. Consider again the coverability
product of Figure 2. The cycle labelled by ?b is a garbage collector of action b,
whereas the cycle labelled by ?c!b?b?a is a garbage collector of actions a and b.
Proposition 1 Two automata A1 and A2 are UR-compatible if the coverability
product A1 ⊗ A2 is free of deadlock and for any terminal scc C of A1 ⊗ A2 the
following conditions hold:
– There is a choreography compatibility within C.
– For any node v of C and any action a of Ω(v), there is a garbage collector
of a.
– ∀a ∈ Σ, ∃ a node v of C, such that M (v)(a) = 0.
Proof. The first point states that there are proper interactions between peers,
while the second ensures that peers are able to clean the accumulated actions.
Finally, the last point indicates that the peer’s buffers always reach a state where
any action brought by an elementary path has been emptied.
The coverability product of Figure 2 holds the conditions of the previous
proposition. Thus, the peers of example 1 are U R-compatible.

6

Conclusion

In this paper, we presented a new approach to check compatibility of asynchronous communicating infinite systems, using unbounded and unordered buffers.
We do not have any restrictions on the number of cycle iterations, size of buffers
nor on number of components. Our main result is that our approach does not
require any synchronizability property. In our approach, we proposed a coverability product by constructing a finite state space. We define the concept of
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patterns associated with messages occurring in the cycles of a strongly connected component. These patterns are jointly used with the covering graph to
check the UR-compatibility of the components. The patterns allow to make an
underlying analysis of strongly connected components. Thus, they show if there
is a good choreography between components.
We have implemented our approach, which is under experimentation as future
work, we aim to consider systems with FIFO unbounded buffers. This work could
be a promising base to tackle with infinite systems.
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Abstract. The web service composition problem can be stated as follows: given a finite state machine M , representing a service business
protocol, and a set of finite state machines R, representing the business
protocols of existing services, the question is to check whether there is a
simulation relation between M and the shuffle product closure of R. In
fact the shuffle product is a subclass of the communication free petri net
and basic parallel processes, for which the same problem of simulation is
known to be 2-Exptime-hard.
This paper studies the impact of several parameters on the complexity
of this problem. We show that the problem is Exptime-complete if we
bound either: (i) the number of instances of services in R that can be
used in a composition, or(ii) the number of instances of services in R
that can be used in parallel, or (iii) the number of the so-called hybrid
states in the finite state machines of R by 2.

1

Introduction

Web Services [2] is a new computing paradigm that tends to become a technology
of choice to facilitate interoperation among autonomous and distributed applications. The UDDI consortium defines Web services as self-contained, modular
business applications that have open, Internet-oriented, standards-based interfaces. Several models have been proposed in the literature to describe different
facets of services. In particular, the importance of specifying external behaviour
of services, also called service business protocols, has been highlighted in several
research works [6,3,4]. Through literature, different models have been used to
represent web service business protocols. The Finite States Machines (FSM) formalism is widely adopted in this context to model statefull applications exposed
as web services where states represent the different phases that a service may
go through while transitions represent “abstract” activities that a service can
perform [6,3,4].
We consider in this paper the problem of Web Service Composition (WSC).
This problem arises from the situation where none of the existing services can
provide a requested functionality. In this case, the idea is to find out, algorithmically, if the target functionality could be composed out of the existing services
(components repository). This automatic approach of composition simplifies the
development of software by reusing existing components and offers capabilities
to customize complex systems built on the fly [9]. We focus more particularly on
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a specific instance of WSC, namely the (business) protocol synthesis problem,
which can be stated as follows: given a set of business protocols of available services and given a business protocol of a target service, is it possible to synthesize
automatically a mediator that implements the target service using the existing
ones?
[16] shows that when business protocols are described by means of FSMs,
the WSC problem can then be formalized as the problem of deciding whether
there exists a simulation relation between the target protocol and the shuffle (or
asynchronous product) of the available ones. This result is however based on the
implicit assumption that at most one instance of each available service can be
used in a composition. This setting has been extended in [9] to the case where
the number of instances that can be used in a composition is unbounded. WSC
is formalized in this latter case as a simulation problem between an FSM and
an infinite state machine, called Product Closure State Machine (PCSM), that
is able to compute the shuffle closure of an FSM.
Shuffle product of FSMs (and PCSM) is a subclass of Basic Parallel Processes
(BPP), the class of communication free petri nets: every transition has at most
one input place. Simulation of FSM by BPP was proven Expspace-hard by Lasota
[15] and 2-Exptime-hard in [8].
Complexity analysis of WSC was first considered by Musholl et al.[16], under
the aforementioned implicit assumption, where it is shown Exptime-Complete.
In case of unbounded instances, the WSC problem has been proved decidable
with an Ackermanian function as upper bound in [9]. The proof of [9] is based on
Dickson lemma, and hence cannot be exploited to derive tighter upper bounds.
An Expspace-hard lower bound is given by Lasota[15]. The source of complexity
derived from the analysis of the algorithm given in [9] is related to the presence of
the so-called hybrid states (final states with outgoing transitions and correspond
to unbounded places in Petri net terminology) in the components and loops in the
target: if the target FSM is loop free, the WSC problem becomes NP-complete
and when the components are hybrid state free the problem is proven Exptime.
In this paper, we consider additional parameters related to
bounded/unbounded web services composition. We consider as inputs an
FSM M (the target protocol) and a set of FSMs R (the protocols of the
available services) and we investigate the complexity of testing simulation
between M and the shuffle closure of R, represented as a PCSM [9]. More
precisely, we study the complexity of the following problems:
1. W SC(M, R): The problem of composing M using an unbounded number of
instances of R.
2. BC(M, R, k): The problem of composing M using at most k instances of
each FSM in R.
3. P BC(M, R, k): The problem of composing M using simultaneously at most
k F SM instances in R (in parallel).
4. U CHS(M, R, k) : The problem of composing M using an unbounded number
of instances of R, with the number of hybrid states in R is bounded by
k ∈ {0, 1, 2}.
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Table in figure 1 displays known and new complexity results regarding the
WSC problem.

M

Acyclic FSM

BC(M, R, 1)
BC(M, R, k)
P BC(M, R, 1)
P BC(M, R, k)
W SC(M, R)
U CHS(M, R, 0)
U CHS(M, R, 1)
U CHS(M, R, 2)

general FSM

NP-complete[9] Exptime-complete [16]
NP-complete[9] Exptime-complete
Polynomial
Polynomial
NP-complete
Exptime-complete
NP-complete [9]
Decidable [9]
NP-complete[9] Exptime-complete
NP-complete[9] Exptime-complete
NP-complete[9] Exptime-complete

Fig. 1. Complexity results of WSC sub-problems

Paper organisation Section 2 recalls some basic definitions needed in this paper.
In section 3, we investigate the problem of bounded web services composition
and proves that it is Exptime-Complete. Next, we define web service composition
with fixed number of parallel instances, and show that it is Exptime-Complete
in general and is NP-complete when M is loop free and polynomial for k = 1. In
section 5, we consider the web service composition when the number of hybrid
states is bounded. We show that this problem is Exptime-Complete for k = 0,
k = 1 and k = 2. We conclude in section 6.

2

Preliminaries

Finite State Machine We consider in this paper service business protocols formally described as FSMs. We recall below the definition of such machines.
Definition 1. (Finite State Machine (FSM))
0
, δM ), where: ΣM
A State Machine (SM) M is a tuple M = (ΣM , QM , FM , qM
is a finite alphabet, QM is a set of states, δM ⊆ QM × ΣM × QM is a set of
0
labelled transitions, FM ⊆ QM is a set of final states, and qM
∈ QM is the initial
state. If QM is finite then M is called a Finite State Machine (FSM).
Moreover, a state q ∈ QM is called: intermediate, if q ∈
/ FM and ∃p1 , p2 ∈ QM ,
s.t (p1 , a, q) ∈ δM and (q, b, p2 ) ∈ δM , we denote by I(M ) the set of intermediate
states of M ; hybrid, if q ∈ FM , q 6= q0 and there exist at least one transition
(q, b, p) ∈ δM , with p ∈ QM and b ∈ Σ, the set of hybrid states is denoted H(M )
and terminal, if q ∈ FM and is not hybrid.
We define the norm of a state q as the finite length of the shortest path
from q to a final state. The norm of an FSM M , noted norm(M), is the
maximal norm of its states.
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k-Iterated Product Machine (k-IPM) and Product State Machine (PCSM) We
start by defining the shuffle (asynchronous product) and union operations on
FSMs:
Definition 2. (Asynchronous product and Union of two FSMs)
0
0
Let M = (ΣM , QM , FM , qM
, δM ) and M 0 = (ΣM 0 , QM 0 , FM 0 , qM
0 , δM 0 ) be two
FSMs. We have :
– The shuffle or asynchronous product of M and M 0 , denoted M × M 0 ,
0
0
is an FSM (ΣM ∪ ΣM 0 , QM × QM 0 , FM × FM 0 , (qM
, qM
0 ), λ) where the tran0
sition function λ is defined as follows: λ = {((q, q ), a, (q1 , q1 0 )) : ((q, a, q1 ) ∈
δM and q 0 = q10 ) or ((q 0 , a, q1 0 ) ∈ δM 0 and q = q1 )}.
– The union of M and M 0 , denoted M ∪ M 0 , is the FSM (ΣM ∪ ΣM 0 ∪ {},
0
0
QM ∪ QM 0 ∪ {q0 }, FM ∪ FM 0 , q0 , δM ∪ δM 0 ∪ {(q0 , , qM
), (q0 , , qM
0 )}).
For a set of available FSMs R = {M1 , ...Mi }, we consider a compact structure
that abstracts all possible executions that can be produced using the components
of R. First, we begin by the simple case where each Mj can be used only once:
Definition 3. (Union of asynchronous products of FSMs set) Let R =
{M1 ....Mm } be a FSMs repository. We define (R) the
S union of asynchronous
product of all the subsets of R as the FSM: (R) = {Mi ,...,Mi }∈2R (Mi1 ×
1

j

... × Mij ) where j ∈ [0, i].

Second, we consider the case where the number of copies of each Mj ∈ R is
bounded by an integer k:
Definition 4. (k-iterated product of FSMs set R) The k-iterated product
of R is defined by R⊗k = R⊗k−1 × (R) with R⊗1 = (R).
Finally, we consider the general case where the number of instances of each
Mj ∈ R is unbounded. This corresponds to the product closure of R [9]:
Definition 5. (Product closure
of FSMs set) The product closure of R,
S+∞
noted R⊗ , is defined as: R⊗ = i=0 R⊗i .
The Product Closure Machine (PCSM) of R, defined in [9] and proven
equivalent to R⊗ , is the SM with unbounded number of tokens stacked at the
beginning in the initial states in R. Then, the instantaneous description of a
PCSM gives the number of tokens (instances) at each state of its underlaying
FSMs. This description is called a configuration of R⊗ . We omit from this description the initial states (source:infinite number of tokens) and terminal states
(sink:terminated instances).
Example 1. Figure 2 illustrates the execution of the sequence ”abca” by the
PCSM of the FSM M in figure 2-(a). M contains one intermediate state q1
and two hybrid states q2 and q5 . Therefore, figure 2-(b) depicts a part of the
PCSM M ⊗ with triplets as configurations where integers witness respectively
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the number of tokens in q1 , q2 and q5 . For each configuration c in figure 2(b), we associate an instant t (or several instants) during the execution when c
describes the PCSM. At the beginning (t = 0), M ⊗ ’s instantaneous description
is (0, 0, 0), interpreting an empty stack in every state of M , except the initial
state with an infinite number of tokens (figure 2-(c)). To execute the transition
(q0 , a, q1 ), a token is moved from q0 to q1 in figure 2-(d), corresponding to the
configuration (1, 0, 0) in instant t = 1. In t = 2, the executed transition (q0 , b, q4 )
corresponds to moving a token from the initial state to a terminal one q4 (figure
2-(e)). Since the instantaneous description does not consider neither initial states
nor terminal ones, then the configuration stays the same as the previous instant.
Notice that this move corresponds to both creating and terminating an instance
of the FSM. Then, the transition (q0 , c, q5 ) is executed by moving a token from
q0 to the hybrid state q5 . This creates a new instance implying, in this case,
an increase in the number of simultaneously used instances in the execution.
This is depicted in figure 2-(f). Finally, a token is moved from the state q1 to
q2 in figure 2-(g), in order to execute the transition (q1 , a, q2 ). It changes M ⊗ ’s
instantaneous description in t = 4 into (0, 1, 1) which is a final configuration (i.e
(0, 1, 1) ∈ FC ) since all tokens in the PCSM are in final states (either hybrid or
terminal).

1.
2.

3.
4.
5.

Formally, we define the PCSM R as the SM (ΣR , CR⊗ , FC , c0 , ΦR⊗ ), where:
S
ΣR = Mj ∈R ΣMj ;
CR⊗ is the set of states (also called configurations of R⊗ ). CR⊗ ⊂ Nn , with:
n = nI (R) + nS
H (R) with: nI (R) is the number of intermediate states in
R) (nI (R) = | Mj ∈R I(Mj )|) and nH (R) is the number of hybrid states
S
in R) (nH (R) = | Mj ∈R H(Mj )|). For each configuration c, c[m] (the mth
component of c) is called a witness of a unique state qm ∈ QMj for some j.
Note that:
– qm is an intermediate state, if 1 ≤ m ≤ nI (R);
– qm is an hybrid state, if nI (R) + 1 ≤ m ≤ n.
In an abuse of notation, we use c[m] and c[qm ] interchangeably.
FC is the set of final states. FC = {c ∈ CR⊗ |c[m] = 0, for each: 1 ≤ m ≤
nI (R)};
c0 = {0}n is the initial state of R⊗ ;
ΦR⊗ ⊆ CR⊗ × ΣR × CR⊗ is the set of transitions. we have (c1 , a, c2 ) ∈ ΦR⊗
iff :
– there exists (q0 , a, q) ∈ QMj , such that: q0 is the initial state of Mj and
c2 [q] = c1 [q] + 1 and c2 [p0 ] = c1 [p0 ] for each p0 6= q.
– there exists (p, a, q) ∈ QMj , such that: c2 [p] = c1 [p] − 1, c2 [q] = c1 [q] + 1
and c2 [p0 ] = c1 [p0 ] for each p0 6= p, q.
– there exists (p, a, q) ∈ QMj , such that: q is a final state or the initial
state, c2 [p] = c1 [p] − 1 and c2 [p0 ] = c1 [p0 ] for each p0 6= p.

Simulation preorder We recall below the definition of the simulation preorder
between two SMs.
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q1

M

q2

q5

c0 = (0, 0, 0) t = 0
q0

a

q1

b

q5

a

c1 = (1, 0, 0) t = 1, t = 2

q4
c

c2 = (1, 0, 1) t = 3
q2

c0 = (0, 1, 1) t = 4
(b) A part of the PCSM M ⊗

(a) An FSM M

∞

∞

q0

c

q3 a

a

c
b

q1

(q1 , a, q2 )

a
a

a

(q0 , c, q5 )

c

a

q3

(q0 , a, q1 )

a

c
b

a

q0

q1

1
c

q5

a

a

q3 a

q0
c
b

q5

q1

q4

a

q5

q4

a

q2

1

(e) PCSM M ⊗ at the instant t = 2

a

c

q1
c

q2

∞

q0
b

1

q5

a

q3 a

(d) PCSM M ⊗ at the instant t = 1

a

q4
c

∞
a

c

q1

1

q2

q3 a

(c) PCSM M ⊗ at the instant t = 0

a

q0
b

q4

a

q2

a

c
b

q5

q4

∞

c
1
1

q3 a

a

q2

1
1

1

(f ) PCSM M ⊗ at the instant t = 3

(g) PCSM M ⊗ at the instant t = 4

Fig. 2. An example of execution of a sequence using a PCSM.

Definition 6. (Simulation)
0
0
Let M = (ΣM , QM , FM , qM
, δM ) and N = (ΣN , QN , FN , qN
, δN ) be two SMs. A
state p ∈ QM is simulated by a state q ∈ QN , denoted p (M,N ) q (p  q when
M and N are understood from context), iff the following two conditions hold:
1. ∀a ∈ ΣM and ∀p0 ∈ QM such that (p, a, p0 ) ∈ δM , there exists (q, a, q 0 ) ∈ δN
such that p0  q 0 , and
2. if p ∈ FM , then q ∈ FN .
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M is simulated by N , denoted M  N , iff the initial state of N simulates the
initial sate of M.
Example 2. Figure 3-(c) is an example of a simulation tree, verifying if the initial
state s0 of the FSM A (figure 3-(a)) is simulated by the initial configuration
c0 = (0, 0, 0) of the PCSM of M (figure 3-(b)). A branch is terminated with
success when a terminal state of A is reached and paired with a final configuration
(all intermidiate witnesses are null), or when a configuration of M ⊗ that covers
one of its predecessors is reached and paired with the same state of A. In this
case, the simulation tree proves that A  M ⊗ .

A
s0 , c0 = (0, 0, 0)

s0
a

a

b

s1 , c1 = (1, 0, 0)

s1

s2
a

c

c

c

s3 , c0 = (0, 0, 0)
Success

b

s3 , c2 = (1, 0, 1)

s2 , c1 = (1, 0, 0)

Fail

s3

a
s1 , c5 = (0, 1, 0)

(a)- An FSM A
c

M

c

s3 , c1 = (1, 0, 0)
b

Success
c

s1 , c3 = (2, 0, 0)
c

s3 , c6 = (0, 1, 1)

q0

a

a

s3 , c4 = (2, 0, 1)

Fail

Fail

s2 , c5 = (0, 1, 0)

b

q1
c

q3

a

q4
a

q5

a
s1 , c7 = (1, 1, 0)

c1 /c7

q2

Success

a
(b)- An FSM M

(c)- Simulation tree between A and M ⊗

Fig. 3. An example of a simulation tree.

Interestingly, the simulation verification defined above can be seen as a two
players game in a directed graph (Va , Vd , δ, v0 ), such that V = Va ∪Vd is the set of
vertices with Va ⊆ QM ×QN and Vd ⊆ QM ×QN ×ΣM , δ ⊆ (Va ×Vd )∪(Vd ×Va )
is the edges set verifying:
-for (q, p) ∈ Va and (q, a, q 0 ) ∈ δM , we have ((q, p), (q 0 , p, a)) ∈ δ; and
-for (q, p, a) ∈ Vd and (p, a, p0 ) ∈ δN , we have ((q, p, a), (q, p0 )) ∈ δ.
The game is played by an attacker and a defender. It starts by putting a
0
0
token in v0 = (qM
, qN
) ∈ Va , then the players move it along the edges of the
graph. If the token is on a vertex v ∈ Va then the attacker moves it, otherwise
it is the defender’s turn.
A strategy of a player x ∈ {a, d} is a function S : V ∗ .Vx 7→ V , where
V ∗ .Vx denotes all sequences of vertices in V that end with a vertex in Vx and
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S(v0 , ..., vk ) = vk+1 implies that (vk , vk+1 ) ∈ δ. In each different play, a player x
adapts a strategy that decides his moves.
The defender wins every infinite play. Otherwise, the first player who can not
move loses. M is simulated by N iff the defender has a wining strategy regardless
of his opponent’s strategy.
Observe that, by definition, each transition of a PCSM can at most increase
or decrease a configuration component by 1. In addition, if a configuration is
final then all intermediate states witnesses are equal to 0. Therefore, given a
set of FSMs R and c ∈ CR⊗ , we have Σq∈SM ∈R I(Mi ) c[q] ≤ norm(c). Moreover,
i
since final states can only be simulated by final ones, then for M an FSM and
p ∈ QM , if p  c then norm(c) ≤ norm(p). Hence, we are able to derive the
following property.
Property 1. (Intermediate witnesses bound) [9] For c ∈ CR⊗ and p ∈ QM ,
M
if p  c then Σq∈SM ∈R I(Mi ) c[q] ≤ norm(p). We denote CR
= {c ∈
⊗
i
S
CR⊗ |Σq∈ M ∈R I(Mi ) c[q] ≤ norm(M )}.
i

In [9], the WSC problem in the unbounded case is reduced to simulation test
between an FSM and a PCSM and this later problem is proved to be decidable.
The proof of the termination of the algorithm given in [9] is based on the following
property:
Property 2. (configuration cover) [9] Let c and c0 be two configurations of
R⊗ , such that: c[m] = c0 [m], m ∈ [1, nI (R)] and c[m] ≤ c0 [m], m ∈ [nI (R)+1, n].
if q  c, where q is a state of a SM M, then q  c0 .
We say that c0 covers c, denoted c / c0 .
We introduce below the algorithm of [9], focusing the presentation on the
structure of its execution tree.
Definition 7. (Simulation Tree)
We call a simulation tree Tsim (M, R⊗ ) a tree (V, v0 , E) where:
0
v0 = (qM
, c0 ) is the root of the tree;
M
V ⊂ QM × CR
⊗ is the set of nodes;
If (q, c) ∈ V and q is final in M then so is c in R⊗ ;
E ⊂ V × V is the set of the tree’s edges. ∀e = ((p, c), (q, d)) ∈ E : ∃a ∈
ΣM s.t (p, a, q) ∈ δM and (c, a, d) ∈ ΦR⊗ ;
– v = (p, c) ∈ V is a leaf in Tsim (M, R⊗ ) iff p is terminal in A or there exists
an ancestor (p, c0 ) ∈ V of v in Tsim (M, R⊗ ) such that c/c0 .

–
–
–
–

In the next section, we shall bound the size of this tree in the case of bounded
WSC problem (i.e., when the instances of services allowed to be used in the
simulation is bounded by a parameter k).
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Bounded Composition

We call a bounded WSC problem, a service composition problem where the
number of copies of each web service in the repository R used to compose the
target M is bounded a priori by an integer k. This problem is formally stated
as follows.
Problem 1. Bounded Composition BC(M, R, k)
Input : R a set ofSFSMs; M a target FSM; k an integer.
k
Question : M  i=0 R⊗i ?
The particular case BC(M, R, 1) has been investigated by Muscholl and
Walukiewicz [16] where it is shown to be Exptime-Complete. We shall prove
in this section that BC(M, R, k) is also Exptime-Complete. We point out that
the straightforward reduction of BC(M, R, k) to BC(M, R, 1), obtained by duplicating k times each service of R, is not polynomial in the input size, since k
may be large, and hence cannot be used to achieve our goal.
The parameter k drops the infinite aspect and reduces the search space.
In this case, a loop in M can only be simulated by loops S
in R. For example,
k
one can observe that, in figure 4, St is not simulated by i=0 {R1 , R3 }⊗i for
every k ∈ N. This is because when we repeat the loop in St (k + 1) times,
Sk
there is no corresponding execution in i=0 {R1 , R3 }⊗i . However, we have St 
Sk
⊗i
i=0 {R1 , R3 } , for any k ≥ 1.

St

R1

R2

R3
a

a

a

b

a

a
b

c

b

c

Fig. 4. A yes instance of BC(M, R, k) with k = 1.

In the following,
we give an upper bound of the number of states that might
Sk
appear in i=0 R⊗i , with k ∈ N.
Lemma
1. Let R be a set of FSM and k is an integer. The number of states in
Sk
⊗i
R
is bounded by O(2nlogk ) where n = nI (R) + nH (R).
i=0
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Sk
S+∞
Proof. Notice that R⊗ = ( i=0 R⊗i ) ∪ ( i=k+1 R⊗i ).
Sk
In fact, the states in i=0 R⊗i correspond to the PCSM’s configurations
subset {c ∈ CR⊗k | 0 ≤ c[i] ≤ k, i ∈ [1, n]}. Hence, the number of states of
Sk
⊗i
is bounded by (k + 1) × . . . × (k + 1) = 2nlog(k+1) .
t
u
i=0 R
This lemma reduces the search space to an exponential size and leads to the
following theorem.
Theorem 1. BC(M, R, k) is Exptime-Complete
Proof. Exptime. To show that BC(M, R, k) is Exptime, we bound the size of
the simulation tree. A node of the simulation tree corresponds to (q, c) where
q is a state of M and c a configuration of R⊗k . According to Lemma 1, the
number of PCSM’s configurations is bounded by k n . So the number of nodes in
the simulation tree is at most |QM | × k n = 2nlog(k)+log(|QM |) and therefore the
complexity is in Exptime.
Exptime-Hardness. It can be deducted directly from the Exptime-Hardness
of the particular case BC(M, R, 1) [16].
t
u
Instead of the total number of instances used in the simulation, what happens
if we bound only the number of instances used simultaneously? we raise this
question in the next section and prove that the problem stays Exptime-complete.

4

Bounded parallel instances

Now we consider a new parameter in service web composition that bounds the
number of communications in parallel between the target and the services, i.e.
the number of live services executions is bounded, but the number of instances
is not. It appears that the web services composition with unbounded instances
and bounded parallel instances is Exptime-Complete.
To do so, we limit the configurations of the PCSM R⊗ to configurations
where the number of waiting instances is bounded
by k. Indeed, when we need
Pn
to use a new instance in ΦR⊗ , we check if i=1 c[i] ≥ k. If so, we decrease c[j]
for some j ∈ [nI (R) + 1, nH (R)], i.e. we finish an instance that is waiting in an
hybrid state. Let us denote by R⊗k,p the obtained PCSM.
Problem 2. Bounded Parallel Instances Composition (P BC(M, R, k))
Input : R a set of FSMs;
M a target FSM.
k an integer, bounding the number of parallel instances of R’s components
used simultaneously in the simulation.
Question : M  R⊗k,p ?
Note that P BC(M, R, k) can use an unbounded number of instances but
only k instances in parallel.
Theorem 2. P BC(M, R, k) is Exptime-complete.
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Proof. First we show that P BC(M, R, k) is Exptime. Clearly the entry of any
configuration is bounded by k (hybrid states are included) and therefore we can
check simulation in Exptime, since the depth of the simulation tree is bounded
by k n (see Lemma 1).
To show the Exptime-hardness, it suffices to note that the unbounded
composition without hybrid states U CHS(M, R, 0) is a particular case of
P BC(M, R, k), since we prove later in theorem 4 that U CHS(M, R, 0) is
Exptime-hard. In fact, the number of tokens in intermediate states of R is
bounded by norm(M ) (property 1). Hence, when R is hybrid state free, the
number of instances that can be used in the simulation is bounded by norm(M ).
In other words, it corresponds to P BC(M, R, norm(M )).
t
u
For k a constant, we obtain the following.
Corollary 1. P BC(M, R, k) is polynomial when k is a constant.
Proof. First of all, let us consider
for every configuration c of R⊗k,p , a new
Pn
component c[n + 1] = k − ( i=1 c[i]), with n = nI (R) + nH (R).
For every configuration c in R⊗k,p , the non-empty witnesses {c[i] > 0, ≤ i ≤
n + 1} correspond to a partition of k elements (instances) into a sequence of j
non empty subsets, for j = |{c[i] > 0, 1 ≤ i ≤ n}| ≤ k. Note that j is in fact
inferior to min(k, n), but since k is a constant then it is more interesting to keep
it as a lower bound of j.
For every j ≤ k, the number of labeled partitions of k elements into a sequence of j non empty subsets is j! × {kj }, where {kj } is a Stirling number of
the second kind [1]. Hence, the number of configurations in R⊗k,p that have j
non-empty witnesses is bounded by Cnj ×j!×{kj }. Notice that Cnj = e n...×(n−j+1)
j!
is in the order of O(nj ).
that the number of configurations in R⊗k,p is bounded by
PkWe conclude
j
k
k
C
×
j!
×
{
j } ∈ O(n ).
j=1 n
Finally, by applying the simulation algorithm in [10], P BC(M, R, k) can be
decided in O(mv .me ), where mv = |QM | + |CR⊗ | and me ≤ |QM |2 + |CR⊗ |2 are
t
u
respectively the number of edges and transitions in M and R⊗k,p .
In the following, we show that P BC(M, R, k) is NP-Complete for loop-free
target FSM. Let µ a sequence of letters (a word) over Σ and M the FSM that
recognizes exactly µ. We call µ⊗ the language recognized by M ⊗ . We consider
the following NP-complete Problem [13].
Problem 3. SHUFFLE PRODUCT
Input : µ and µ0 two words over an alphabet Σ;
Question : µ ∈ µ0⊗ ?
Theorem 3. P BC(M, R, k) is NP-complete whenever M is loop-free.
Proof. Clearly P BC(M, R, k) is in NP since the simulation relation is polynomial in the size of M . To show the NP-hardness, we reduce SHUFFLE PRODUCT to it. Let µ and µ0 be an instance of SHUFFLE PRODUCT. We associate
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an FSM M which recognizes exactly µ and R = {N } where N is the FSM that
recognizes exactly µ0 . Since M is a chain, then the size of a branch of the simulation tree can not surpass |µ|. Thus,the simulation verification will only explore
|µ|
R⊗k,p ’s executions where the size is bounded by |µ| ≤ k.|µ0 | with k = d |µ
0 | e and
therefore the number of instances is bounded by k. Hence, µ ∈ µ0⊗ iff M  R⊗k,p
iff M  R⊗ . We give an example in figure 5.
t
u

M

N

a

b

a

a

b

c

c

b

µ0 = {abc}

c

|µ|
k = d |µ
0| e = 2

µ = {abacbc}
M  N ⊗2,p

Fig. 5. An example of SHUFFLE PRODUCT problem.

Another factor of complexity of the WSC problem is the number of hybrid
states in the available services. We investigate next the effect of this parameter
on the complexity of the WSC problem.

5

Bounded number of hybrid states

The presence of hybrid states is a source of complexity in a WSC problem. As
mentioned before, the size of intermediate states witnesses in configurations of
R⊗ used to simulate M is bounded by norm(M ). We are however unable to
provide a similar bound for the number of hybrid states witnesses.
Figure 6 is an example of simulation between an FSM M and a PCSM R⊗ .
The FSMs in R contain two hybrid states (state 1 and 2) and no intermediate
state. Hence, a configuration of R⊗ is a pair of integers witnessing the number
of tokens in state 1 and state 2. The example illustrates the different roles that
an hybrid state of R can play to simulate a state of M . Indeed an hybrid state
of R, can be used as:
(i) a terminal state, e.g., when testing whether q5  (1, 1), we can consider
the second hybrid state of R as a terminal state and terminate the test, or
(ii)an intermediate state, e.g., when testing whether q2  (1, 1), the second
hybrid state of R here plays the role of intermediate state, or
both a terminal and an intermediate state, e.g., when testing whether q1 
(1, 0), a transition of ΦR⊗ labeled by (b, (−1, 0)) only appears in one branch in the
simulation tree Tsim (M, R⊗ ). Hence, the first hybrid state of R⊗ is considered
intermediate in one branch and terminal in the other, or
a hybrid state, e.g., when it is used to simulate an hybrid state of H(M ).
We consider in the following the problem defined below.
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R

Tsim(M, R⊗)

q0

q0 , (0, 0)
a, (1, 0)

a
a

q1 , (1, 0)

c

q1

c, (0, 1)
1

c
d

q2

q4

b

b

q3
c

q5
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2
d

d, (0, −1)

q2 , (1, 1)

q4 , (1, 0)

b, (−1, 0)
q3 , (0, 1)
d, (0, −1)

c, (0, 1)
q5 , (1, 1)

q5 , (0, 0)

d

(a)

(b)

Fig. 6. Example of the simulation tree

Problem 4. Unbounded Composition With limited number of Hybrid
States U CHS(M, R, k)
Input : k an integer; R a set of FSMs, containing at most k hybrid states; M a
target FSM.
Question : M  R⊗ ?
It is worth noting that U CHS(M, R, k + 1) is harder then U CHS(M, R, k).
In the sequel, we progressively investigate the complexity of U CHS(M, R, k)
problem for k = 0, then for k = 1 and finally for k = 2.
5.1

Case of composition without hybrid states (i.e. k = 0)

In this section, we are interested in the problem U CHS(M, R, 0). We first give
a polynomial transformation, denoted K, which is used to reduce BC(M, R, 1)
to U CHS(N, R0 , 0). This transformation provides a mean to bound the number
of instances used to prove simulation.
Definition 8. Transformation K. For an FSM M = (ΣM , QM , FM , q0M , δM )
and a set of FSMs R = {M1 , ..., Mm }, we define K(M, R)=(N, R0 ={N1 , .., Nm })
where:
1. Each Ni is built based on Mi , by adding a letter ti to its alphabet, a final
state fi and a transition set {(q0Mi , ti , fi )} ∪ {(q, ti , fi )|q ∈ FMi }. All final
states of Mi become intermediate in Ni .
2. N is defined as:
– ΣN = ΣM ∪ {ti |1 ≤ i ≤ m};
– QN = QM ∪ {ri |1 ≤ i ≤ m};
– FN = {rm };
– δN = δM ∪ {(q, t1 , r1 )|q ∈ FM } ∪ {(ri , ti+1 , ri+1 )|1 ≤ i < m}.
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Figure 7 illustrates an example of this transformation. We prove later
in proposition 2 that K defines a polynomial reduction of BC(M, R, 1) to
U CHS(N, R0 , 0). In fact, the intuition behind this reduction is based on two
points:
– By adding the sequence of letters t1 , ...., tm at the end of every execution
accepted by N and adding ti at the end of every execution accepted by
Ni ∈ R0 , we ensure that even in an unbounded instances simulation, we can
not use more than one instance of every Ni in order to simulate N .
– The construction of R0 verifies that every hybrid state in Mi ∈ R becomes
intermediate in Ni , while keeping its dual role: either terminate the execution
by adding the letter ti to the execution of Ni and reaching the terminal state
fi , or keep the execution in the same way as Mi .

R

M
p0

s0
a

q0

a

c

b

d

s3

p2

q0
t1

a

a

b

t2

d

q1
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s1

c

b

s2

q2

s4

t1
s4

s5
(a)

t1
t1

d
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p2

s3

b

d

q1

t2

c
a

p3

b

c

b

a
s2

p0

s0
b

p1

s1
b

R0

N

p3
t1

t1

q2
t2

r1

f1

f2

t2
r2
(b)

Fig. 7. An example of transformation K

The following propositions show that the transformation K preserves the
simulation preorder.
Proposition 1. Let M be an FSM, R = {M1 , ..., Mm } be a set of FSMs and
K(M, R) = (N, R0 = {N1 , .., Nm }). For p and q two states of respectively M and
R⊗1 , we have: p (M,(R)⊗1 ) q iff p (N,(R0 )⊗1 ) q.
Proof. By construction of K(M, R), if p (M,R⊗1 ) q and p is terminal in M
then p (N,(R0 )⊗1 ) q.
We suppose next that:
If (p, a, p0 ) ∈ δM , (q, a, q 0 ) ∈ δR⊗1 and p0 (M,R⊗1 ) q 0 , then p0 (N,(R0 )⊗1 )
0
q.
and prove that p (N,(R0 )⊗1 ) q.
For each (p, a, p0 ) ∈ δN , we have:
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– if a ∈ ΣM , then there exists (q, a, q 0 ) ∈ δR⊗1 ⊆ δ(R0 )⊗1 such that p0
(N,(R0 )⊗1 ) q 0 .
– else a = t1 , p0 = r1 and q is a product of final states of R. therefore, there
exists (q, t1 , q 0 ) ∈ δ(R0 )⊗1 such that q 0 = (f1 , q 0 i1 , ..., q 0 il ) where q 0 ij is final
in R such that p0 (N,(R0 )⊗1 ) q 0 .
We conclude that if p (M,R⊗1 ) q then p (N,(R0 )⊗1 ) q.
Reciprocally, we have (p, a, p0 ) ∈ δN (respectively δ(R0 )⊗1 ) and a ∈
/ {ti |1 ≤
i ≤ m} iff (p, a, p0 ) ∈ δM (respectively δR⊗1 ). In addition, the definition of K
ensures that if p is final in M and p (N,(R0 )⊗1 ) q then q is final in R⊗1 . Hence
if p (N,(R0 )⊗1 ) q then p (M,R⊗1 ) q.
t
u
In particular, we take p as the initial state of M and q the initial state of R⊗1 .
This implies that:
Proposition 2. Let M be an FSM, R = {M1 , ..., Mm } be a set of FSMs and
K(M, R) = (N, R0 = {N1 , .., Nm }). We have: M  R⊗1 iff N  (R0 )⊗ .
Proof. We have N  (R0 )⊗1 iff N  (R0 )⊗ . Indeed, each path that starts from
the initial state to a final one in N contains exactly one transition labelled by ti ,
for each i ∈ [1, m] and a similar path in each Ni contains exactly one transition
labelled by ti .
t
u
Hence, K is a polynomial reduction of BC(M, R, 1) problem to the UCHS problem. This enables to derive the following result.
Theorem 4. U CHS(M, R, 0) problem is Exptime-complete.
Proof. According to proposition 2, the K transformation reduces BC(M, R, 1)
to U CHS(M, R, 0) in polynomial time. Thus U CHS(M, R, 0) is Exptime-hard.
Since it is also proven Exptime in [9], then U CHS(M, R, 0) is Exptime-complete.
t
u
5.2

Case of composition with one hybrid state

We consider the problem U CHS(M, R, 1) where M is an FSM and R a set
of FSMs containing at most one hybrid state (nH (R) ≤ 1). We denote k0 =
|QM |.2nI (R).log(norm(M )) . Two nodes (q, c) and (q 0 , c0 ) in a simulation tree are
called comparable if q = q 0 and either c/c0 or c0 /c. The nodes (q, c) and (q 0 , c0 )
are said incomparable otherwise.
Property 3. Let R be a set of FSMs containing at most one hybrid state. Two
configurations of R⊗ are comparable by the cover relation, iff they have exactly
the same intermediate witnesses.
Proof. Acoording to property 2, for c, c0 two configurations in R⊗ we have c /
c0 iff :
1. c and c0 have the same intermediate witnesses; and
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2. for every hybrid witness c[h], we have: c[h] ≤ c0 [h].
In the current case, we consider that R has at most one hybrid witness. Hence,
for any pair of configurations of R⊗ , condition 2 is verified.
We conclude that for every two configurations c, c0 in R⊗ , c / c0 iff c and c0
have the same intermediate witnesses.
t
u
Property 4. Let S be a set of nodes of Tsim (M, R⊗ ) that are pairwise incomparable, then |S| ≤ k0 .
Proof. In configurations considered in Tsim (M, R⊗ ), intermediate witnesses are
bounded by norm(M ) (property 1). Therefore and according to property 3, the
number of incomparable configurations considered in Tsim (M, R⊗ ) is at most
t
u
2nI (R).log(norm(M )) . Since S ⊂ QM × CR⊗ , then |S| ≤ k0 .
Proposition 3. If nH (R) ≤ 1, then foreach (q, c) ∈ Tsim (M, R⊗ ), c[h =
(nI (R) + 1)] ≤ k0 2 .
Proof. let P be a path in Tsim (M, R⊗ ), Int be an interval in N and
S = (vn = (qn , cn ))n∈Int be a sequence of nodes in P such that:
-vi is the ith node met in P that is comparable to one of its predecessors
v = (qi , c); and
-For each i, j ∈ Int, vi and vj are incomparable.
If Int = ∅, then all nodes of P are not comparable. The size of P is then
bounded by k0 , therefore, c[nI (R) + 1] ≤ k0 for each (q,c) in P.
We suppose next that Int 6= ∅ and take Int = [1, k], k ∈ N. We prove
recursively that for each l ∈ [1, k], cl [h] ≤ l.k0 .
For l = 1, we have c1 [nI (h] ≤ k0 .
For 1 < l < k, we suppose that cl [h] ≤ l.k0 . Each node v = (q, c) between vl and
vl+1 in P is either:
1. comparable to a node vi with i ∈ [1, l]. In this case, c[h] < ci [h] ≤ l.k0
(otherwise v should be a leaf).
2. incomparable to all its predecessors. The number of such nodes is bounded
by k0 . And since transitions displacements is in {−1, 0, 1}h , then we have
c[h] < l.k0 + k0 .
Therefore cl+1 [h] ≤ (l + 1).K0 .
Once we reach vk , each one of its possible successors v = (q, c) is comparable
to a node vi with c[h] < ci [h], except for the last one that is the leaf of P.
Finally, since k < k0 (because S is a sequence of incomparable nodes), we
conclude that each node of P is in QA × ([1, norm(A)]I × [1, k0 2 ]).
t
u
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Since deciding simulation only requires to visit a node once, we argue next
that this problem is in APspace (i.e a problem that can be solved by an alternating Turing machine in polynomial space): the size of a position of the simulation tree is polynomial in the input size (Proposition 3). Hence a polynomial
space alternating turing machine can solve this simulation problem: universal
states correspond to the target’s and existential states correspond to the shuffle
product’s configurations. Note that APspace corresponds to Exponential time
complexity. Given the above, we conclude that:
Lemma 2. U CHS(M, R, 1) is in Exptime.
To prove the Exptime-hardness of the problem, we recall that U CHS(M, R, 0) is
Exptime-hard (theorem 4) and that U CHS(M, R, 1) is harder than U CHS(M,
R, 0).
Theorem 5. U CHS(M, R, 1) is Exptime-complete.
5.3

Case of composition with two hybrid states

In this section, we consider the problem of unbounded composition of web services with at most 2 hybrid states in R, i.e. U CHS(M, R, 2). Our approach is
based on relating this simulation problem to the reachability issue.
For x ∈ Ni1 and y ∈ Ni2 , we denote the concatenation of two vectors x and
y, (x.y) ∈ Ni1 +i2 such that:

(x.y)[j] =

x[j] if j ∈ [1, i1 ]
y[j] if j ∈ [i1 + 1, i1 + i2 ]

We define the 2-dimension Vector Addition System with States (VASS) [11]
VM,R as follows:
Pi=n (R)
– States: S ⊆ QM × {c ∈ NnI (R) | i=1 I
c[i] ≤ norm(M )}.
2
– Transitions: W ⊆ S × S × {−1, 0, 1} such that:
((q, c), (p, d), x) ∈ W iff there exists a ∈ ΣM , y ∈ N2 such that (p, a, q) ∈
Pi=nI (R)
QM and ((c, y), a, (d, y + x)) ∈ ΦR⊗ and
c[i] ≤ norm(M ) and
i=1
Pi=nI (R)
d[i] ≤ norm(M ).
i=1
– Initial configuration: the system starts with the state (q0M , {0}nI (R) ) and the
vector (0, 0).
Figure 8 depicts an example of a VASS associated to an FSM M and a set of
FSMs R.
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Fig. 8. An example of a VASS associated to an FSM M and an FSMs set.

The reachability issue in 2-dimension VASSs has been investigated by
Hopcroft and Pansiot [11] in the general case where displacements are in N2 .
[11] gives an algorithm to prove the semi-linearity of the reachability set of such
systems. The algorithm builds a tree Treach labeled by 3-tuples (p, c, Ac ) where
p is the current state, c ∈ N2 is a vector reached in the system and Ac ⊂ N2 .
(p, c, Ac ) denotes that every vector in the linear set {c + α1 a1 + ... + αn an |i ∈
[1, n], ai ∈ Ac and αi ∈ N} can be reached in state p from the initial configuration.
We consider in the following a simulation tree Tsim (M, R⊗ )=(V, v0 , E), a
recheability tree Treach (VM,R )=(V 0 , v00 , E 0 ) and a function π defined as follows:
π:

V0
→
V
((p, c), x, Ax ) 7→ (p, (c.x))

The following proposition enables to establish a connection between paths in
a simulation tree and a corresponding recheability tree.
Proposition 4. Let µ = v0 ...vt be a path in Tsim (M, R⊗ ). Then there exists a
path µ0 = v00 ...vt0 in Treach (VM,R ) such that vi = π(vi0 ), i ∈ [0, t].
Proof. We proof by induction on the length i of the path µ = v0 ...vt .
For i = 0 we have v0 = (q0M , c0 ) = π((q0M , {0}nI (R) ), x0 , Ac0 ) = π(v00 ).
Now suppose that the property is true for i < t and v0 ...vi+1 is a path in
Tsim (M, R⊗ ). Then by hypothesis there exists a path v00 ...vi0 in Treach (VM,R ),
such that vj = π(vj0 ), j ∈ [0, i].
Suppose that vi0 is a leaf in Treach (VM,R ). Then according to the algorithm
of Hopcroft and Pansiot [11], we have either:
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– There exist j ∈ [0, i − 1] such that vj0 = ((p, c), y, Ax ) and vi0 = ((p, c), x, Ax )
with y ≤ x (see Algorithm ??, line 1). This implies that vj /vi , which contradicts that vi is not a leaf in Tsim (M, R⊗ ), i.e. (c, y)/(c, x).
– There is no transition from vi0 in the system (see Algorithm ??, line 1).
But for vi = (p, (c, x)) and vi+1 = (q, (d, y)) we have vi vi+1 ∈ E which
means that (p, a, q) ∈ δM and ((c, x), a, (d, y)) ∈ ΦR⊗ . This implies that
((p, c), (q, d), y − x) ∈ W . Contradiction.
0
= ((q, d), y, Ay ) is a successor of vi0 in Treach (VM,R ),
Therefore, we have : vi+1
with vi+1 = (q, (d, y)). We conclude that µ0 is a path in Treach (VM,R ).
t
u

The following corollary is a consequence of Proposition 4.
Corollary 2. Tsim (M, R⊗ ) is a sub-tree of Treach (VM,R ).
Clearly the time complexity for computing Tsim (M, R⊗ ) is dominated by the
complexity of computing Treach (VM,R ). Moreover we know from [12] that the
size of Treach (VM,R ) is in 2-Exptime. Hence, we derive the following complexity
result.
Theorem 6. U CHS(M, R, 2) is in 3-Exptime.
α

Proof. According to [12], the size of Treach (VM,R ) is of order O(22 ) where
α = max(|S|, |W |) ≤ c × (|QM | × N orm(M )nI (R) )2 with c is a constant. Then
2c1 +c2 ∗β

according to Corollary 2, the size of Tsim (M, R⊗ ) is bounded by 22
c1 and c2 are constants and β = log(|QM |) + nI (R) × log(N orm(M )).

where
t
u

Our proof for Theorem 6 can be seen more as an embedding of the search
space explored by a simulation test to the one explored when the reachability
issue is considered. This is an approach that can not so far be generalized because
the best upper bound provided for vector addition systems reachability is nonprimitive recursive; in fact even the existence of a primitive upper-bound is still
open [14].

6

Conclusion

In this paper we have considered two parameters that are source of complexity of the web services composition problem. We have shown that among the
considered problems, several instances remain Exptime-complete when a parameter is bounded. It remains an open question to identify the complexity of
U CHS(M, R, k) for any k ∈ N; [5] proves in the context of Z-Reachability that
the problem is k-Exptime. This complexity is quite far from the known lower
bound (2-Exptime). It is also interesting to improve the polynomial complexity given for k=2 in [7] (polynomial of the 17th degree) and/or give a simpler
algorithm that can eventually be extended to the general case.
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Abstract. In modern systems CPUs as well as GPUs are equipped with
multi-level memory architectures, where different levels of the hierarchy
vary in latency and capacity. Therefore, various memory access models
were studied. Such a model can be seen as an interface abstracting the
user from the physical architecture details. In this paper we present a
general and uniform GPU computation and memory access model based
on bounded inhibitor Petri nets (PNs). Its effectiveness is demonstrated
by comparing its throughputs to practical computational experiments
performed with the usage of Nvidia GPU with CUDA architecture.
Our PN model is consistent with the workflow of multithreaded GPU
streaming multiprocessors. It models a selection and execution of instructions for each warp. The three types of instructions included in the
model are: the arithmetic operation, the access to the shared memory
and the access to the global memory. For a given algorithm the model allows to check how efficient the parallelization is, and whether a different
organization of threads will improve performance.
The accuracy of our model was tested with different kernels. As the
preliminary experiments we used the matrix multiplication program and
stability example created by Nvidia, and as the main experiment a binary
version of the least significant digit radix sort algorithm. We created three
implementations of the algorithm using CUDA architecture, differing
in the usage of shared and global memory as well as organization of
calculations. For each implementation the PN model was used and the
results of experiments are presented in the work.
Keywords: Petri nets, CUDA architecture, GPU, memory model

1

Introduction

The inter-process communication over a common part of the memory shared by
processes is a usual performance bottleneck in multiprocessor environments. In
modern systems CPUs as well as GPUs are equipped with multi-level memory
architectures, where different levels of the hierarchy vary in latency and capacity.
?
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By considering different local views of the processes on the common part of the
memory one can try to improve the processor utilization. Therefore, various
memory access models were studied, see for instance [8, 11, 15]. Such a model
can be seen as an interface abstracting the user from the physical architecture
details. It allows to specify, without a reference to processors, the local views
that are possible in concurrent task executions and maintain its consistency.
Another important issue is the task distribution between threads and CPU/GPU
cores and the instruction scheduling, which can have a significant impact on the
efficiency. Consider for instance running the three threads on a single processor
depicted in Figure 1. Each of them performs a list of arithmetic operations interleaved by memory reads/writes consisting of a short preprocessing and then
a longer period of waiting for the memory access (which is a usual situation
in parallel computing). In the initial part of the computation each thread realizes its preprocessing for the memory access and then starts to wait for the
access itself. This causes the processor idle period when all threads are waiting
(marked as I). After that the arithmetic operations of all threads are executed
simultaneously. They can be scheduled in such a way that one thread waits for
the memory access while other threads perform their computations and there is
no idle period (marked as II). Thanks to that the waiting period of a thread can
be hidden behind the active computations of other threads.

t1 :
t2 :
t3 :
(I)

(II)

– memory access

– arithmetic operation

Fig. 1. The example run of the threads t1 , t2 and t3 on a single processor. The area
marked with (I) represents the idle period when no computation is done, and the area
marked with (II) represents the period when the waiting for the memory access is
hidden behind arithmetic operations.

The main contribution of this paper is a general and uniform GPU computation and memory access model based on bounded Petri nets [14] together with
the application simulating its execution. For a given algorithm pseudocode (or
the source code) one can use our model to count the number of operations performed (taking into account their simultaneous execution). The main advantage
of the model over the basic arithmetic counting and other models described below is the possibility of reorganization of parts of the code, the potential ability
to predict a duration of GPU calculations and to handle the aforementioned
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computation scheduling. Such an approach might be used to improve the algorithm code organization and to partition the computation tasks between the
threads to maximally increase the efficiency.
The effectiveness of our model is demonstrated by comparing its throughputs to practical computational experiments performed with the usage of Nvidia
GPU. We study the impact on the complexity of various parameters such as the
number of concurrent processes, and the level of memory used (shared memory
vs. global memory). The successful application of our model is discussed in details, as a proof of concept, on a single example of digit radix sorting algorithm.
We do not want to discuss methods of parallelization, nor the most efficient way
of using different types of the memory. It is beyond the scope of this paper. Those
problems are very complex, and cannot be explained in such a short publication.
More about those topics can be found for instance in [6, 20].
Our PN model is not the only one GPU efficiency model. There are quite
a few other GPU performance models, which can be divided into two groups
(according to [12]):
(1) Calibrated performance models that make specific predictions and include
many lower levels of details. They usually contain many specialized parameters,
some of which may be difficult to obtain or calculate. The first example is a
model presented in [7]. It is the first analytical model of the GPU efficiency.
The most important values used there are MWP (number of memory requestes
that can be executed concurrently) and CWP (number of warps, which can be
computed while one warp is waiting for memory values). The model consists of
14 equations, which contains 21 parameters. Other example is a model presented
in [19]. The authors created not only performance GPU model but also power
consumption model. In the performance part they estimate execution time for individual GPU architecture components (e.g. shared, global memory) separately.
This way they easily identify potential performance bottlenecks. The model has
a form of equations and contains 32 parameters.
(2) Asymptotic models for algorithm analysis at a high level of abstraction
that capture only the essential features of GPU architecture. One of the models
from this group is the model described in [13]. He used elements of PRAM, BSP
and QRQW approaches. The model calculates the number of cycles required for
the whole kernel, taking into account the number of blocks, warps and threads,
the maximal number of cycles required by a single thread to perform calculations and the number of threads which can be executed in parallel. However the
model is quite simple and some important elements are neglected (like hiding
memory latency in computations). The other asymptotic model is Thread MultiCore Memory (TMM) model presented in [11]. Basing on the TMM, GPUs can
be presented as abstract core groups, each containing a number of cores and
fast local memory. A large and slow global memory is shared by all cores. The
running time of the algorithm is calculated basing on suitable equation with
basic GPU parameters. One of the most popular GPU efficiency models is the
roofline model introduced in [21]. It can be used to obtain performance estimates
of GPU computations, and requires two parameters: the number of operations
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performed by a kernel and the number of bytes transferred from/to the memory,
which can be used to calculate the arithmetic intensity I. In the naive roofline
model I can be handily presented as a point in two-dimensional space restricted
by two ceilings lines: the memory bandwidth and the processor’s peak efficiency.
The resulting performance is a bound under which the arithmetic intensity appeared: the memory bandwidth bound or the peak performance bound. In the
extended versions of the model, additional ceilings can be added. They related
for example to software prefetching or task level parallelism. The roofline model
can determine the type of kernel limitation and show, how optimal the program
is. However, such a simple arithmetic operation cannot precisely represent the
complex processes of kernel execution, like for example hiding the waiting period
in calculations (see Figure 1). Similar problem occurs in other purely arithmetical models. More complex tools are necessary for such a purpose. Our model
belongs to the asymptotic group, and to the best of our knowledge it is the first
one utilizing Petri nets.
The paper is organized as follows. In the next section we describe Graphical
Processing Units and CUDA Toolkit, focusing in particular on memory types
(and organization). In Section 3 we recall some standard notions and notations
related to Petri nets. Then we introduce our memory access and computation
model followed by the description of radix sort algorithm. We also present the
results of experiments conducted on the base of our implementations of the
radix sort algorithm. We conclude the paper and give some directions of further
research in the last section.

2

CUDA

An intensive development of Graphical Processing Units (GPU in short) resulted
in construction of high performance computational devices, which besides the
graphical display management, allow also the execution of parallel general purpose algorithms (not necessarily related to computer graphics). As opposed to
CPU consisting of a few cores optimized for sequential serial processing, GPU
contains thousands of smaller, more efficient cores designed for handling multiple tasks simultaneously. The most popular ones are GPU’s produced by Nvidia
Corporation, supplied with Nvidia CUDA Toolkit (see [2]).
A program running in heterogeneous environment equipped with GPU can be
split into so-called host parts, which are executed by CPU, and so-called kernel
parts, which are executed by GPU. The host part specify the kernel execution
context and manages the data transfer between the host and the GPU memory.
The kernel functions create a big number of threads allowing a highly parallel
computation (where each thread runs the same kernel code). GPU threads, as
opposed to CPU threads, are much lighter, hence their creation and controlling
requires less CPU cycles.
All threads executed on GPU are organized into several equally-sized thread
blocks, which in turn are organized into a grid.
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A thread block is the set of concurrently executed threads. Such an execution
and the thread cooperation can be coordinated by a barrier synchronization.
Moreover, the data can be exchanged between threads using a shared memory.
The size of a block is limited by the capacity of resources accessible on a single
processor core. On currently available GPU’s a single block can contain up to
1024 threads. Each thread block within a grid is uniquely identified by its block
ID, and each thread within a block – by its thread ID.
A grid is an array of thread blocks executing the same kernel. The number
of blocks in a grid is specified by the amount of data to be processed and the
number of available processors. The exchange of data between threads within a
grid requires the usage of the global memory. Moreover, while all threads within
a single block run simultaneously, different blocks can be executed in any order.
The physical Nvidia GPU architecture consists of several multithreaded streaming multiprocessors (SM in short). Thread blocks are distributed between SM’s
in such a way that all threads within a single block are concurrently executed
on the same SM (different blocks may, but not necessarily have to, be executed
on the same SM). A streaming multiprocessor organizes threads into so-called
warps consisting of 32 threads each. The partition is done according to increasing
thread ID. Each SM works utilizing SIMT (single-instruction, multiple-threads)
architecture, which means that all threads within a single warp execute one common instruction at a time. Any divergence (e.g. caused by a data processed) leads
to a serial execution of a single computation path until possible convergence to
the same execution path.
A single SM serves multiple warps. It is equipped with a number of warp
schedulers and instruction dispatch units (currently 2 or 4 depending on the
device used). A scheduler selects a warp, which is ready to be executed and
issues it to the physical cores of GPU. If the currently active warp needs to
wait for the memory read/write operation it is replaced by another ready warp.
While the replaced warp is waiting for the memory access, other warps perform
their computations, therefore the SM is busy as often as possible. The waiting
period of a single warp is hidden behind the computations of the others (if there
are only enough active warps available) and is not seen outside the SM. The
simulation of such a behavior is the main part of our model.
The above mentioned heterogeneous environment is equipped with the host
memory managed by CPU and the GPU device memory. The latter is significantly more complex than the former. Due to a necessary compromise between
the data transfer/access speed and the possible capacity, the GPU device memory consists of various types of data storage, such as global, constant, local and
shared memory.
The global memory is the largest and at the same time the slowest type of
GPU memory (with hundreds of cycles latency). Together with the constant
memory it is the only type of GPU memory, which can be accessed by the
host. It is available for reading and writing for all running threads, however the
data exchange and result sharing are possible only after a kernel-wide global
synchronization.
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The content of the global memory is accessed in blocks of size 32, 64 or 128
bytes (depending on the device used). Every time an element within a block
is accessed, the whole block have to be transferred. Therefore, the concurrent
(among the threads within a single warp) global memory read and write operations are grouped into transactions, the number of which depends on the cache
lines required to serve all threads within a warp. However, if different threads in
a warp refer to different memory blocks, all such blocks have to be transferred
to cache sequentially. Such a situation cause the necessity of repeated global
memory accesses.
The shared memory is a fast memory physically placed inside a multiprocessor. It consists of blocks, each of which is available for all threads within a
single thread block. Moreover, each such block is divided into several so-called
memory banks. The access of different threads to different banks is realized simultaneously, while the access of different threads to the same bank is realized
sequentially. Such a situation is called the bank conflict. The shared memory can
be used for data exchange between threads within the same thread block after
block-wide thread synchronization.
The local memory of a single thread consists of a number of registers, which
are the fastest type of memory available (with almost negligible access time).
It is used to store local thread variables. Due to large number of threads the
capacity of each thread local memory is strongly limited.
To complete the picture we have to mention also the constant and texture
memory – dedicated parts of the GPU device memory (usually buffered). Both
of them are optimized for access speed within the device, but are available for
threads in read-only mode. Neither of them is considered in our model.

3

Petri Nets

The set of non-negative integers is denoted by IN. Given a set X, the cardinality
(number of elements) of X is denoted by |X|, the powerset (set of all subsets)
by 2X – the cardinality of the powerset is 2|X| . Multisets over X are members
of INX , i.e., functions from X into IN. For convenience and readability, if the set
X is finite, multisets in INX will be represented by vectors of IN|X| (assuming
a fixed ordering of the set X). The addition and the partial order ≤ on INX are
understood componentwise, while < means ≤ and 6=.
Let us now recall basic definitions and facts concerning inhibitor Petri nets [1,
16].
Definition 1. An inhibitor1 place/transition net (p/t-net) is a quintuple S =
(P, T, W, I, M0 ), where:
– P and T are finite disjoint sets, of places and transitions (actions), respectively;
1

Note that in the case of bounded nets the use of inhibitors is not necessary, one can
provide an equivalent (with more complex structure) net without inhibitors.
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– W : P × T ∪ T × P → IN is an arc weight function;
– I ⊆ P × T is an inhibition relation;
– M0 ∈ INP is a multiset of places, named the initial marking.
For all a ∈ T we use the following denotations:
•

a = {p ∈ P | W (p, a) > 0} – the set of entries to a
a• = {p ∈ P | W (a, p) > 0} – the set of exits from a
◦
a = {p ∈ P | (p, a) ∈ I} – the set of inhibitor places for a.
Petri nets admit a natural graphical representation. Nodes represent places
and transitions, arcs with classical arrow heads represent the weight function,
while arcs with small circles as arrowheads represent inhibition relation. Places
are indicated by circles, and transitions by boxes. Markings are depicted by
tokens inside the circles, the capacity of places is unlimited. However, Petri nets
used in our model are bounded (which means that there exist a common bound
for all the numbers of tokens appearing during the computation in a single place).
The set of all finite strings of transitions is denoted by T ∗ , the empty string
is denoted by ε, the length of w ∈ T ∗ is denoted by |w|, number of occurrences
of a transition a in a string w is denoted by |w|a .
Multisets of places are called markings. In the context of p/t-nets, they are
typically represented by nonnegative integer vectors of dimension |P |, assuming
that P is totally ordered.
A transition a ∈ T is enabled at a marking M whenever • a ≤ M (all its
entries are marked) and ∀p∈◦ a M (p) = 0 (all inhibitor places are empty). If a is
enabled at M , then it can be executed. A marking M is called a dead marking if
no transition is enabled at M (which means that ∀a∈T ∃p∈P W (p, a) > M (p) ∨
((p, a) ∈ I ∧ M (p) > 0) ). The execution of an enabled transition a is not forced
and changes the current marking M to the new marking M 0 = (M − • a) + a•
(tokens are removed from entries, then put to exits). We shall denote M a for
the predicate “a is enabled at M ” and M aM 0 for the predicate “a is enabled at
M and M 0 is the resulting marking”.
In this paper however, we use the maximal concurrent semantics and in every
marking we execute one of the maximal sets of enabled transitions (i.e. a step,
which is maximally concurrent at thisP
marking).
of transitions
 Formally, a set
•
S
A ⊆ T is called step and is enabled if
a
≤
M
and
∀
p∈( a∈A ◦ a) M (p) =
a∈A
0. The execution
of
a
step
A
changes
the
current
marking
M
to the new marking
 P
P
•
•
M0 = M −
a
+
a
.
We
say
that
a
step
is
maximally
concurrent
a∈A
a∈A
at marking M if A is enabled at M and ∀a∈A
A
∪
{a}
is
not
enabled
at M .
/
The notions of enabledness and execution we extend, in a natural way, to
strings of steps (computations): the empty string ε is enabled at any marking,
a string w = Av is enabled at a marking M whenever M AM 0 and v is enabled
at M 0 . The predicates M A, M w, M AM 0 and M wM 0 are defined like for single
transitions.
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Memory access and computations model

The Petri net model of GPU calculations is consistent with the workflow of
multithreaded streaming multiprocessors (SMs). The model represents the way
one SM operates. It models each warp assigned to the SM, selection of the
next instruction for the SM, accesses to the global and shared memory, and
arithmetic operations. It does not represent threads hierarchy (blocks, grid),
repeated accesses to the global memory nor bank conflicts. The model allows
simultaneous accesses to the global memory, but the number of warps, which
can use the global memory, at the same time, is limited by the number of SM
warp schedulers (2 or 4). Each element of the model was created basing on [3,
4].
The size of the considered Petri net depends on the number of warps. The
two elements: the place p0 – SM and the transition t0 – waiting are the constant
part of the model, other are generated for every warp. The place p0 represents
the streaming multiprocessor and its initial marking should correspond to the
number of warp schedulers. For the modern graphical cards it should be 2 or 4.
This place is connected by a loop with the transition t0 . The transition t0 can
be executed only when the warp schedulers cannot schedule any instruction, i.e.
there is no instruction ready to be executed. The waiting transition is added
to the model to gain control over how many steps of the calculations on the
SM is idle. The minimization of that number is crucial for optimization of GPU
programming. Beside those two elements, the PN model contains 18 places and
17 transitions for every warp required by the analysed algorithm. That part is
called a warp part of PN model (WPNM). The detailed description of the most
important places and transitions of WPNM is presented in Table 1.
The WPNM together with SM place and waiting transition are depicted in
Figure 2. The place p1 represents the activation of the warp. It is marked when
the warp is active. The place p2 is marked when the warp finishes the execution
of its previous instruction. The warp can be scheduled for the execution only
when the places p2 and p4 are marked. A token in p4 means that the next
instruction is selected and ready. The places from p3 to p10 and the transitions
t2 , t3 , t4 (the frame I part in Figure 2) are responsible for controlling and selecting
the instructions. The three types of instructions are allowed in the model: an
arithmetic calculation, an access to the shared memory and an access to the
global memory. The initial marking of the place p5 corresponds to the number
xa of arithmetic operations required by the analyzed algorithm. Similarly, the
initial markings of the places p7 and p9 represent respectively the numbers xs
and xg of read/write operations from/to the shared and global memory. If the
place p3 is marked and at least one of the places: p5 , p7 , p9 is not empty, the
next instruction can be selected. The selection is random. When the instruction
is chosen, according to its type (arithmetic calculation, shared memory access,
global memory access) the marking of the corresponding place is decreased and
a token is added to p4 . Moreover, (according to the instruction type) one of
the places: p6 , p8 or p10 is marked. Now the selected instruction is ready to be
executed and the warp can be processed by SM. The execution of the instruction
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is represented by the three parts of the net marked in frame II, frame III and
frame IV (see Figure 2). They correspond to the type of the selected instruction:
frame II for an arithmetic calculation, frame III – an access to the shared memory
and frame IV – an access to the global memory. The arithmetic calculation is
simply represented by one place and two transitions. When the calculation is
done, tokens are put in places: p2 and p3 (which means that the instruction is
finished and the next one can be selected), and in the place p0 (which means
that SM is ready to execute the next instruction). The same situation is obtained
when the access to the memory (shared or global) is finished, but those parts
of the model contain more places and transitions. Those additional elements are
used to model the memory access latencies. The shared memory latency and the
global memory latency are the parameters of the model and are denoted by l1
for the global memory and by l2 for the shared memory. The transition t9 (t12
respectively) may be executed only after l1 (l2 respectively) executions of t8 (t17
respectively). For testing, their default values were 20 for l1 and 2 for l2 , which
is consistent with [4].
The transition t16 is connected by inhibitor arcs with the places p5 , p7 and p9
(the frame I in Figure 2) and can be executed only when those places are empty,
i.e. there is no instruction left for execution. The transition is also connected by
a regular arc with p2 , Moreover, t16 is the only one able to take the token from
the place p1 and its execution is equivalent to the termination of a given warp.
As it was mentioned above, the WPNM (places from p1 to p18 and transitions from t1 to t17 ) is generated for a single warp. In the case of multiple
warps a separate WPNM should be generated for each of them. To distinguish
between distinct WPNMs one can either increase the numeration of places and
transitions accordingly or assign to them two-part labels consisting of the original place/transition number together with the warp id. It should be noticed that
each place corresponding to p2 and representing the readiness of the given warp
should be connected by an inhibitor arc with the transition t0 . Moreover, each
transition corresponding to t1 should be connected with the place p0 (SM ). The
same goes for transitions corresponding to t5 , t14 and t15 . Note that the control
is returned by t5 not t11 in the case of part responsible for the access to the
global memory. Thanks to that, SM can process the next ready warp while the
current one is waiting for the memory access.
Our PN model of GPU computation and memory access may by adapted
for any algorithm. Instantiations of the model for different kernels may differ
in the number of warps and the marking of places responsible for instructions
counting (i.e. p5 , p7 and p9 ). For the chosen number of required warps, a new
model containing sufficient number of WPNMs can be generated. The other
possibility is the generation of one big model with the maximal possible number
of WPNMs (i.e. 64 for modern graphical cards [4]), and then the necessary
number of places representing active warps should be marked. The number of
WPNMs can be calculated basing on the number of threads and blocks, which
are parameters of the kernel. Notice that the model provides no controlling
mechanism for the maximum number of WPNMs. It is up to the user to be aware
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Fig. 2. The example of a warp PN model (WPNM). In frame I part the next instruction is selected. Sections: frame II, frame III and frame IV represent the execution of
different types of instructions: arithmetic calculation, access to the shared memory and
access to the global memory (respectively).

p3

Place/Transition
Streaming Multiprocessor (SM)
Active warp
The previous instruction is finished and
the warp is ready for the next one
Check the next instruction

p4

Next instruction is ready

p0
p1
p2

p5
p6
p7
p8
p9
p10

Arithmetic operations
Instruction – arithmetic calculation
Access to the shared memory
Instruction – shared memory access
Access to the global memory
Instruction – global memory access

name and description
t0 Waiting
t1 The warp is executed on SM
t2 Selection of a calculation for
the next instruction
t3 Selection of an access to the shared
memory for the next instruction
t4 Selection of an access to the global
memory for the next instruction
t5 Execution of the access to the global memory
t6 Execution of the access to the shared memory
t7 Execution of arithmetic operation
t8 Waiting for the global memory access
t9 Access to the global memory
t11 Access to the global memory is finished
t12 Access to the shared memory
t14 Access to the shared memory is finished
t15 Calculation is finished
t16 Termination of the warp
t17 Waiting for the shared memory access

Table 1. The description of the places and transitions depicted in the Figure 2.

that the maximal number of WPNMs is limited to 64 in modern GPUs. The
number of arithmetic operations and accesses to the shared and global memory
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need to be calculated for the considered algorithm. Those numbers should be
used as the initial marking of places p5 , p7 and p9 . If the model is constructed
according to the description above, it is ready to be used out of the box. The
usage of the model involves the execution of computations according to the
maximal concurrent semantics (i.e. concurrent execution of all transitions that
are enabled) starting from the initial marking until reaching the dead marking.
The latter is obtained only when all places corresponding to p1 (for each WPNM)
become empty, which is equivalent to the termination of all warps. The number
of steps of the computation is returned by the model and corresponds to the
GPU execution time.
The maximal concurrent semantics requires execution of all enabled transitions. However, some of the enabled transitions may be in a conflict (i.e. execution of one transition makes disables another transition). In our implementation
of the model, in every step, a permutation of the enabled transitions is randomly
generated (using uniform distribution). Transitions are executed according to an
order determined by the generated permutation. If two (or more) transitions are
in a conflict, the transition appearing earlier in the considered order is executed.
The initial tests of the PN model were performed using the matrix multiplication kernel from [4] and the stability example from [20]. The PN models were
generated for both kernels. The matrix multiplication program was executed
many times with different sizes of matrices. Similarly, the stability example was
executed with different values of Time Step and Final Time parameters. For
the same data, the computations of the PN model were executed. The execution
times of kernels and the numbers of steps of PN computations were compared.
The results were consistent in both cases.

5

Experimental results

In the main experiment we used a binary version of the least significant digit
radix sort algorithm [17, 18]. The idea of this method is to sort a list of positive
n-bit integers using their binary representation. We make n runs rearranging
the list in such a manner that in i-th run all the integers having 0 on i-th bit
are arranged in the first part of the array, while those having 1 – in the second
part. An important requirement is to preserve the order of elements which do
not differ on the processed bit. In other words, the sorting subroutine need to
be stable. As a side effect the whole sorting procedure is also stable.
In the parallel version we made n runs (one for every bit), each run consisting
of three phases. At the beginning of each run, we partition the dataset equally
between m nodes. During the first phase, j-th node counts zeros[i, j] – the
number of elements containing 0 on i-th bit (consequently, we know ones[i, j]
– the number of elements with 1 on i-th bit for this node). In the next phase,
we need to compute the positions for the set of elements assigned to each node.
Namely,
j-th node should
P
P place all the elements having 0 on i-th bit between
zeros[i,
k]
and
k<j
k≤j zeros[i, k] − 1, while those with 1 on i-th in the
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Fig. 3. Example of the use of radix sort procedure for four-bit integers. In consecutive columns we present the lists after each run of sorting subroutine. The rectangles
emphasize columns with freshly sorted bits.

range
hX
k≤m

zeros[i, k] +

X
k<j

ones[i, k],

X
k≤m

zeros[i, k] +

X

i

ones[i, k] − 1 .

k≤j

The last, third phase, is the rearrangement of the list of integers. Each node
traverse assigned part of the data splitting it into two parts (containing only 0
on i-th bit and only 1 on i-th bit) with the use of the positions computed in the
second phase and in a stable manner. Since the output space for the nodes is
partitioned into disjoint blocks, this phase may be realized using either shared
or global memory.
We consider three CUDA implementations of the algorithm described above.
In all versions, the array of integers A to be sorted is stored in the global memory.
During each kernel execution, one block of threads (with different number of
threads) is created. Each thread has its own part of the array A assigned. Its
size is the parameter and is denoted by memsize. The product: threadsN umber∗
memsize should be equal to the size of A. At the beginning of each run, every
thread copies the assigned part of the array A from the global memory to its
local registers, then calculates number of 0 and 1 bits. At the end of the run,
the content of the global memory array is rearranged – each thread moves the
elements from its part of A.
Each of the three implementations of the radix sort algorithm was tested
on a randomly generated array of 65536 integers, with five combinations of
threadsN umber and memsize parameters. For the given implementation and
the value of parameters, the numbers of arithmetic operations and accesses to
the global and shared memory were calculated and used in the PN model (as the
initial marking of the places p5 , p7 and p9 ). As an arithmetic operation we count
every assignment, addition, subtraction, multiplication, division, relational operation, logical operation and array subscript (arrays in registers). Every access
(read or write) to data stored in the global or shared memory is counted as single
memory operation.
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The numbers of steps of the model calculations were compared to the execution times of kernels. The tests were performed on NVIDIA GeForce GTX
960M graphical card with CUDA Toolkit 8.0. The execution times of kernels are
averages of one hundred runs. The results for the PN model were calculated as
averages of ten computations of the models.
In the first implementation only the global memory is used. The second phase
of the algorithm is performed by thread with id 0. The results of the tests are
depicted in Figure 4 – the dotted line.

average time (ms)
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40
(a)
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Implementation I
Implementation II
Implementation III
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number of threads
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steps of PN model

8
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Implementation II
Implementation III

6
(b)
4

2
64

128

256

512

1024

number of threads

Fig. 4. The results for the radix sort algorithm tests with 65536 element arrays:
(a) execution times of kernels (ms), (b) steps of the PN model.

In the second implementation the realization of the second phase is organized
in a more efficient way. Instead of computing all sums incrementally, we compute
all partial sums (for indexes between p · 2q and (p + 1) · 2q , where p and q are
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suitable non-negative integers) and use them as input components for other
sums.
Having m = 2r nodes we can compute zeros[i, j] and ones[i, j] for all j ≤ m
in r + 1 cycles with full system load (using all nodes in every cycle). To do it, we
compute in c − th cycle specific partial sums of lengths between 2c−1 and 2c − 1,
an example for r = 2 is depicted onPFigure 5. In this sample case z[x..y] denotes
P
x≤t≤y zeros[i, t], while o[x..y] –
x≤t≤y ones[i, t], each row corresponds to a
single element in table zeros or ones, while in subsequent columns the values of
partial sums stored in those elements are given. Each arc between x − th and
y − th row denotes the addition of value kept in x − th element to the value kept
in y − th element, the result is stored in y − th element.
More specifically, in the first cycle we compute
zeros[i, 2k] + zeros[i, 2k + 1]

and

ones[i, 2k] + ones[i, 2k + 1]

placing results in zeros[i, 2k + 1] and ones[i, 2k + 1] respectively. The number of
all operations made in this cycle (the number of arcs between first and second
column in example) is m/2 + m/2 = m, hence we can utilize all available nodes
to do it at once.
In subsequent cycles we compute longer partial sums using already precomputed ones. This way in c − th cycle we compute
X
X
zeros[i, 2c k + t] and
ones[i, 2c k + t],
0≤t≤u

0≤t≤u

where 2c−1 ≤ u < 2c − 1, while 0 ≤ k < 2r−c − 1, and store the results in
zeros[i,P2c k +t] and ones[i, 2c k +t], P
respectively. Since after the previous cycle all
values 0≤t≤u zeros[i, 2c k +t] and 0≤t≤u ones[i, 2c k +t] are stored in memory,
where 2c−2 ≤ u < 2c−1 , while 0 ≤ k < 2r−c+1 , we need to add only two elements
for each longer partial sum computed in c − th cycle. Note that the number of
such operations equals to the size of the range of u multiplied by the size of the
range of k and doubled (we need to compute both ones and zeros), i.e.
|{u, 2c−1 ≤ u < 2c }| · |{k, 0 ≤ k < 2r−c }| · 2 = 2c−1 · 2r−c · 2 = 2r = m.
P
Finally,
in the last cycle we add the computed so far k≤m zeros[i, k] to all
P
t≤k ones[i, t] for each k ≤ m. The execution times of kernels and the results
from the PN model are depicted in Figure 4 – the solid line.
In the third version of the implementation the arrays zeros and ones are
stored in the shared memory instead of global. The results of those tests are also
presented in Figure 4 – the dashed line.
The results of the PN model calculations for the first implementation (Figure
4 (a)) clearly show that this parallelization is not very efficient as compared to
the others, especially for larger numbers of threads. This is confirmed by the
execution times of kernels (Figure 4 (b)). One can easily observe that in both
plots the number of PN model steps and execution times of kernels for this
implementation initially decrease with the increasing number of threads, however
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Fig. 5. The organization of the second phase of the algorithm for m = 4 (as m = 2r,
r = 2) nodes in r + 1 = 3 cycles.

for more than 256 threads both of them increase. The similar situation can be
also noticed for other implementations, but here the growth is more significant.
It can also be observed that for the largest amounts of threads the number of
PN model steps increases faster than execution times of kernels. In this case
the general direction of changes predicted by our model is consistent with the
kernels executions (despite of the lack of the exact match of the plots). The
model predicted correctly the most efficient choice of the number of threads,
which in this case is 256.
The predictions of the PN model for the 2nd and 3rd implementations are
more consistent with the execution times of kernels. In both cases differences
between implementations are very small. It is probably caused by a relatively
small number of shared memory operations in comparison to accesses to the
global memory. For the larger number of threads, the increase in execution times
of kernels is more significant than in the results from the PN model. The reliable explanation of such a difference is an overhead for communication between
threads. It is clear that such overhead will not be observed in the PN model.
However, the general characterization of the results is the same both for the
model and the kernels. The PN model predicted correctly also the most effective
choice of the number of threads for both implementations, which is 512 threads.

6

Conclusions and future work

The purpose of our PN based GPU computations and memory access model is
to help in the analysis and optimization parallel algorithms, which are designed
to be implemented on CUDA graphical cards. We do not require the source code
to be given as an input, however the algorithm description should be detailed
enough to estimate the number of arithmetic operations and accesses to the
global and shared memory. Note that the other tools (e.g. the roofline model)
also require those information. The expected speedup of the computation from
a parallelization can be predicted and compared to other algorithms, even with-
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out using of any physical GPU device. The model can help to predict which
algorithm is the fastest, how much its modifications can affect the speedup of
the computation and whether they are significant enough to include them in the
source code.
Any inaccurate results demonstrated by our model might be interpreted as
a premise that the algorithm should be improved. As an example recall the
presented results for the radix sort algorithm. The predictions of the PN model
for the first implementation were not satisfying, and the model clearly showed
that a different organization of the second phase of the algorithm improved the
time of the computation. On the other hand, using the shared memory in this
case was not so beneficial. That was confirmed by the GPU kernels execution
times.
Another important advantage of the PN model is the possibility to check how
different values of parameters and the level of parallelization can affect the final
efficiency. As it can be observed in Figure 4, it is not only a theoretical discussion,
the problem is substantial and can result in very different execution times of
kernels. With the appropriate number of threads, the GPU calculations were even
three times faster. It should be also noticed that for all three implementations
presented above, different numbers of threads were the most efficient, hence the
selection of the one, universal number of threads is not possible. Our model easily
allows to check different number of threads (warps) and its predictions seem to be
very accurate. Various values of parameters may also result in different numbers
of arithmetic operations and accesses to the memory, and it can be also easily
introduced and analyzed by the model.
Our model can freely swap instructions of various types. It allows to check
whether different order of the instructions may improve the algorithm efficiency,
for example by allowing to hide thread waiting periods in calculations. If the
results of the PN model are significantly better than the results from GPU
kernels execution, that possibility should be considered. Naturally, the swap of
the instructions is not always possible because of the nature of calculations. One
of the most important improvements of the model would be the introduction
of a partial order over the set of instructions. This can be achieved by defining
dependence of instructions basing on the access to the same variable (see [9]).
The partial order would make predictions of the model more accurate.
In the model, the bounded inhibitor Petri nets are used. In the future we
would like also to consider other PN semantics like colored PNs, timed PNs,
etc.. Their nature seems to be suitable for our model and they may help to
simplify it or introduce new features.
The PN results are expressed as the number of steps performed, while for
the GPU computations we use the execution times of kernels in milliseconds. To
compare them directly the special coefficient is required to align one result with
the other. However, different nature of various algorithms as well as the lack
of research on atomic and comparable in terms of time consumption operations
makes the issue of finding the universal coefficient a very hard task.
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Although designing of the efficient sorting algorithm was not the aim of
this paper, we described the process of improving the parallel version of the
considered radix sort algorithm. Nevertheless, it is worth to note that providing
its further improvements is possible. The radix sort is quite popular, both in the
most significant digit (MSD), normally together with merge sort subroutine [5],
and the least significant digit (LSD), as suggested in [10], version.
Note that for different GPU devices the execution time of a fixed kernel may
differ, while the number of steps performed by the model stays the same. It would
be useful to prepare a set of benchmarks, which for a given device compute the
universal scaling coefficient for this device and the model.
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Abstract. In the last decades, several approaches have been proposed
in order to capture the problem of causal model-based diagnosis within
Petri Nets (PNs) framework, where both the structural and behavioural
analysis of the net model are exploited for reasoning. In fact, PNs are
a useful tool, but most of the approaches suffer from the large size of
the obtained models even for simple systems. This paper introduces a
novel class of Coloured Petri Nets (CPNs) called Causal CPNs. Such
a net model is motivated by representing the causal behaviour of the
system to be diagnosed, as well as, simplifying the analysis methods.
The diagnosis technique exploits backwardly the reachability graph of
the net model. A case study is used to illustrate the usefulness of our
proposal for fault diagnosis.
Keywords: model-based diagnosis, causal models, coloured Petri nets,
reachability graphs

1

Introduction

Model-based approach as an alternative to heuristic based one, especially when
the experimentations are missing, deals widely with fault diagnosis in such a
manner that the examination of a given system is done on the basis of a model. It
aims at explaining any observed behaviour that conflicts with the way the system
is meant to behave. Among the diagnosis frameworks found in the literature,
those based on causal models where the explanations would be given in terms
of initial causes leading the system to a misbehaviour.
In logical frameworks, a causal model-based diagnosis problem is traditionally
solved through symbolic manipulations that are shown as a cumbersome task;
and hence, numerous attempts to face this problem have been done. In particular, Petri nets (PNs) have been used to represent the causal model, and so to
exploit their analysis techniques to implement efficiently the diagnosis reasoning mechanisms [1, 2]. For problems where the net model is large or composed
of some identical parts, it is well known that Coloured PNs (CPNs) are well
suited to use with respect to classical PNs. By means of data type primitives,
it is possible to achieve a reduced model about the behaviour of the system
under examination. The manipulation of the data values carried by tokens that
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reside in places of a CPN model is done through the arc expressions. Generally,
those expressions are functions that define the added/removed tokens to/from a
place. Nevertheless, when analysing the CPN model backwardly, those expressions may exhibit a more complicated process because of the inversion task. In
order to simplify this latter, and so, the analysis phase, we propose resorting to
matrices as a way of manipulating the token colours in the net model.
In this paper, we focus on the use of CPNs for causal model-based diagnosis.
For that reason, we introduce a particular CPN called Causal-CPN (CCPN)
that allows representing the causal behaviour of the system to be diagnosed by
means of causal matrices that are attached to transitions of the net model. Causal
matrices are used to define the possible inputs and their associated outputs of
transitions as causal relationships. For solving a given diagnosis problem based
on CCPN, a backward analysis on the corresponding markings graph is defined
in this paper to generate the possible diagnoses. In fact, such analysis can be
seen as the coloured version of the BW-analysis that has been proposed in [2]
for some simplified Petri nets called Behavioural Petri Nets.
The present paper starts in section 2 by outlining briefly some basic definitions on which we will rely throughout the paper. Section 3 introduces the CCPN
model by which it is possible to restrict CPNs for representing causal models. A
formalisation of the model-based diagnosis problem by means of CCPNs is detailed in section 4, and solving such a problem is shown in section 5 by exploiting
the backward reachability analysis on reachable markings graph. Finally, section
7 concludes the paper and outlines future work.

2

Preliminaries

In this section, we outline some basic definitions that we need in this paper.
2.1

Causal model

From [1], a causal model is a couple (V, E) where V is a set of entities, noted
states, and E is a set of cause-effect relationships among states. For the diagnosis
reason, states are classified into Initial-causes, Internal states and Manifestations.
The states of a causal model are used to represent the states (partial states) of
the modelled system. Initial causes represent initial states from which any evolution in the system begins. Internal states describe the unobservable part of the
system as consequences of initial states. Manifestations represent the observable
states of the system as consequences of internal states. Each of the states can
be instantiated by assigning a value to it from a finite and predefined set noted
admissible_values. It is important to keep in mind that each state must assume
at most one value at a given time and it can be present on the model or absent.
2.2

diagnosis problem

A diagnosis problem is defined logically in [3] as a triple DP = (BM, IN IT, <
Ψ + , Ψ − >) where BM is the behavioral model of the system to be diagnosed,
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IN IT is the set of instances of initial causes in terms of which the observations have to be explained, Ψ + is a subset of observations to be entailed
by a solution of DP and Ψ − is the set of all possible values that conflict
with the made observation (that are known to be absent in the case under
examination). Let OBS be the current set of observations, thus, Ψ + ⊆ OBS
and Ψ − = {m(x)|m(y) ∈ OBS, x 6= y} such that m is a manifestation and
x, y ∈ admissible_values(m). A solution to DP is a set ∆ ⊆ IN IT such that
∆ predicts each parameter in Ψ + and no parameter in Ψ − :
∀x ∈ Ψ +
∀y ∈ Ψ −

BM ∪ ∆ ` x
BM ∪ ∆ 0 y

Where ` is the derivation symbol.
2.3

Coloured Petri nets

Coloured Petri Nets [4] are high-level nets merging both Petri Nets and the
functional programming language Standard ML in one model. CPNs still retain,
as strong points of PNs, the foundation of the graphical notation and the basic
primitives for modelling concurrency, communication and synchronisation, while
Standard ML provides the primitives for data types definition and data values
manipulation.
As CPNs are basically PNs, it is important to keep in mind that a CPN
model is defined by a finite set of places, a finite set of transitions and a finite
set of arcs as connections between places and transitions. Each place has an
associated type and may hold one or more tokens each of which carries a data
value belonging to the place’s type. By convention, types are colour sets thus,
tokens are token colours.
Each place has its own marking which is a multiset of token colours that
are present in such a place. The sum of individual place markings gives the
marking of the CPN model. The marking changes during the execution of the
model by means of transition’s firing. As it is known, when a transition occurs
it removes tokens from its input places and it adds tokens to its output places.
In CPN, the removed (resp. added) tokens are determined by an arc expression
associated to the outgoing (resp. incoming) arc from (resp. to) a place. An arc
expression is built from typed variables, constants, operators, and functions and
it evaluates to a multi-set of token colours. Moreover, it can be attached to each
transition a boolean expression (with variables) called a guard which specifies
the bindings for which it evaluates to true. A binding is an assignment of data
values to the free variables appearing in the expression of an incoming arc or
a guard of a transition. A binding of a transition can be written in the form:
(v1 = d1 , v2 = d2 , ..., vn = dn ) where f or i ∈ 1..n : vi is a variable and di is the
value assigned to vi .
A transition t is enabled, ready to occur, if there is a binding such that:
1) the evaluation result of each of the input arc expressions is present on the
corresponding input place; and 2) the guard (if any) is satisfied. The firing of a
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t adds to each output place a multi-set of token colours to which the expression
on the corresponding output arc is evaluated.
Before recalling the formal definition of a CPN from [4], we recall the concept
of multi-sets. A multiset is a set where individual elements may occur more than
once.
Definition 1. (Multi set) A multisetP
m, over a non-empty set S, is a function
m ∈ [S → N] represented formally by: s∈S m(s)0 s.
• ∀s ∈ S : s ∈ m iff m(s) 6= 0.
• SM S is set of all finite multi-sets over S.
A set of operations that can be applied on multisets are defined as follows:
∀m, m1 , m2 ∈ SM S and ∀n ∈ N:
P
|m|
= Ps∈S m(s).
m1 + m2 = s∈S (m1 (s) + m2 (s))0 s.
m1 6= m2 = ∃s ∈ S : m1 (s) 6= m2 (s).
m1 6 m2 = ∀s ∈ S : m1 (s) 6 m2 (s)
(defined analogously for >).
Thus, a CPN is given by:
Definition 2. A Coloured Petri net (CPN) is a 6-tuple N = (Σ, P, T, A, C, G)
where:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Σ is a non-empty set of types (colour sets).
P is a non-empty set of places.
T is a non-empty set of transitions.
P ∩ T = ∅, P ∪ T 6= ∅.
A is a non-empty set of arcs such that: A ⊆ (P × T ) ∪ (T × P ).
C : P → Σ is a colour function maps each place into a colour set.
G is a guard function maps each transition into a boolean expression.

Definition 3. A marked CPN is a pair (N, µ) where N is a CPN and µ is a
function defined on P such that:
µ(p) ∈ C(p)M S , ∀p ∈ P.

3

Causal-Coloured Petri nets

CPNs are used for representing and analysing a large variety of systems. The
colour set concept allows us to obtain a reduced net model. While through the
expressions associated with transitions (guards) or the arcs we define the possible
combinations of input and output token colours for a transition to fire, and so,
describing the evolution of the system under study. All the analysis techniques
defined for classical PNs are extended for CPNs. Among them, we are interested
in backward ones. The backward analysis of a CPN seems as an inversion of
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the net model [5] and hence realising the analysis forwardly. The main problem
that arises, here, is the backfiring of a transition. When inverting the arcs, their
expressions have to be inverted too, and the same as the transition’s guard.
Such an inversion depends on the input and the output arc expressions of the
transition. It may lead to a combinatorial explosion in some cases. In order to face
this problem, we propose associating with each transition a matrix describing
the possible combinations of input and output token colours. As a result, the
expressions of the input arcs of a transition are typed variables and the output
ones are simple expressions that extract from a given matrix and according to the
input tokens the possible output ones. In the following, we introduce a particular
class of CPNs called Causal CPNs characterised by matrices associated with their
transitions. CCPNs are used to represent the causal behaviour of the system
under examination.
Definition 4. A Causal-Coloured Petri Net is a 6-tuple N = (Σ, P, T, A, C, F W )
where:
• (Σ, P, T, A, C) is a CPN.
• P = Ic ] Is ] M n:
Ic = {p|p ∈ P, • p = ∅}1 , M n ⊆ {p|p ∈ P, p• = ∅} while Is = P \ (Ic ∪
M n).
• A+ , denotes the transitive
S closure of A, is irreflexive.
• F W : T −→ M ATn,m ( ω∈Σ ω)2 such that:
◦ n is the number of transitions for which a transition t may be unfolded
in a classical PN (i.e, it is the number of ways that t may fire.)
◦ m = |• t|+|t• | defines the number of places connected with t, either inputs
or outputs.
Definition 5. A marked CCPN is a pair (N, µ) where N is a CCPN and µ is
a marking such that:
∀p ∈ P : |µ(p)| 6 1.
Let µ0 be the initial marking of N such that: ∀p ∈ P : µ0 (p) 6= ∅ → p ∈ Ic.
Definition 6. A marked CCPN (N, µ0 ) is said to be safe iff:
∀p ∈ P, ∀µ ∈ R(N, µ0 ) : |µ(p)| 6 1.
Where R(N, µ0 ) denotes the reachability set from µ0 .
Let us introduce the following notations for the rest of the paper.
Note 1. ∀t ∈ T and ∀(x1 , x2 ) ∈ A:
– A(t) denotes the set of the input arcs of t.
1 •

2

x = {y|(y, x) ∈ A} and x• = {y|(x, y) ∈ A} denote the input and output sets of x
respec. where
S x ∈ P ∪ T.
M ATn,m ( ω∈Σ ω) defines the space of matrices of n lines and m colomns.
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– V ar(t) denotes the set of variables that appear in the input arc expressions of
t and in its associated guard G(t) (it is also used for expressions V ar(expr)).
In a CCPN model: V ar(G(t)) = V ar(t).
– E(x1 , x2 ) denotes the expression attached to an arc (x1 , x2 ).
Definition 7. A binding of a transition t is a function b defined on V ar(t) such
that:
- ∀v ∈ V ar(t) : b(v) ∈ T ype(v).
- Let V ar(t) = {v1 , ..., vn }: [b(v1 ) b(v2 ) ... b(vn )] be the ith sub-vector-line of
F W (t).
Expr < b > denotes the evaluation of the expression Expr in the binding b.
As a particularity of CCPN, in comparison with CPN, is the irreflexivity
of A+ ; hence, the CCPN model is acyclic. Thus, it is possible to introduce a
partial order, noted ≺, between its transitions. Such an order is inspired from
that which is defined for BPNs in [2] as follows:
Let t1 , t2 ∈ T : t1 ≺ t2 ⇔ t1 A+ t2 .
Definition 8. Let µ be a marking, a transition t is enabled at µ iff:
∀p ∈

•

t : E(p, t) < b > 6 µ(p) and @t0 ≺ t s.t t0 is enabled.

Definition 9. Let t be an enabled transition in a marking µ, the firing of t
changes the marking µ to anothor marking µ0 as follows:
∀p ∈ P : µ0 (p) = µ(p) − E(p, t) < b > +E(t, p) < b > .
Definition 10. Given a marked CCPN (N, µ), we denote by a step the set of
enabled and concurrent transitions at µ.
Definition 11. Given a marked CCPN (N, µ) and a stepSs = {t1 , .., tn }, the
n
firing of s at µ reaches the new marking µ0 such that µ0 = i=1 µi , µ[ti > µi .
In a CCPN model, places are used to represent the entities of the causal
model of the system to be diagnosed. As we have mentioned, it suffices to distinguish, for diagnosis purposes, among three classes of entities: Initial causes,
noted Ic, represented by source places, Internal states, noted Is, represented by
places that have input transitions, and Manifestations, noted M n, represented by
sink places. Transitions represent the cause-effect relations among corresponding places. To each transition is attached a matrix given by F W (t) for which its
lines represent the different ways that such a transition t can fire while each of
its columns is associated with a place p that surrounds t, and so, it determines
the possible values that will be consumed/produced from/in p by the firing of t.
Each transition matrix F W (t) can be divided into two sub-matrices F W _in(t)
and F W _out(t). F W _in corresponds to the possible combining token colour
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inputs of t while F W _out is the output sub-matrix of t. Furthermore, each transition t can be classified as joint or fork transition, it is noticed that the linear
transition is a particular fork or joint transition. A joint transition is used, as
usual, to represent a conjunction of places, but also, it is used, in a CCPN, to
deal with both cases where there are several concurrent possibilities for reaching a place or where there is an exclusive-or between, at least, two execution
paths for reaching that place. As the marking of a place and the evaluation
of an arc expression is a multiset, we inspire the idea of exploiting the empty
sets as components of a joint transition matrix to describe the mentioned cases
above for better and more logical representation of the system behaviour. In the
case where there are several concurrent evolutions starting from a place by the
same value, a fork transition will be used to duplicate the required place by the
specified marking for each path. For each transition t, the input arc expressions
are typed variables while the output arc expression is a function that holds as
inputs a binding vector and the transition matrix and returns the output token
colour that corresponds to such a binding. The net model is safe, that is, any
place must be marked by, at most, one token colour.
Definition 12. Let (N, µ) be a marked CCPN, the marking µ may lead to an
inconsistency iff: ∃ti , tj ∈ T, ∃µi , µj ∈ R(N, µ) :
µ[ti > µi ∧ µ[tj > µj ∧ ∃p ∈ P |µi (p) 6= µj (p).
Example 1. As an example of a CCPN model, we consider a simple model
adapted from an example given in [1] which is used to represent a partial fault
model of a car engine. However, it is representative enough for introducing the
basic constructs of CCPNs. Fig.1 gives the graphical representation of the considered model. Such a model is characterized by c1 , c2 and c3 as initial-causes of
the described causal model, and m1 and m2 as manifestations. The left places
represent the internal states. Each place has a type, attached to it, which determines the set of colours that the token on the place is allowed to have. As a
sample, the tokens residing in c1 will have an a or b as their token colour.
The transitions are used to model the cause-effect relationships among the
corresponding entities in the causal model. Each transition is labelled by a matrix
that defines its firing ways. t1 is a fork transition that is used to duplicate the
input place c1 by the marking a into c11 and c12 by the same token color. In
F W (t1 ), the first column corresponds to the input place c1 , while, the last two
ones correspond to the output places c11 and c12 . t2 will be enabled only if one
of the input places is marked by the colour a, and as a result, it produces an
a or b colour in s1 . The transition t3 is as the logical and while t5 and t8 are
as the logical or. The transition t8 can be enabled in three cases (according to
the number of lines in its matrix), the two first ones represent the case when
either s3 or s4 is marked by a color a while the last is that when both places are
marked by such a color. The transition t5 has the same interpretation as t8 , but
only, with t8 the produced color is the same for all the cases (firing ways), and
so, it is used to guard the safeness of the model (each place is marked at most by
one color at a given time), while with t5 the produced color is defined according
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Fig. 1. A CCPN example.

to the presence of colors in s2 and s4 , and here, t5 guards the consistency of the
net model.

4

Formalising diagnosis with CCPNs

CCPNs, as particular CPNs for representing the causal behaviour of a system,
are introduced mainly to deal with fault diagnosis. In this section, we show how
the diagnosis problem that is given in Definition 2.2 can be formalised in the
basis of a CCPN model. A diagnosis problem is pointed out when it appears a
discrepancy between the required behaviour of the examined system and its real
one. In causal model-based diagnosis, the observed behaviour is given as a set
of manifestations, noted OBS. In CCPNs, it consists of a final marking µOBS
where the marked places are those belonging to M n. Formally, it is given by:
Definition 13. Given a CCPN as a model of the system S, an observation is a
marking µOBS such that:
∀p ∈ P : µOBS (p) 6= ∅ → p ∈ M n.
Definition 14. A diagnosis problem is defined in terms of a CCPN model by
the triple: DP = (N, IN IT, < M + , M − >) where:
– N is the CCPN model.
– IN IT = {(p, c)|p ∈ Ic, c ∈ C(p)}.
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– M + = {(p, c)|p ∈ M n, c ∈ C(p), µOBS (p) = c}.
– M − = {(p, c)|p ∈ M n, c ∈ C(p), µOBS (p) 6= c}.
In this definition, N represents the causal behavioural model of the system
to be diagnosed. IN IT is a set of couples (p, c) in terms of which diagnosis solutions would be given. It consists of a set of possible markings c of each place
p that represents an initial cause in the causal model. < M + , M − > represents
the made observation. M + consists of a set of couples (p, c) representing manifestations that have to be entailed by a solution to DP , while M − is the set of
couples (p0 , c0 ) that conflict with the made observation (i.e, it is used to ensure
the required consistency).
Definition 15. Let N be a CCPN, p ∈ P , c ∈ C(p) and µ0 an initial marking;
(N, µ0 ) ` (p, c) ↔ ∃µ ∈ R(N, µ0 )|µ(p) = c.
While,
(N, µ0 ) 0 (p, c) ↔ ∀µ ∈ R(N, µ0 )|µ(p) 6= c.
Definition 16. Let N be a CCPN, p ∈ P , c ∈ C(p) and µ0 an initial marking;
A generalization of Definition 15 for a set Q = {(p, c)|p ∈ P, c ∈ C(p)} is given
by:
(N, µ0 ) ` Q ↔ ∃µ ∈ R(N, µ0 )|∀(p, c) ∈ Q : µ(p) = c.
While,
(N, µ0 ) 0 Q ↔ ∀µ ∈ R(N, µ0 )|∀(p, c) ∈ Q : µ(p) 6= c.
The notion of diagnosis solution can be now captured by the following proposition.
Proposition 1. Given a diagnosis problem DP = (N, IN IT, < M + , M − >),
an initial marking µ0 is a solution to DP iff:
(N, µ0 ) ` M +

and

(N, µ0 ) 0 M − .

This means that µ0 has to account for all observations in M + , while, no one in
M − must be reached from µ0 .
Proof. We proceed to prove this proposition by contradiction.
(→)
Suppose that µ0 is a solution to DP and that [(N, µ0 ) ` M + ∧(N, µ0 ) 0 M − ]
does not hold.
By Definition 16: (∀µ ∈ R(N, µ0 )∃(p, c) ∈ M + : µ(p) 6= c) ∨ (∃µ ∈
R(N, µ0 )∃(p, c) ∈ M − : µ(p) = c).
And so, µ0 is not a solution, which contradicts with our first assumption.
(←)
Suppose that [(N, µ0 ) ` M + ∧ (N, µ0 ) 0 M − ] and that µ0 is not a solution.
By Definition 16: (∃µ ∈ R(N, µ0 )|∀(p, c) ∈ M + : µ(p) = c) ∧ (∀µ ∈
R(N, µ0 )|∀(p, c) ∈ M − : µ(p) 6= c).
As a result, µ0 is a solution, which is a contradiction.
t
u
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diagnosis problem solving with CCPNs

In order to solve a diagnosis problem given by means of a CCPN, we are interested in the backward reachability analysis. In this section, a formalisation of
the method is given for analysing a CCPN model, and so, generating a set of
possible diagnoses that explain a given malfunction.
Generally, a backward analysis on reachability graphs allows determining the
markings from which a given marking is reachable. It can be done by a simple
direction inversion of the arcs in classical PNs, while, the transition’s firing rule
remains the same as forwarding one. When dealing with CPNs, the inversion
has to be applied on arc expressions and transition guards that are, generally,
functions. For linear transitions, the inversion process is trivial. For the case of a
fork or joint transitions, the inversion process becomes complicated. Thus, it is
possible to fall in a combinatorial explosion problems. In a CCPNs, in addition
to direction inversion of the arcs, the inversion process can be achieved simply
by a re-ordering of the transition matrices F W . In such a way, the input submatrix F W _in becomes output, denoted b_F W _out. While, the output submatrix F W _out becomes input, denoted b_F W _in. As a result, F W becomes
b_F W . And so, arc expressions have to be changed. As usual, each input arc
expression of a transition t is a typed variable; while, each output one equals
to the following expression f ([vq1 ..vqm ], b_F W (t))(p) such that, p is added to
specify which place is (i.e, f ([vq1 ..vqm ], b_F W (t)) is a vector, for which, each of
its components corresponds, backwardly, to an output place).
Definition 17. Let M be a marking, a transition t is backwardly enabled in M
iff:
∀p ∈ t• : E(t, p) < b > 6 M (p) and @t0  t.
Such that t0 is backwardly enabled and the binding b is defined over b_F W (t).
Assuming that a transition t is backwardly enabled, the backfiring of t makes
the execution process of the model returning back, where it removes token colors
{ci }1≤i≤n from the output places of t and adds a set of others {c0j }1≤j≤m each of
which to its own place that belongs to the input ones of t. This set of colours can
be easily defined by the backward transition matrix of t. By the same manner
as forwarding one, the new marking µ0 can be calculated from µ after firing the
transition t. Furthermore, µ may lead to an inconsistent marking (Definition 12).
A marking µ is an inconsistent one for the case when there is a fork transition t
in which its output places have different markings other than the empty set.
Definition 18. Let (N, µ) be a marked CCPN, µ is said to be inconsistent iff:
∃t ∈ T, ∃p, p0 ∈ t• : µ(p) 6= µ(p0 ).
Definition 19. Given a marked CCPN (N, µ), let t be a fork transition such
that • t = {p} and t• = {p1 , ..., pm }, t is forced backwardly at the marking µ iff:
• t is not backwardly enabled at µ.
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• ∃pi (1 ≤ i ≤ m)|µ(pi ) 6= ∅.
• µ is not inconsistent.
• @t0  t where t0 is backwardly enabled or forced at µ.
If t is forced at µ then ∀p, p0 ∈ t• such that µ(p) = ∅ and µ(p0 ) 6= ∅, consider
µ(p) = µ(p0 ).
Solving a diagnosis problem given by DP consists of constructing backwardly
a reachability graph. We start such a construction from a submarking µ of µOBS
such that ∀(p, c) ∈ M + : µ(p) = c, while the others are empty. The terminal
nodes of the graph can be initial markings ranged in a set µini , inconsistent
markings or markings leading to an inconsistency. The arcs of the graph are
labelled by steps (It should be noted that, in this case, a step is a set of backwardly enabled transitions at the given marking). The set of initial markings
µini is a set of markings µi in such a manner that µ is a submarking of µ0 where
µ0 ∈ R(N, µi ). The set µini represents the candidate solutions to the given problem, thus, a consistent solution is a candidate marking that does not, by any
way, lead to any combination in M − . To ensure that, we build for each marking
of µini the corresponding forward reachability graph. We select as consistent
solutions the markings that reach no element of M − .
Example 2. In order to show how diagnoses are computed, we consider the
example depicted in Fig. 1 with an observation given by the marking µOBS ,
where µOBS (m1 ) = c and µOBS (m2 ) = a (For simplicity, we use the notation
of sets in which the elements are couples of places with its markings, and so:
µOBS = {(m1 , c), (m2 , a)}). A classification of those observed manifestations can
be that in which M + = µOBS . According to the classification of the observed
manifestations, the diagnosis problem definition will be given as it has been discussed in [3], where the authors suggest that for the same observation, we may
have a spectrum of definitions varying from a pure consistency-based to a pure
abductive diagnosis. Fig. 2 shows the backward reachability graph corresponding
to the case that we have where µ = µOBS . Arcs of the graph are labelled by steps
(the set of fired transitions in backward fashion). The framed transitions represent forced ones. Notice that t1 is forced when the place c12 becomes marked
with a color a (that is present in b_F W (t1 )). Moreover, there is a path in the
backward reachability graph whose terminal node is an inconsistent marking
where the place s1 has two different markings.
The obtained solutions are µ1 = {(c1 , a), (c2 , a)} and µ2 = {(c1 , a), (c2 , a),
(c3 , a)}. It should be noticed that µ1 ⊂ µ2 , thus, µini = {µ1 } (a solution to a
diagnosis problem have to be minimal). For our case, µ1 is a consistent solution.

6

Related work

During the last decade, several model-based approaches and frameworks have
been proposed, as improved ones, to solve fault diagnosis problem. The majority of them perform such a reasoning on the basis of PNs and their different
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{(𝑚1 , 𝑐), (𝑚2 , 𝑎)}
𝑡4 , 𝑡8

𝑡4 , 𝑡8

𝑡4 , 𝑡8
{(𝑠2 , 𝑎), (𝑠4 , 𝑎)}

{(𝑠2 , 𝑎), (𝑠3 , 𝑎)}
𝑡3 , 𝑡7

𝑡3 , 𝑡6

{(𝑐12 , 𝑎), 𝑐2 , 𝑎 , (𝑠1 , b)}

{(𝑐12 , 𝑎), 𝑐2 , 𝑎 , (𝑠1 , 𝑎)}

𝑡2

{(𝑠2 , 𝑎), 𝑠3 , 𝑎 , (𝑠4 , 𝑎)}

𝑡2

{(𝑐12 , 𝑎), 𝑐2 , 𝑎 , (𝑠1 , 𝑎), (𝑠1 , b)}

{(𝑐12 , 𝑎), 𝑐2 , 𝑎 , (𝑐11 , 𝑎)}

{(𝑐12 , 𝑎), 𝑐2 , 𝑎 , (𝑐3 , 𝑎)}

𝑡1

𝑡3 , 𝑡6 , 𝑡7

Inconsistent

𝑡1
{(𝑐1 , 𝑎), (𝑐2 , 𝑎)}

{(𝑐1 , 𝑎), 𝑐2 , 𝑎 , (𝑐3 , 𝑎)}

Fig. 2. A backward reachability graph.

extensions as suitable formalisms because of their mathematical and graphical
representation. Among the recent works, we recall those proposed in the context
of discrete event systems. The approach proposed in [6] exploits basis markings
for an on-line diagnosis using labelled PNs. The main advantage of such an approach is that the reachability space is more compact. In the field of CPNs, [7]
presents a CPN version of the diagnoser introduced in [8]. It should be known
that such a diagnoser is constructed on the basis of a labelled PN model of
the diagnosed system. The approach is, then, extended to implement a modular
diagnoser for distributed and large systems. [9] deals with the problem of diagnosis in workflow processes, where, the author defines a CPN fault model, in
which the faults can be of two sources: faulty input places or faulty transition
modes. Places represent the system variables that can be of a correct, faulty or
unknown status. The diagnosis problem reasoning is accomplished backwardly
by solving its corresponding symbolic inequations system. The authors of [5]
develop a backward reachability analysis method for CPNs. Such a method performs a structural inversion 3 of the CPN model, and so, analysing the CPN
model backwardly becomes a forward analysis of its inverted one.
3

Such an inversion preserves the original model proprieties.
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Our proposal differs from these by focusing on a particular side, when modelling a system, that is the causal behaviour. In this scope, we are interested in
the approach presented in [2] for centralised diagnosis performed on the basis of
BPNs, and its corresponding distributed one defined in [10]. CCPNs are defined
as a particular and simplified class of CPNs for describing the causal behaviour,
as well as, simplifying the analysis methods.

7

Conclusion

In this paper, we have presented a new approach based on CCPNs as a particular
class of CPNs for representing and diagnosing systems given by means of causal
models. In such a net model, we introduced for each of its transitions a matrix
describing the functional dependencies among its corresponding places as a way
of avoiding the hard problems resulting from the inversion of the arc expressions
when analysing the net model backwardly. In order to solve a diagnosis problem
given by means of CCPNs, and so, generating the possible diagnoses of a given
malfunction, a backward analysis on the reachability graph corresponding to the
net model is defined for the case when using matrices. Many issues remain to
be investigated. Among those we mention: the use of structural analysis as an
alternative of reachability graphs that are characterized by the combinatorial
explosion during the consistency checking of the generated initial markings; and
extending the approach for the distributed systems where there is a set of subsystems each of which is given by a CCPN having its local observation and so
local diagnoses, the main question is that how can interactions be managed to
achieve global consistency between the different local diagnoses.
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Simulating Multiple Formalisms Concurrently
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Abstract Modeling complex systems nowadays requires a combination
of techniques to facilitate multiple perspectives and adequate modeling.
Therefore, UML and other formalisms are used to enrich the portfolio of
Petri nets. Often the different models are transformed into a single formalism to simulate the resulting models within a homogeneous execution
environment. For UML, the mapping is usually done via the transformation to some programming language. Anyhow, the problem with generative techniques is that the different perspectives that are provided by
the applied modeling techniques can hardly be retained once the models
are transformed into a single formalism.
In this contribution we elaborate on how multiple formalisms can be used
together in their original representation. One of the main challenges for
our approach is the provision of means for coupling mentioned formalisms
so they can be executed together. We utilize the synchronization features
of Reference Nets to couple multiple modeling techniques. This results in
a simultaneous and concurrent execution of models featuring a combination of multiple modeling formalisms. A finite automata (FA) modeling
and simulation tool is presented to showcase the principle concepts and
options that are gained by our results.
Keywords: Petri Nets, Multi-Formalism, Model Synchronization, Reference Nets, Finite Automata

1

Introduction

Modeling complex systems requires a separation of concerns and demands support for taking multiple perspectives on the system including various levels of
abstraction. This is achieved by combining several modeling techniques.
Looking back at the original ideas of Carl Adam Petri [27], automata are
enhanced by a communication mechanism, thus introducing the modeling of
concurrency. The new formalism, he calls “net”, facilitates the modeling of additional concepts: locality (of time and place), asynchronism and concurrency.
With his conceptual extension to the formalism comes a shift of perspective. In
consequence, nets may serve for other purposes than automata.
Petri nets in their various forms have proven to be an adequate technique to
model, analyze and understand concurrent systems. They provide an operational
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semantics, and by utilizing high-level Petri nets, modelers have a technique at
hand to cover multiple abstraction levels and perspectives. Anyhow, Petri nets
are not always the optimal solution for every modeling task. We agree with
Milner, who says: "I reject the idea that there can be a unique conceptual model,
or one preferred formalism, for all aspects of something as large as concurrent
systems modeling" [25, p. 78].
Depending on the context and the application area, various requirements to
the modeling technique have to be met. Extending a formalism (or creating a
new one) allows to shift the focus to other aspects, thus providing a different abstraction. Multiple techniques may be combined to facilitate various perspectives
in order to cover different levels of abstraction (vertical) or for a combination of
complementing views (horizontal).
Today, modeling techniques are quite elaborate, and the means for modeling
are systematically developed and researched. The purposes for constructing conceptual models and their usage areas are manyfold. Krogstie [19, p. 3] has put
them into categories: models may be used for system (forward) design, for the
(computer-assisted) analysis, to support communication, for quality assurance,
model deployment and activation, or just for making sense out of something.
The complexity of systems has dramatically increased since the beginning of
computer science. This raises the necessity to provide several perspectives at the
same time. Of course, taking different perspectives makes no sense at all if they
can not be somehow related, which means they have to be linked together.
Standard modeling languages like UML (Unified Modeling Language) offer a
portfolio of techniques to provide multiple modeling perspectives covering various levels of abstraction. Model driven development approaches facilitate the
development of domain specific languages that can be related on the basis of
meta-models. Usually, they are generated to a single target language, which
comprises a loss of the desired abstraction level and an alteration of the perspective. Model simulation environments support the execution of models, but
models usually do not provide the means to be used in combination.
The concurrent execution of multiple modeling techniques in their original
representation, using explicit model coupling, are promising in order to combine
the advantages of linking models and direct simulation. Consequently, tool support is required not only to support the modeling of multiple perspectives, but
also to integrate the different views and to keep them consistent with each other.
We identify the following two main challenges. (1) For the generic coupling of
multiple modeling techniques an adequate mechanism has to be found. (2) How
is it possible to simulate coupled models from various modeling techniques in
one environment concurrently without losing the original representation?
In this work we propose a conceptual extension of current modeling techniques by synchronous channels [7] as they are provided in the context of Reference Nets. Synchronous channels can supply synchronous communication between models in order to exchange data or control other models. Furthermore,
we propose to map the constructs of the modeling techniques to Reference Net
constructs. It should be noted that this mapping is not equivalent to the trans-
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formation that we reject above, since the original representation of the model is
preserved and even visually visitable during simulation. For modelers it should
appear as if a model is being simulated in its original modeling technique. In
order to achieve this, we propagate the simulation events of the underlying Reference Net back to the original model.

2

Proposal for Coupling through Synchronization

In this section we briefly introduce the conceptual and technical background of
our work and present a simple introductory example of the coupling of multiple
formalisms. First, we present the Renew environment for modeling and execution of Reference Nets and other modeling techniques. (Java) Reference Nets as
our main modeling and simulation formalism are introduced afterwards. Last,
with a simple example, we demonstrate our idea of multi-formalism execution,
which is presented in general in Section 3.
2.1

Renew

Renew is a continuously developed extensible modeling and simulation environment for Petri nets and other modeling techniques [21]. Due to its recent
enhancements and extensions it has evolved into an IDE (integrated development environment) for the development of Petri net-based software [5]. Renew
is focused on Reference Nets and has full support for that formalism in terms of
modeling and execution with or without graphical feedback. Benefiting from its
plugin architecture, over the past years, Renew has been extended with multiple modeling techniques and formalisms. With recent efforts regarding modeldriven language engineering [26], Renew has become an environment for the
development of modeling techniques and tools as well. The current development
version has full support for the concurrent and coupled simulation of multiple
formalisms. Renew is written in Java and available for various platforms such
as Linux, Mac OS and Windows including the source code.1
2.2

Reference Nets

The (Java) Reference Nets formalism [20] is a high-level Petri net formalism that
combines the nets-within-nets paradigm [29] with synchronous channels [7] and
a Java inscription language. This formalism makes it possible to build complex
systems using dynamic net hierarchies. The nets-within-nets concept is implemented using a reference semantics so that tokens can be references to nets.
With the Java inscription language, it is possible to use Java objects as tokens
and execute Java code during the firing of transitions. The synchronous channels
1

The full multi-formalism feature will be part of Renew version 2.6 and then be
available at http://renew.de. The current development version can be found at
http://paose.net/wiki/MultiFormalism.
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(a) somenet

(b) othernet

Figure 1: Example Reference Net system showcasing selected features (image and
description adapted from [6], image originally from [12, p. 77])

enable the synchronous firing of multiple transitions distributed among multiple
nets and a bidirectional exchange of information. An introduction to Reference
Nets is available in the Renew manual [22], the formal definition can be found
in [20] (in German). In the following we give a brief overview over the features
of Reference Nets based on an example.
The Reference Net system depicted in Figure 1 exhibits a large part of the
constructs of Reference Nets and features those that are relevant for this contribution. It consists of two corresponding nets, somenet and othernet. The places
can hold black tokens, elementary data types, or references to complex data
types or embedded Reference Nets. Java types are imported and declared in the
declaration node. Net instances are created from net templates using the new
keyword as shown in the lower part of Figure 1a. Transitions have a flexible
inscription language featuring guards, synchronous channels, and Java expressions. Places and arcs can also hold inscriptions. Virtual places are virtual copies
of places, where the same semantic place may have multiple graphical figures in
order to prevent long and crossing arcs.
The two highlighted transitions from somenet and othernet form a synchronous channel, which always consists of two parts: downlink and uplink. The
downlink must hold a reference to the net containing the uplink. The net somenet
in Figure 1a holds the :exchange(sum,repr) channel’s downlink and a reference
(net) to the net othernet in Figure 1b, which contains the uplink. Even though
the invocation of the synchronous channel is directed, due to the required reference, the information exchange is bidirectional.
The unification algorithm searches for bindings of a transition that satisfy
the possible assignments of variables with respect to the declared inscriptions on
transitions, arcs, and places. If both transitions participating in a synchronous
channel are enabled, they can fire synchronously and exchange information in
both directions. In this example the :exchange(sum,repr) channel unifies the
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sum of the values of i and j bound to the variable sum in somenet with the
variable sum from the tuple of sum and repr from othernet.
The mechanism of synchronous channels provides powerful features for the
coupling of multiple models. As described above, a synchronous channel consists
of a pair of up- and downlink. The main reason for this is an efficient implementation (with mostly polynomial complexity instead of exponential complexity)
that has been described in [20]. If multiple uplinks of one net can participate
in the firing of synchronized transitions, one of the possible uplinks is chosen
non-deterministically. For each downlink (and its parameters) there is exactly
one uplink that will be bound when a transition is fired, and both must participate since the firing of the transitions is atomic. In the following we will briefly
sketch our approach to coupling multiple modeling techniques by introducing
our running example, before we generalize from this idea in order to develop our
conceptual approach.
2.3

Coupling Finite Automata with Reference Nets

The coupling of finite automata and Reference Nets serves as a simple example
for coupling multiple formalisms. We facilitate the coupling through enhancing
the finite automata formalism with synchronous channels. More precisely, we
develop a concept to synchronize finite automata state transitions with the firing
of Reference Net transitions.
In this section we outline the coarse idea by presenting a useful example for
the coupling of finite automata and Reference Nets. The general concept for the
coupling and simulation of multiple formalisms is described in Section 3. An
exemplary implementation that allows the simultaneous and synchronized execution of both – finite automata and Reference Nets – is described in Section 4.
One application area of multi-formalism simulation is the controlling of systems to avoid unwanted behavior such as deadlocks or security violations. To
enforce orderly behavior, it is possible to use a controlling instance to restrict
the possibilities of the controlled system. Ezpeleta et al. use controllers with Reference Nets in such a way [10]. Finite automata are well-suited for this purpose
because they provide an intuitive description of the desired behavior.
We present a simple example to motivate a goal of controlling nets – avoidance of deadlocks and unwanted situations, as mentioned by Burkhard [4]. The
Reference Net in Figure 2 depicts a simple production and consumption process.
The consumption (lower right part) requires at least one preceding production
(upper right part) to prevent the system from running into a deadlock.
At the left hand side there are three manually fireable transitions that each
instantiate one of the controller automata shown in Figure 3. A reference token
can be removed anytime by the centered transition. Producing puts a token into
the storage place. Consuming is processed in two steps. In the first step the
consumption process is entered. In a second step a token from the storage is
consumed. If there is none, the net is stuck in a deadlock.
To avoid a deadlock, one may use a finite automaton. Three deadlock-avoidance strategies are shown in Figure 3. Strategy avoid (Figure 3a) constrains the
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Figure 2: Reference Net with potential deadlock

net to produce at least once before each consumption. Strategy max2 (Figure 3b)
limits the number of tokens in the storage to 2, so that a consumption process
takes place at least after every second production. The third strategy twoEach
(Figure 3c) predefines the order to two productions followed by two consumptions
repeatedly. With all three strategies a deadlock is avoided.

(a) avoid

(b) max2

(c) twoEach

Figure 3: Different deadlock avoidance strategies

3

Concept for Multi-Formalism Simulation

In the following we elaborate on our approach to multi-formalism simulation
that we sketch in Section 2. We will generalize the idea of using finite automata
to control and visualize parts of a system. We present a method to link multiple
formalisms through synchronized actions on the basis of Reference Nets.
3.1

Coupling via Synchronous Channels

In order to capture the overall structure and behavior of complex software systems, several modeling techniques are applied in combination. Coupling of models supports the modeling process in general by providing modeling techniques
that exactly match the requirements of the modeling purpose. Each created
model covers a distinct yet partly overlapping perspective of the system. All
models need to be integrated in a consistent way to cover the complete system.
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In a common setting – e.g. when using UML – the models are, more or less,
modeled in isolation. The relations to other modeling techniques and therefore
between the created models are not shown explicitly. While at first sight this
makes it easier for the modeler, this is a problem. Modelers must know how
models interact with each other. Usually, this relation is established by the compiler of the models if the models can be used directly for code generation. In
most modeling environments this is not the case. In consequence, the models are
complemented with implementation details to facilitate their execution.
As motivated in the introduction, the transformation of models to a single
target language involves a loss of perspectives when looking at the executed
system. While, of course, a common execution language may work in the background, we propose to directly execute the models and to make the coupling
explicit in order to retain the perspectives. The combined simulation in their
original representation requires an operational semantics of the applied techniques and a mechanism for the coupling of models.
Coupling multiple techniques requires considerable conceptual and technical support. We use, in addition to the operational semantics of the modeling
techniques, an execution environment that properly supports multi-formalism
simulation: Renew. A drawback of the explicit coupling of multiple modeling
techniques is that it involves an extension of the modeling languages.
Direct simulation is not applicable for every modeling technique. For example
the execution of a solely structural diagram seems not to be useful. In this
contribution we mainly consider behavioral techniques that are discrete and
state-based. This covers many of the UML behavioral diagrams and process
modeling languages, such as BPMN and EPC.
3.2

Model Coupling with Graphical Feedback

In our group we have studied the necessary and sufficient solutions to implement
modeling techniques within our framework(s). To extend high-level Petri nets
by synchronous channels, elaborate algorithms were needed. The specification,
design and implementation was a highly complex task. However, on top of this
a very powerful semantics for the description of other modeling techniques is
available now. With previous contributions we have shown how a new formalism
can be developed on the basis of Renew by providing operational semantics
through a mapping to Petri nets [16,26]. In this contribution we propose to create
formalisms that use a mapping to Reference Nets in the background in order to
provide the operational semantics for the modeling technique but present the
original representation to the user.
Figure 4 summarizes the general idea of our approach to multi-formalism
modeling and execution. The upper part (Graphical Layer) of the figure contains
the graphical models (model drawings) and model instance drawings that are
visible to the user and permit user interaction. Model drawings are artifacts that
are created from a graphical editor within Renew or may be imported from an
external tool. The instance drawings reflect the simulation state to the user and
allow control over the simulation, e.g. by triggering a certain simulation step.
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Figure 4: Conceptual model of the model synchronization

The displayed model drawings on the top-left and top-right hand side are
arbitrary in a sense that they do not have a real application or semantics and
serve as representative for any modeling technique a modeler may want to use. A
simple example of how a concrete modeling technique is implemented is provided
for communicating automata in Section 4. For a specific modeling technique a
mapping from the constructs of the modeling technique to Reference Net constructs is needed in order to obtain an executable model. This may be compared
to a code generation approach. The development of such a mapping is a part of
the modeling effort, a developer of a modeling language is obliged to perform.
Graphical models are compiled into non-graphical Reference Nets, which can
be instantiated and executed in the Renew simulator (Simulation Layer). Synchronization is performed on the level of the Reference Net instances (originating
from the same or other modeling techniques). A mapping of the dynamic view
of generated Reference Nets back to the modeling technique constructs even
allows a direct feedback. The presented solution enables the simulator to pass
simulation events from the Reference Net to the original model, e.g. to highlight
a corresponding graphical figure. Introducing an additional Reference Net layer
on top of the simulator has advantages, but also comes with a few restrictions.
3.3

Discussion

The best solution for a modeling and execution tool with respect to performance
is an optimized implementation with a generic coupling mechanism. However,
such an implementation from scratch is hard and time consuming. Our approach
based on Reference Nets simplifies the development of executable, coupled modeling techniques with a powerful and yet easy to use mechanism for synchro-
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nization. Due to reasonable hardware and an efficient implementation of the
Reference Net formalism, this approach is applicable without a huge drawback
in terms of performance, and the Reference Net formalism is an adequate language for the definition of an operational semantics.
A benefit of our concept is that the means for synchronization are made
utilizable. This makes it easier to develop formalisms and to concentrate on
the modeling language engineering. It supports a prototypical approach because
language constructs may be designed in their Reference Net representation to
be later on replaced with the constructs of the formalism in development. Synchronous channels provide a common conceptual basis for combining multiple
formalisms. All formalisms share the same mechanism for communication and
are consequently designed to be used in combination. Users directly profit from
the native feedback in comparison to generative approaches.
Reference Nets are well-suited to cover multiple properties of modeling techniques, especially those of discrete, state-based behavioral techniques that we
consider in this contribution. In order to simulate an arbitrary number of models concurrently, the execution language has to provide an intuitive mechanism
to support the implementation of concurrency. The requirement for atomicity
of activities and resource allocation emerges from the possibility of concurrent
activities in a set of models. The simulated models should not effect each other,
unless it is explicitly intended via synchronization. Thus, the execution language
has to support strict data encapsulation for models in simulation. For process
modeling languages often dynamic hierarchization is required (e.g. for subprocesses in BPMN 2.0). Reference Nets as Petri net formalism provide a powerful
mechanism to implement concurrent behavior, resource allocation and atomicity of actions. Due to the nets-within-nets concept, encapsulation of simulated
models and dynamic hierarchization is provided naturally by Reference Nets.
The utilization of synchronous channels as a coupling mechanism implies
that the coupling always has to be synchronous, but the implementation of
asynchronous coupling is possible as well. Two channels with an intermediate
buffer-place result in asynchronous behavior.
Another property that is inherent in many modeling techniques is time. An
extension of Reference Nets with timed expressions exists [22]. The presented
concept is thus applicable for timed modeling techniques using this formalism
as basis. Renew supports the execution of these nets. However, the formalism
can only be simulated sequentially.
Generating models into a single formalism also has the advantage of being
able to verify within a single formalism. For the intermediate format of Reference
Nets, however, there are not many verification tools available yet. In general the
usage of a single formalism seems to be valuable. With some of our tools, that
are currently under development, we can generate a reachability graph for some
restricted net formalisms.
The use of Reference Nets as coupling mechanism comes with some limitations. As described in Section 2.2, one synchronous channel, comprising up- and
downlink, synchronizes exactly two transitions. There exist no means for global
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synchronization (due to the basic idea of the locality principle of a transition)
and consequently, there is no broadcast communication synchronizing all transitions by default. A synchronous channel only provides the synchronized action of
two elements. The synchronization of more than two transitions is accomplished
by combining multiple channel inscriptions on one transition (having at most
one uplink, but several downlinks). In many cases, these restrictions do not constrain the general possibilities of modeling or easy alternatives exist: e.g. when
a model instance can/shall not hold references to other models, communication
may be provided by a system net that holds references to all participants.
The limited scope of variables to one transition and the connected arcs is
a sensible property for Petri net formalisms, because it fits the general concept
of locality, which is inherent in Petri nets. For other modeling techniques this
may be a limitation. In many cases, Reference Nets are still adequate to provide
operational semantics to modeling techniques with global variables. The use
of a single place for each variable and an arc connection to these places for
every transition can be used to simulate global variables. However, the variables
in Reference Nets are immutable in a sense that there is unification but no
assignment of variables. Therefore, the use of additional variables is required
sometimes. This said, we move on to the development of a formalism that profits
from the introduced concept for multi-formalism simulation.

4

Development of a Finite Automata Plugin

In order to demonstrate the principle concepts that are applied to couple models
we describe the development of the Finite Automata plugin (FA plugin). This
plugin extends Renew with the capabilities for modeling and simulating finite
automata that have the ability to synchronize with Reference Nets.
At first sight it may seem odd to use finite automata next to Petri nets
because they actually provide a similar perspective. Simple Petri nets already,
and Reference Nets a fortiori, are more expressive than finite automata. Still,
finite automata offer an intuitive reflection of a systems state, which is especially
helpful when multiple levels of abstraction of a complex system shall be covered.

4.1

Requirements

We derive the following requirements from our goal of extending Renew with
support for modeling finite automata and for simulation on the basis of Reference Nets. A concept of finite automata for simulation and synchronization
with Reference Nets is necessary. For this purpose, the finite automata modeling
language is to be extended. Also, during execution, an automaton’s state shall
be visually inspectable. Furthermore, the editor has to provide usability features
to support efficient modeling.
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Table 1: Mapping of finite automata and Reference Net constructs
(a) Static view
Automata

4.2

Reference Net

(b) Dynamic view
Reference Net

Automata

Concept and Design

The modeling of finite automata is provided by the FA plugin, which was available prior to this work. In its previous version it was restricted to offer some
capabilities for drawing finite automata, without the possibility of simulation.
As Renew is natively capable of simulating Petri and Reference Nets, we extend
the existing FA plugin with simulation and synchronization capabilities.
Reference Net Based Semantics As already mentioned in Section 3, we propose
to provide semantics via a mapping to Reference Nets in order to exploit their
synchronization features. Additionally, we have to manually implement the visual
representation of the simulation state so that the user has feedback in the original
representation of the modeling technique (i.e. the state of the simulation of the
Reference Net at runtime has to be mapped back on the automaton).
The mapping of finite automata to Petri nets is straightforward as displayed
in Table 1a. A finite automaton’s state is mapped to a Reference Net’s place. We
do not distinguish between regular and end states, because we are more interested in the dynamic behavior than in the investigation of the formal language
an automaton generates. Start states are mapped to places that are initially
marked with a black token (represented as []). A state transition between two
states is mapped to a transition that is connected to the places representing
the corresponding states. This also holds for the special case of a self-loop. The
inscriptions of the state transitions are mapped to inscriptions of net transitions.
In addition to the static mapping, we need to provide a visualization of the
current simulation state by mapping the dynamics of the Reference Net back
to the automaton. This mapping is depicted in Table 1b. An empty place is
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mapped to a non-activated state. A place that contains a token is mapped to
an activated state (i.e. the current state in a DFA), which we highlight by a
gray filling. The firing of a transition (represented by a highlighted transition)
is mapped to a red highlighted state transition.
Synchronization of Finite Automata and Reference Nets We extend finite automata by synchronous channels to couple them with Reference Nets (see Section 2.3). The direct mapping of inscriptions from state transitions to inscriptions
on Reference Net transitions makes the use of synchronous channels and other
Reference Net inscription types possible. This is due to the compiler, which is
handling the inscriptions as if they were attached to a Reference Net. Consequently, Reference Nets or other modeling techniques that provide compatible
synchronous channels can synchronize with finite automata in the same way.
4.3

Modeling Capabilities

In this section we focus on the support for modeling finite automata with the
FA plugin. This comprises the drawing capabilities of the editor and the means
for the annotation of FA constructs with Java inscriptions.
Basic Modeling The FA plugin can be used to model finite automata using the
constructs that are depicted in Table 1a: start states, end states, start-end states,
neutral states and state transitions (between states). Because the FA plugin is
implemented as a Renew plugin it inherits modeling capabilities and usability
features. These features are complemented with some useful improvements such
as arc drawing handles or interchangeable state representations. The FA plugin
supports modeling of nondeterministic finite automata as well as deterministic
finite automata. We limit the quantity of start states to one, so that the semantics
remains simple. Drawings may be ex- and imported to the JFLAP2 format and
to a textual representation in addition to the standard formats of Renew.
Reference Net Inscriptions The inscriptions of our finite automata are inherited
from Reference Nets. Consequently, the syntax and the semantics are similar.
The inscription types, that are relevant for the simulation of finite automata
along with Reference Nets, are depicted in Figure 5. In general, more inscription
types are available. These are described in detail in [22, p. 48 ff.].
Nevertheless, modelers of our extended finite automata have to consider some
differences to the modeling of Reference Nets. Reference Net inscriptions can only
be – in a sensible way – attached to state transitions. This means, Reference Net
inscriptions that are attached to states are not handled by the compiler and thus
these are not executed by the Renew simulator in contrast to Reference Nets
where Java inscriptions to places are possible. Another important consideration
is that variables in finite automata can not be stored and only accessed arclocally (see Section 3.3). We prototypically implemented the feature to provide
2

JFLAP [18] is a modeling tool that is mainly concerned with teaching basics of
theoretical computer science.
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Figure 5: Available inscription types for finite automata

modelers with the capability to initialize the finite automata with diagram-global
variables already. So far, this implementation is experimental.
We forgo the description of each inscription that is illustrated in Figure 5 because most of them are inherited from Reference Nets. The synchronous channel
inscriptions are of specific relevance in this context. These can be used analogously to the Reference Nets (see Section 2.2). Besides of calling uplinks of other
models, our extended finite automata are also capable of providing uplinks.
4.4

Formalism Implementation

The implementation of the formalism touches multiple layers of Renew: (1) graphical layer, (2) shadow layer and (3) compilation layer. We identify the following
four main tasks: (a) implement a compiler that translates the graphical representation into a non-graphical data structure (called shadow net), (b) develop
a mapping from finite automata concepts to Reference Net concepts, (c) implement a second compiler that compiles the finite automata constructs according
to the previously developed mapping to Reference Net constructs (called compiled nets) and (d) implement the return of feedback from simulation events to
a graphical representation. With the completion of these four tasks, the FA plugin for Renew provides the concurrent simulation and synchronization of finite
automata and Reference Nets. The FA plugin as described in this section is part
of the Renew package referenced in Section 2.1.

5

Lift Application

In this section we present a slightly larger example for the use of multi-formalism
execution. The presented system is a model of a lift, which is partly created as
automaton and partly as Reference Net. The lift can move up- and downwards
between four floors and open its door on each of the floors. It is possible to call
the lift on a floor by pressing a button on the respective floor. For reasons of
simplicity, we assume that pressing the button on one floor has the same effect
as pressing the button for the destination floor from inside the lift. Thus, we do
not model the touch panel inside the lift explicitly. In this scenario the status of
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(a) Lift automaton

(b) Floor status automaton

Figure 6: Automata models of the lift example

the lift and the status of the button on each floor is simple. These are systems
without any concurrency and with a defined state. Therefore, these components
are modeled as finite automata. The complex part in this scenario is the control
mechanism that ensures a reasonable serving strategy. Consequently, it is realized
as a Reference Net. Thereby, we use adequate modeling techniques for all parts.
The control mechanism as independent component can be exchanged by another
version that uses a different serving strategy.
Automata Models The automata models as depicted in Figure 6 have multiple
state transitions attached with uplink inscriptions in order to be synchronized
with the Reference Net. With the loop at each state, it is possible to implement
state dependent behavior (e.g. opening the door is only possible when the button
on the respective floor is pressed).
Reference Net Control The Reference Net in Figure 7 implements a lift control
that serves a floor when the lift is requested by a pressed button and prefers to
keep the movement direction. On the top left hand side of the net, instances of
the automaton models are created (one instance of lift, four instances of floor).
On the top right hand side there are four transitions that trigger a push of the
button in one of the floors. For technical reasons it is not possible to fire state
transitions in automaton models, yet. Hence, these transitions in the control net
are a simple solution to overcome this technical restriction.
The actual lift control is divided vertically into the four floors. Each floor
consists of three to four control places (green places) representing the lift on
the respective floor on its way downwards (leftmost place), on its way upwards
(rightmost place) or with an open door (places in the center). Changes to the
lift and floor models or state queries to these models require access to the lift
and floors places. This is achieved by using virtual places.
The lift is initialized with closed doors in the ground floor. With Transition o
in the bottom, the door is opened initially. Transition cu0 closes the door of the
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lift (lift:close()), which can then start its way upwards. This is only possible,
when the lift was requested on one of the higher floors (i.e. the button is pressed
on one of the higher floors, fn:p(); guard n > 0). If the door is closed the
lift may move upwards one floor with Transition u1 (lift:up()) if the lift was
requested from a higher floor (fn:p(); guard n > 0) and it was not requested
on the same floor (e.g. somebody wants to hop on, f0:np()).
With this mechanism, the lift can move upwards until it reaches a floor where
the button is pressed (e.g. on the second floor). There, it has to open the door
(lift:open(2)) and the request for the floor is reset (f2:unpress()).
On the first and second floor the lift has two places representing an open
door to distinguish the two directions. The lift is allowed to change its direction
(with Transitions td1, tu1, td2, tu2 ) if there is no request in the current direction
(f3:np()) and a request in the other direction (fn:p(); guard n < 2).
Analogously to the right hand side of the lift control, the left side implements
the controlling of the lift moving downwards.

6

Related Work

In this section we briefly relate our proposal to work in the area of multiformalism modeling and execution.
Zeigler [30] proposes the multifacetted modeling methodology, which is an approach to simulation modeling by integrating multiple models. The hereby used
Discrete Event System Specification (DEVS) formalism is capable of constructing coupled models that are composed of atomic DEVS models. In his work
an abstract simulation concept for the DEVS formalism was developed. The
concept claims to couple serveral simulators for each component in a system of
systems to facilitate simulation using a global coordinator for synchronization.
Unlike our approach, Zeigler’s demonstrations are rather abstract. Our approach
is also different from his as we attach importance to concurrent simulation, in
particular to true concurrency of Renew. We propose to work with Reference
Nets instead of DEVS.
Lara et al. [23] introduce a tool that supports the combined use of multiformalism modeling and meta-modeling, called AToM3 . Due to the definition
of graph grammar models, formalisms can be transformed into an appropriate
formalism for which simulation is already supported. They suggest the DEVS
formalism as the central modeling formalism that can be universally used for simulation purposes. AToM3 also supports code generation, a meta-modeling layer
that can be used to model formalisms in a graphical manner, and the possibility
to transform models by preserving the behavior [1]. In contrast to our approach,
Lara et al. focus on providing meta-modeling and model-transformation features.
The transformed models have to be simulated in an external environment.
Möbius is a tool for modeling and simulating systems composed of multiple
formalisms. The project focuses on extensibility by new formalisms and solvers,
which is demonstrated in [8]. An abstract functional interface is implemented,
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which transforms models to framework components to allow for addition of formalisms and interaction between models. Their approach differs from ours in the
way of having an overall system state. The Möbius tool enables selective sharing
of model states, so that solvers (i.e. simulators) are able to access them.
One practical implementation of a multi-formalism modeling and simulation
concept was done by The GEMOC Initiative [13]. This initiative’s vision is to
advance the research on the coordinated use of modeling languages. They recognized a problem in the unavailability of a generic runtime service for multiple
modeling languages. GEMOC Studio is proposed as a tool to create meta-models
for both the representation and the operational semantics of modeling languages.
Created models of multiple languages can then be executed in coordination,
while being debugged and graphically visualized. They use the Behavioral Coordination Operator Language (BCOoL [24]) to explicitly specify the coordination
patterns between heterogeneous languages. The used execution engine operates
as a coordinator of multiple language-specific engines.
Frank [11] proposes a method for multi-perspective modeling that extends
the classical approach (of e.g. UML) to conceptual modeling by including the
organizational environment. He is also interested in tool support and states the
following requirement we share: “A tool environment for enterprise modeling
should allow for creating multi-language diagrams, i.e., diagrams that integrate
diagrams of models that were created with different DSML” [11, S. 946]. The
linking of techniques he proposes is established on the level of a meta-model,
but the method lacks an environment to properly support the execution. “However, there are other paradigms that come with specific advantages, too. [...]
Languages used for creating simulation models would allow for supplementing
enterprise models with simulation features. Petri Nets provide mature support
for process analysis and automation” [11, S. 960]. We find the combination of
such approaches to modeling language engineering with the provision of operational semantics for a dedicated execution environment most promising.
Jeusfeld [17] proposes the linking of multiple perspectives through declarative constraints in the context of meta-modeling domain-specific languages for
the ADOxx platform. He distinguishes the relation between model and external
environment from the internal model validity and focusses on the latter. The
constraint language is used to define a Petri net firing rule and to sketch a firing
rule of BPMN constructs. However, he does not show the combined execution
of these formalisms.
There are other researchers who have tried to combine various formalisms
with Petri nets. The set of all firings of a Petri net can be considered to be a
language. The research of automata and Petri nets as language descriptions has
led to the control of Petri nets by (finite) automata [4]. The results suggest that
controlling Petri nets through finite automata can be beneficial. A combination of
finite automata and high-level Petri nets can be seen as a vertical composition, as
both techniques basically provide the behavioral modeling perspective according
to Krogstie [19], just on another level of abstraction.
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While first the idea of language intersections were of interest, the idea of a
controller was used in the context of application modeling [28]. A lift system
was modeled, however, just the control was addressed and no other modeling
techniques were applied. In other research, flexible manufacturing systems (FMS)
were used to demonstrate central aspects of control theory (cf. [14] for discrete
event system discussion). Most of the authors’ work concentrates on techniques
that provide one specific modeling perspective. A production system can be
controlled by a simple model to ensure that no deadlocks can occur [9,15].
Overall our approach presented here allows to reduce the cognitive load of
modelers. The complexity can be reduced by using an appropriate modeling technique, like finite automata, workflows or other modeling techniques like BPMN,
eEPCs, Activity Diagrams, etc. However, each formalism needs to be connected
via the synchronous channels to be executed within our environment. Systems
complying to our interfaces could also mimic our approach if sufficient support
for the execution of modeling techniques is available, for example with COOPN/2 [2] or the Zero-safe net formalism [3]. Our illustrations of the principle
usage in Sections 4 and 5 can be seen as proof of concepts.

7

Conclusion

In this contribution we conceptually present how various formalisms can be used
together not only for modeling, but also for simulation while preserving their
original representation.
In our opinion, the benefit of using multiple formalisms for the modeling of
complex systems can be increased by providing a solution for the simulation
of these formalisms. That does not mean that we just intend to transform the
models of multiple formalisms into one single formalism, but rather provide
simulation feedback for the original representation of the models. Therefore, the
various formalisms are mapped to Reference Nets and the simulation events are
returned to the models original representation (see challenge (2) in Section 1).
We set up the thesis that the synchronization and data exchange between
models of various formalisms should not be achieved through the development of
several individual coupling mechanisms. Instead, we represent the opinion, that
this should be achieved through one coupling mechanism.
We propose the generic coupling of models using the synchronous channels on
the basis of Reference Nets (see challenge (1) in Section 1). Regardless of whether
the models are of various or the same formalism. Synchronous channels allow for
the synchronization of several models, and data exchange in all directions.
As a proof-of-concept we practically demonstrate how this approach can be
implemented for the coupling of finite automata and Reference Nets.
In the close future we plan to improve the various concepts and implementations of our approach to support modeling techniques with variables for formalisms that are not capable of storing references by themselves. Furthermore,
we investigate how to support the development of techniques through metamodeling and to provide a close adaption to the simulation environment of Re-
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new, e.g. to model the techniques themselves, the drawing tools and their operational semantics [26]. In the context of the above mentioned investigation,
among others we will develop a Renew plugin that provides the modeling and
simulation of statecharts.
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Abstract. The advent of industry 4.0, internet of things and smart
products increase the importance of solution focused on machine-tomachine communication. There is a need for a solution that meets these
characteristics and the Petri Net integrated with RFID (PNRD) can
reach them. There are a lot of papers connect the Petri Net to RFID
by creating the network markings based on the reading of the tags. The
PNRD uses the Petri net as the formal data structure to be stored in
the tag memory, increasing Petri Net and RFID integration. RFID can
also be useful as indoor positioning system or IPS. This work proposes
to integrate PNRD and IPS in order to store the object process model
in the tag, as well as its position obtained by the IPS can become a
prerequisite of the process itself. A case study presents a mobile robot
position control based on PNRD and IPS integration.
Keywords: Indoor Positioning System, Radio Frequency Identification,
Petri Net Inside RFID database – PNRD, Mobile Robot Position Control

1

Introduction

The advent of industry 4.0 [1], the internet of things (IoT) [2, 3], and smart product [4] make solution focused on device-to-device communication. Continuing to
use systems development methodologies focused on human-machine interaction
is a challenge in relation to machine-machine solutions. There are highlighted
technologies with respect to this machine-machine iteration, especially with regard to operational issues. One of them, pointed as product DNA and information key source, is RFID (Radio Frequency Identification) that allows process
and product monitoring, tracking and control [5]. Since the initial RFID application with the Walmart initiative in early 2000’s, much attention has been pointed
out for this technology. The current RFID market shows that it has been overestimated. Nowadays the RFID implementation is below its potential without
process information embedded adding automatic data and process capture.
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Numerous researchers that relate RFID and Petri Net present solutions in
several different areas such as quality management of a process [6], logistic process modelling [7], healthcare [8], control design of flexible cells of manufacturing
system [9], monitoring and control of assembly and disassembly systems [10],
material management among others [5]. These applications have a low-level connection between Petri Net and RFID, and they focused on the creation of the
Petri Net marking generation based on the reading of the tags.
The PNRD [11] provides a formal data structure to tagged objects, which
defines and introduces the process activity into a RFID disperse database. In
this way, the tag stores its own Petri net (incident matrix and object actual
state), and readers have the control vector associated with the reading activity
and another conditioning sentence allowing the automatic object Petri net next
state calculation, as well as updating its own state vector after the calculation.
Since the tag refers to a single object, the PNRD must be a safe Petri net, and
the calculation of the next state must be a unitary vector. Any result other
than a unit vector identifies an inconsistency in the process of tag, and it is
viewed as an exception. A software called DEMIS (Distributed Environment
Manufacturing Information System) performs the next PNRD state calculation.
The RETIM (Real Time Item Monitoring) software graphically displays the tag
corresponding Petri net model and actual state in real time.
Another RFID feature is the object localization through an Indoor Positioning System (IPS), which determines the position of an object in an indoor
environment. Recent IPS techniques based on RFID generally uses the Received
Signal Strength (RSS) information to estimate the location of a tagged object
[12]. IPSs can be used for different applications that can range from detection
and tracking of items, production assistance, and process monitoring [13]. With
the development of automation and control, different industries rely more on
IPSs for their operations such as robotic guidance, industrial robots, robot cooperation, and smart factories [14].
The PNRD approach integrated with IPS increase the value of RFID technology and it provides an example, in which the RFID implementation can be
seen as a positioning sensor (IPS), and as an automatic data and process capture
tool. In this context the RFID technology cannot only reach intelligent product
requirement, as well as, it can be useful as IPS tool inside the smart factory
approach, too. This work proposes to integrate PNRD and IPS so that the data
and process is stored in the tag data memory, as well as it is possible to obtain
the tag position by the IPS. A case study of a mobile robot with a passive tag is
presented, in which the mobile robot changes its movement direction depending
on the vehicle’s distance from the reader antenna. The PNRD stores the Petri
net incidence matrix as well as the robot actual state. This state changes according to the calculated distance. The vehicle moves away from the reader antenna
whenever the distance is less than 35 cm and it approaches the reader antenna
whenever the distance is greater than 70 cm.
This article presents Petri Net and RFID review in section 2. Section 3 shows
PNRD and IPS integration purpose. Section 4 describes the mobile robot imple-
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mentation. Conclusions are presented in section 5, followed by acknowledgments
and references.

2
2.1

Petri Net, RFID and IPS
Petri Net and RFID Integration

On one hand, PNs provide the formal foundation formal modeling concurrency
and synchronization [15]. PNs have been successfully used to model, control, and
analysis discrete event dynamic systems that are characterized by concurrency or
parallelism, asynchrony, deadlocks, conflicts and event-driven processes [2]. On
the other hand, RFID is an automatic identification and data capture (AIDC)
technology with usually presented as composed by three parts, RFID tags that
is connected physically to objects; RFID reader that generates an electromagnetic field to stimulates RFID tag response when it is near enough; and RFID
middleware that cares about data filtering, reader management, and application
connection. There are many papers integrating RFID and PN.
Chen [9] build a CPN models for different modules of FMS (Flexible Manufacturing System), to plan RFID codes rules of FMS and to develop a cell
controller for RFID-based on a centralized FMS cell controller. This article provides a suggestion for mapping between color tokens of place in the CPN and
the data memory of RFID tags. Petri Net model defines RFID read & write
action. RFID tag data is position sensitive, and the implementation used a lowfrequency reader and tag.
Sun et al. [10] proposed an assembly executive process Petri net (AEPPN)
integrating Petri nets and mobile agent-based complex product assembly framework. This approach describes states of assembly as PN transitions, events in
assembly executive process as PN places and mapped to RFID tags states, which
are able to trigger dispatching of assembly agents and executive of assembly
tasks. AEPPN is a set of places, transitions, color set, input function, output
function, initial marking and time delay transition. The mapping relationship
between the product set and the color set is 1:1. In each net, the amount of
token with an exclusive color is 1 and only 1. RFID tag’s states can be used to
describe the assembly executive process state. AEPPN can acquire, delete, create or update Tag data; therefore the AEPPN is center-controlled but executed
dispersedly. RFID tags can also be regarded as offline communication channels.
Lv et al. [6] developed RFID-based CPN to improve the quality of the system without sacrificing any one of the performance parameters. RFID system
elements, which are connected bidirectionally with CPN, can update information
promptly with real-time action. RFID tag and color token stored the information
of the product in a manufacturing system, and both of them can update the status of product simultaneously. This approach combined RFID and CPN for simulation analysis. CPN simulation results can help update the RFID database, and
both databases can be synchronized. This research developed the RFID-based
colored Petri net to finish the accurate real-time analysis for the manufacturing
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system, so as, to realize automatic abnormity handling and enhance decision
making. CPN token color remains the same after transition activity if this processing developed smoothly. Otherwise, color changing indicates failure modes
happening in the last transition activity. Once the color of the token changes, the
reader antenna sensor receives a signal that the status of the product changed.
Then the reader rewrites the stored information and sends the new data to host
application. Host application feedbacks a corresponding process activity on the
colored changed token, for example, the failure part needs rework by reentrant.
Zhang et al. [2] presented a real-time production performance analysis and
exception state diagnosis model (PAEDM). By combining RFID, hierarchicaltimed-colored Petri Nets (HTCPN) with decision tree algorithm, this paper
proposes a real-time production performance analysis and exception diagnosis model. The proposed architecture relies on three modules. The first one is
IoT-enabled shop-floor module that is a bridge for information communication
between physical manufacturing systems and the process. The second module
deals with dynamic behavior model of the manufacturing system and data capture processing. The third module corresponds to decision tree-based exception
and cause diagnosis. It presented a case scenario from a collaborative company
using high-frequency RFID tags and readers. There was a need for integration
with CAD/CAM/CAPP systems to perform the presented case.
Guo et al. [16] proposed a timed colored Petri net simulation-based selfadaptive collaboration method for Internet of Things-enabled production-logistics
systems. The method combines the schedule of token sequences in the timed colored Petri net with real-time status of key production and logistics equipment.
The proposed framework is composed of three layers, namely physical layer, cyber layer and the application one, where a Timed Colored Petri Net (TCPN)
model is developed to depict and control the behavior of key equipment by
adjusting the schedule of token sequences. In the simulation, a personal computer, fifteen antennas, four RFID readers, and nine RFID tags were used. The
RFID tags were attached to different manufacturing objects, such as machines,
AGVs, and WIP. The TCPN model started running at the same time when the
production and logistics were executed according to the planned time. Firstly,
real-time status information of machines, AGVs, and work in process (WIP)
was transmitted to the PC through RFID reader ports. Secondly, based on the
collected information, the objective functions were implemented and the results
were stored in Standard ML (SML) files. Thirdly, every time the cycle of the
TCPN model started, the information in the SML files was updated. By loading SML files, the status of colored tokens was tuned accordingly. Comparing
TCPN based self-adaptive collaboration method with an event-driven method,
total waiting time reduced 28,8%, makespan decreased 16,5%, and total electricity consumption down 4%.
Jiang et al. [17] presented a Petri-Net model-driven methodology for the
development, validation, and operation of a RFID-enabled decentralized FMS.
A methodology to define active and passive elements was presented in order
to each active resource is equipped with a reader and each passive resource
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is banded with a tag. Active resources acquire the status of passive ones by
analyzing the PN models; they decide the next steps by combining their own
status and behavior logic.The Color Petri Net model presented two distinguished
places, it means, state-place for real-time status of the equipment, and port-place
for an interface of workpiece and storage equipment.
It can be noticed that most of these applications have a low-level connection
between Petri Net and RFID usually generated by the color token relationship
with RFID tag reading, it means they focused on the creation of the Petri Net
marking identification based on the reading of the tags in a centralized PN
control model. In the case of Jiang et al. [17], RFID is the product database
itself for operational level management; however, it is not clear how strong this
connection is.
2.2

PNRD

According to [11], the PNRD - Petri Net Inside RFID Database - is a RFID
data structure based on the elementary Petri Net formalism or Low-Level Petri
Net (LLPN), and it can be described as a five-tuple (P, T, A, w, M0 ), where
P is the finiteS set of places, P 6= , T is the finite set of transitions, T 6= .
A ⊆ (P × T ) (T × P ) → IN is the set of arcs from places to transitions and
from transitions to places, w : A → {1} is the unit weight function on the arcs,
and M0 : P → {0, 1} is the PN initial marking. As PNRD has a 1:1 relation with
each tag, and PNRD must be a safe Petri net with only one weight function,
and a unitary marking. In this approach each tag stores its own incidence matrix
and state vector of a Petri net referring to the process part to which the tagged
object in question participates; and each reader stores the corresponding control
vector list and the triggering conditions. The PNRD operation is based on the
capture of the tagId followed by the AT or incidence matrix, and the tag state
vector (Mk ). The software responsible for calculating the next state finds the
corresponding uk (control vector) related to the conditioning set composed by
tagId, tag state, antennaId, readerId, and other optional additional data, such
as time interval, the distance among other. The calculation of the next tag state
Mk + 1 follows (1).
Mk+1 = Mk + AT ∗ uk

k = 1...n .

(1)

The next tag state result must be evaluated. If the result is a unitary vector,
this means that the Petri net remains elementary and safe, which is consistent
with the fact that each tag has a 1: 1 relation with Petri Nets. This result is
supposed in agreement with the expected process flow, allowing the record of the
Mk+1 in the tag memory as new tag state. Otherwise, the Petri net is no longer
safe, indicating an abnormality in the expected follow-up of the process, which
can generate a real-time warning signal. It is able to monitor the process of each
tag individually. Even flexible processes can be stored, giving to the tagged object
the ability to follow different paths as long as properly planned and modeled
previously. One of the possible problems during the execution is the appearance
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of conflicts. Conflicts occur when the same antenna/ reader is associated with
more than one transition relative to the same tagId, tag state, and additional
data. A decision algorithm can be applied to choose what transition should be
triggered in order to solve the conflict and more details was presented in [11].
Hence, PNRD is based on a previously modeled system, and it is able to check
whether the desirable model is followed or not.
It is possible to point out that in the PNRD approach there is a strong
connection between RFID and Petri Net, which reduces the need for queries in
external databases. In the other hand, it is evident that the PNRD approach
uses an additional step of capturing data related to the incident matrix and
the control vector. In this direction, the process of the tagged object must be
predefined in advance. After this process modeling, an operational management
system must attribute a specific PN process to each tagged object.
To explain PNRD didactically, Fig. 1 shows an aerospace product selection example. In this process, the product must be tested twice. The first selection defines whether the product can be sent to industrial Companies by
T est1Acceptance transition or not, it means, it must be sold as a replacement item by T est1Rejection transition. The industrial supply item must be
selected as aerospace supply by T est2Rejection transition or military one by
T est2Acceptance transition. Since the PNRD is the Petri Net of the tagged object point of view and this object is one and only one, physically, it is not possible
to split an object identification as an AND-split transition. In this example, there
is no AND-split transition, so, the original Petri net model is identical to the
PNRD model. In the PNRD model, there is a need for identifying the reader antenna associated with each transition. In this case, transitions T est1Acceptance
and T est2Rejection are connected with Reader1 – Antennas 1/2, and other
transitions have a distinguish reader antenna, for instance, T est1Rejection is
connected with Reader1 – Antenna 3, and T est2Acceptance is connected with
Reader1 – Antenna4. An initial marking is included in AerospaceP roduct state,
as presented in Fig. 2.

Fig. 1. The Petri Net Model of the Aerospace Product Test Process
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Fig. 2. The Aerospace Product Test Process Schema With PNRD Model, Initial Marking, Incident Matrix, Readers/Antennas and Control Vector Conditions

Figure 2 also presents the schema of the physical layout with one reader1
and four antennas installation. Each tagged Aerospace Product stores tagId,
PNRD incident matrix, and tag state (represented by the tag initial marking
M0 ). Each control vector has specifics conditions as if reader1 – antennas1/2
captures a tag data, the control vector must be [1, 0, 0, 0]T (T est1Rejection
activity), unless tag state is equal to [0, 0, 1, 0, 0]T where the control vector
changes to [0, 0, 1, 0]T (T est2Rejection activity). This distributed data allows
the automatic next state calculus during tag data capture by a specific reader.
As an example, if the reader1 – antenna 1/2 captures one tag in the state M0
(AerospaceP roductstate), then the next state calculation result is the
ReplacementItem state as presented in (2).
M1 = M0 + AT ∗ u1 = (0, 1, 0, 0, 0)T

(2)

As the PNRD model must be a one-safe Petri Net, the tagged Aerospace
Product cannot be in more than one state. This feature allows an automatic
exception state detection. For instance, if an AerospaceP roduct is in the
ReplacementItem state and reader1 – antenna 3 is triggered, the result of the
next state calculation identifies and absent of token in the AerospaceP roduct
state, one token in the IndustrialSupply state and a remaining token in the
ReplacementItem state (3).
M2 = M1 + AT ∗ u1 = (−1, 1, 1, 0, 0)T

(3)

DEMIS – Distributed Environment Manufacturing Information System DEMIS or Distributed Environment Manufacturing Information System is
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an implementation of PNRD in software based on Java technology. The DEMIS
has two modules: the PNRD core and the interfaces one. The interface module
is responsible for communicating with the various devices, such as RFID readers, PLCs - Programmable Logic Controller, and the interpretation of the data
sent and received. The DEMIS Core has the next state calculation algorithm or
PNRD Engine; an Inference Machine with a knowledge base to solve conflicts;
and configuration files (ips, port, the number of readers’ antennas, control vector
list and tags state pre and post conditions). Figure 3 presents, in a simplified
way, the DEMIS architecture.

ReTIM – Real Time Item Monitoring Since each tag stores its own process data and process, it is possible to visualize the object operational state and
process, graphically. The ReTIM software integrates the concept of process remote monitoring related with individual tagged object. After DEMIS calculates
the next state, it sends a message to the ReTIM with reader/antennaId, tagId,
incident matrix and tag state. Then ReTIM can graphically display the Petri
Net of the object and its respective state [18]. Figure 4 shows an example of a
tag data capture from DEMIS integrated with ReTIM to graphically visualize a
Petri Net with four places, four transitions, and the marking in the P4 state.

Fig. 3. DEMIS Architecture adopted from [11]
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Fig. 4. Example of ReTIM interface with DEMIS

2.3

IPS (Indoor Positioning System)

There are two types of RFID indoor positioning system, i.e., reader localization,
and tag localization depending on what, between reader and tag, needs to be
localized. In the reader localization, the accuracy of the RFID system is highly
depending on the density of tag deployment and the maximal reading ranges. In
a probable localization context, a large number of RFID tags, which contain its
own location information, can be deployed to cover an entire indoor environment.
The disadvantage of this approach is the large number of RFID tags, which need
to be applied, and prerecorded in advance with location information. Obviously,
this method is more expensive and the cost increases with the increase in the
number of used RFID readers [19].
Related with IPS algorithms, there are four types, it means, Time of Arrival
(TOA), Time Difference of Arrival (TDOA), Angle of Arrival (AOA) and Received Signal Strength (RSS). RSS estimates the distance of an unknown node
to reference node from some sets of measuring units using the attenuation of
emitted signal strength. This method can only be possible with radio signals.
RSS localization method could be using either a propagation model algorithm
or a fingerprinting algorithm. Propagation Model Algorithm (PMA) establishes
the model between RSS and the distance. Generally, the higher of the RSS values the closer from the Access Point (AP) the tagged object is. Attenuation of
the received signal strength is inversely proportional to the distance from AP
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in the outdoor. In contrast, it is complex in the indoor environment because of
the existence of obstacles (furniture, equipment windows, doors etc.) may cause
multipath propagation, such as reflection, refraction, and diffraction [14].
Indoor localization of autonomous vehicles (or mobile robots) is a challenging
and lively subject because of the complexity of the indoor scenarios, the diversity
of technologies involved, and the commercial and industrial interests [20] and
one possible way of estimating a robot position makes use of the RFID. This
subject has received a considerable attention in the last few years and in many
cases, the localization system is realized by installing a reader on the robot and
by providing the environment with a certain number of tags placed in known
position [13, 21–23]. Applying formal methods to model robot tasks like Petri
net provides a systematic approach to modeling, analysis, and design, scaling up
to realistic applications, and enabling analysis of formal properties, as well as
design from specifications [24].
There are also many papers about IPS based on RFID technology and the
main purpose of this subsection is to present some works related to mobile robot
localization.
DiGiampaolo and Martinelli [22, 23] propose a global localization system
combining odometry data with RFID readings. The RFID tags are placed on
the ceiling of the environment and can be detected by a mobile robot unit traveling below them. The detection of the tags is the only information used in the
proposed approach (no distance or bearing to the tag is considered available),
but only a small number (about one each square meter or less) of tags are used.
This is possible using a suitable tag’s antenna in a ultrahigh frequency band,
expressly designed to obtain regular and stable RFID detection regions. A satisfactory performance is achieved, with an average position error of about 0.1
m.
Martinelli [20] proposes a global positioning system based on the received
signal strength and the phase shift of UHF-RFID signals coming from a set of
passive tags deployed on the ceiling of the environment together with odometry provides the position of a mobile robot. A multi-hypothesis extended and
unscented Kalman filter is proposed to localize the robot and to simultaneously
improve the initial estimate on the tag coordinates.
Murofushi et al. [25] and Murofushi and Tavares [26] designed a real time
unidimensional indoor positioning using passive tags based on the RSS of the
backscattered signal. The IPS design was based in the system calibration, and
the distance estimation phase. The IPS accuracy achieved is 4.7 cm for a mobile
robot moving at constant velocity.
Errington et al. [27] investigate the concept of using an array of RFID tags
placed at fixed known positions to provide the initial position to the Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM) algorithm. The mobile vehicle has a
RFID tag reader coupled to it and the antenna is used to detect the tags. The
application of interest here involves determining the initial position of a stationary vehicle in an underground mine using an array of RFID tags placed at known
positions to provide the initial position of the vehicle. The results suggest that
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RFID-based positioning, using the Least Square approach, has the potential to
provide relatively accurate and low-cost initial position estimation.

3

PNRD and IPS Integration Proposal

The proposal of this article relies on increasing RFID and Petri Net operational
potential application based on IoT approach, it means, to use RFID system as
a process aware based on PNRD approach integrated with an IPS.
In this sense, RFID IPS sensor must become a pre or post condition enabling
or inhibiting one or more PNRD transitions. This arrangement changes PNRD
from ordinary to a high-level PN. It is necessary to complement the PNRD
formalism with the pseudo-box concept, which denotes an observable condition
that is not controlled by the modeled PN; and disabling arc [28].
As presented in [28], pseudo-box is a hierarchical resource embedded in Petri
Net, that is, elements that only propagate information and preserve the marking in its original place. It could be an enabling gate, that is, one that sends
information if is marked, or an inhibitor gate, if propagates information when is
not marked. Thus, these gates must always have an original place in Petri Net
graph, a special place called pseudo-box.
Pseudo-boxes denotes an observable condition that is not controlled by the
modeled system. During the course of the modeling, pseudo-boxes could also
stand for control information external to the hierarchical components and could
be collapsed when components are put together. Thus, pseudo-boxes must be
considered in the structure of the net but should not affect its properties or the
rank of the incidence matrix.
This high-level Petri Net is a five-tuple
(L, T, A, w, M0 ), where L is the finite
S
set of places and pseudo-box,
L
=
B
P
,
L
6= , T is the finite set of transitions;
S
T 6= , A ⊆ (L × T ) (L × P ) → IN is the set of arcs from places or pseudo-box
to transitions and from transitions to places or pseudo-box; w : A → {1} is the
unit weight function on the arcs; and M0 : P → {0, 1} is the PN initial marking.
Hence, PNRD extended to distance is the original PNRD with pseudo-box
and disabling arc. This new information is calculated and storage at the reader
and Fig. 5 shows its correspondent sequence diagram. If the precondition response identifies a required distance range, this generates a new operation in
order to determine tag distance and check if it is inside transition disabling the
rule. If so, next state calculation is realized. In this case, the internal application
runs PNRD and IPS algorithm.
Next section presents the case study of a mobile robot position control using
PNRD extended to distance approach.

4

Case Study: Implementation of PNRD and IPS in
Mobile Robot Position Control

The case study presented in this work is about a mobile robot controlled by the
PNRD. The vehicle moves forward or backward from 35 to 70 cm in an oscillating
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Fig. 5. Sequence diagram of proposed PNRD extended to distance

cycle. Figure 6 shows a scheme of the mobile robot position control. The mobile
robot uses two stepper motors, it has a short dipole tag attached, and an Arduino
Uno R3 controls it. The reader is a reader M6e micro with a monostatic antenna.
DEMIS and IPS were implemented in java programming language in an Intel
core I5 750, 2.66GHz, 8 GB RAM DDR3 in Windows 10 Pro 64 bit platform.
The algorithm takes about 200ms for each position estimation ( data processing
operation) and the vehicle was programmed to move at a constant velocity of
100 mm/s. Therefore, the mobile robot positioning error is lower than the IPS
accuracy of about 57 mm. Therefore, the identification of the position of the
robot by the IPS can be identified as in real time.
4.1

Mobile robot position control Petri net model

Figure 7 presents mobile robot Petri net model with places (white circle) and
pseudo-box (gray circles), transitions, arcs and disabling arcs. There are four
places, InitialM arking (P 1), M obileRobotStandBy (P 2), F orwardM ovement
(P 3) and BackwardM ovement (P 4) and five pseudo-box DistanceM easurement
(P s1), F wdM ovM essage (P s2), BckM ovM essage (P s3), StopF wdM ovM essage
(P s4) and StopBckM ovM essage (P s5). Places define mobile robot dynamic behavior and pseudo-box deals with external sensing (P s1) and command messages
(P s2 to P s5). The estimated distance “d” is calculated, and, depending on “d”
value, a transition may be triggered. For instance, when the vehicle is in the P 2
state, P s1 receives “d” from IPS; and, if “d” is less or equal to 50cm, T 2 triggers
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Fig. 6. Scheme of the mobile robot position control

changing the vehicle state from P 2 to P 3 and P s2 sends a message related to the
triggered transition. Each place, pseudo-box, and transition have a corresponding with RFID system. Table 1 describes places and pseudo-box, and Table 2,
transition. In the mobile robot example, pseudo-boxes are applied as the robot
distance control as IPS interface. It can be noticed that the configuration file
stores distance setup to be reached by the robot and represents robot control
pre-conditions to change its own direction.

Fig. 7. Mobile robot Petri net model
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Table 1. Description of places and pseudo-box
Meaning
Initial marking
Mobile robot stand by
Forward movement
Backward movement
Distance measurement
Forward movement message
Backward movement message
Stop forward movement message
Stop backward movement message

Corresponding RFID System
Tag(incid. matrix and state vector)
Tag (incid. matrix and state vector)
Tag (incid. matrix and state vector)
Tag (incid. matrix and state vector)
Reader (DEMIS Position algorithm)
Reader (DEMIS Core Conf. File)
Reader (DEMIS Core Conf. File)
Reader (DEMIS Core Conf. File)
Reader (DEMIS Core Conf. File)

Table 2. Description of transitions
#
T1
T2
T3
T4
T5

4.2

Meaning
Position control initiation
Distance less or equal than 50
Distance more than 50
Distance more or equal 70
Distance less or equal 35

Corresponding RFID System
Reader (DEMIS Core Conf. File)
Reader (DEMIS Core Conf. File)
Reader (DEMIS Core Conf. File)
Reader (DEMIS Core Conf. File)
Reader (DEMIS Core Conf. File)

IPS deployment

The IPS must be calibrated first so that an expression of the distance in function of RSS is estimated. Then the estimated distance can be calculated. The
calibration is made by collecting 500 samples of RSS values every 3 cm in the
range from 30 to 90 cm, measured from the antenna. Since the antenna varies
the frequency of the emitted signal, in a range of 50 distinct frequencies between
902 and 928 MHz, it is also important to associate the signal frequency with the
respective RSS value and distance.
After data collection, a second-degree calibration curve is fitted for each
individual frequency, associating a RSS value with a distance in centimeters.
Then, utilizing those curves, a mean distance is computed for each position (and
the confidence interval for the each location was estimated for a significance of
5%). Equation (4) shows the calibration expression for the distance in function
of the RSS, where c0 , c1 , and c2 are constantly obtained from calibration process,
and they depend on signal frequency.
p
−c1 − c1 2 − 4 ∗ c2 ∗ (co − rss)
Distance =
(4)
2 ∗ c2
Figure 8 shows a graphic of the experimental data and adjusted curve. The
real distance curve is, evidently, non-linear. This is due to electromagnetic waves
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present in the environment which may cause an interference in the RSS values,
such as, reflection; another reason is the low resolution of the RSS reader (1
dBm) [27].

Fig. 8. Experimental data and adjusted curve graph

4.3

PNRD Extended to Distance Implementation

This case study requires a specific configuration file, which identifies state transition depending on mobile robot state and antenna distance. Figure 9 presents
configuration file code, and, it can be notice the transition 1 has no distance preconditioning, only state 1, the initial marking. As the mobile robot is connected
physically by USB port, Java communication is “serial” type. The transition 2
has a distance pre-condition, it means, this transition fires only if the distance
is more than 50. Transitions 3 to 5 are similar with a different distance requirement. As the distance range is unique to each transition, there’s no need of state
identification for transition 2 to 5 in order to avoid conflict. Each “distance” label
requires the petri Net pseudobox Ps1 external sensing. The “outputType” label
starts the petri Net pseudobox Ps2 to Ps5 external communication.
The Fig. 10 shows DEMIS process log example when mobile vehicle is in state
P2 with distance of 44 cm. As this distance is less than 50 cm, the transition T2
fires, it sends the message “2” to the mobile robot, changing mobile robot state
to P3.
Figure 11 (a) and (b) presents RETIM graphical example of this state changing. Depending on the mobile robot state, it changes its own direction (move for-
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Fig. 9. Mobile robot position control configuration file

ward or backward) according to the flowchart presented in Fig. 12. For instance,
if the transition T2 triggers, the mobile robot moves forward. This logic control
is implemented in the mobile robot Arduino. Figure 13 shows an implementation
site photo.

5

Conclusion

Increase Petri net and shop floor integration, higher the opportunity to develop
a complete methodology of discrete event system design, model checking, and
deployment.
IoT changes to control system paradigm from centralized to distribute one.
This new paradigm requires new implementation approaches in order to deal
with micro processed operational level. In this direction, RFID is a cornerstone technology of IoT [2]. In a distributed environment, there is a need for
a distributed modeling technique. Petri nets are commonly viewed as modeling
and controlling tool; but, in control field, Petri net is usually applied as system
dynamic model. PNRD is a method that fits distributed modeling technique
requirement, splitting Petri net structure and storing it in RFID components
readers and tags. Several examples show RFID and Petri net integration, but
most of them rely on a centralized model in the control level, far away from
the sensor itself [2, 6, 9, 10, 16]. Jiang et al [17] stores Petri net model in the
sensor level of RFID tag, although this model is stored completely, it remains
centralized.
The RFID technology is more than a distributed database, and this paper
presents an IPS based on RFID RSS signal. Most of IPS research fixes signal
frequency [20, 22, 23, 27]. In regular RFID application, readers have a frequency
range to generate more than one communication channel.
This article presents an extended PNRD integrated with an IPS application
in mobile robot positioning control. In this context, there is a need to deal with
external communication between the reader and the mobile vehicle; transition
triggering preconditions; and a frequency range of RFID signal. To reach these
requirements, the IPS deals with the whole reader frequency range; and the
PNRD approach requires a high-level Petri net structure with pseudo-box and
disabling arcs. To implement this model in RFID system, pseudo-box and disabling arcs are stored in the reader configuration file; and the IPS algorithm is
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Fig. 10. DEMIS process logging next state calculation example from state P2 to state
P3

embedded in PNRD engine. An example is presented where the PNRD is the
control logic algorithm, and the integrated IPS is the positioning measurement
of the vehicle at the operational level. This paper demonstrates the feasibility of
integration between Petri nets and RFID technology through PNRD and IPS.
This approach increases RFID value generation, creating opportunities for new
improvement in several areas.
The PNRD approach must be extended to time with time Petri nets [28],
continuous process with continuous Petri nets [29], process mining [30], color
Petri nets [15], and the Petri net next state writing process may have technical
issues, which means that an internal communication procedure must deal with
cases of recording problems. RFID hardware must be improved to find a more
reliable and accurate positioning results, a new position algorithm using RSS
and phase signal, treating the full range of radio frequency, is demanded.
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Fig. 11. RETIM graphical example mobile robot state changing from P2 (a) to P3 (b)

Fig. 12. Mobile robot Arduino code flowchart

Fig. 13. Implemented mobile robot in front of the reader antenna
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Abstract. Data replication is a central mechanism for the engineering
of fault-tolerant distributed systems, and is used in the realization of
most cloud computing services. This paper explores the use of Coloured
Petri Nets (CPNs) for model-based testing of quorum-based distributed
systems. We have used model-based testing to validate a distributed
storage implemented using the Go language and the Gorums framework.
We show how a CPN model of a single-writer, multi-reader distributed
storage system can be used to obtain both unit test cases for the quorum
logic functions, and system level test cases consisting of read and write
quorum calls to the storage. The CPN model is also used to obtain
the test oracles against which the result of running a test case can be
compared. Our experimental results show that we obtain 100 % code
coverage for the quorum functions, 84 % coverage on the quorum calls,
and 40 % coverage on the Gorums framework.

1

Introduction

Distributed systems serve millions of users in many important applications and
domains. However, such complex systems are known to be difficult to implement
correctly because they must cope with concurrency, failures, and a lot of other
challenges [9]. Thus, when designing and implementing distributed systems, it
is important to ensure correctness and fault-tolerance. Distributed systems can
rely on a quorum system to achieve fault-tolerance, yet it remains challenging
to implement fault-tolerance correctly. Therefore, the use of testing techniques
can help to detect bugs and to improve the correctness of such systems.
One promising testing approach is model-based testing (MBT) [18]. MBT is
a paradigm based on the idea of using models of a system under test (SUT)
and its environment to generate test cases for the system. The goal of MBT is
validation and error-detection aimed at finding observable differences between
the behavior of the implementation and the intended behavior of the SUT. A
test case consists of test input and expected output and can be executed on
the SUT. Typically, MBT involves: (a) build models of the SUT from informal
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requirements; (b) define test selection criteria for guiding the generation of test
cases and the corresponding test oracle representing the ground-truth; (c) generate and run test cases; (d) compare the output from test case execution with
the expected result from the test oracle. The component that performs (c) and
(d) is known as a test adaptor and it uses a test oracle to determine whether a
test has passed or failed.
The contribution of this paper is to investigate the use of Coloured Petri
Nets (CPNs) [8] for model-based testing applied to quorum-based distributed
systems [20]. Quorum systems are fundamental to building fault-tolerant distributed systems, and recently the Gorums framework [13] has been developed
to ease the implementation of quorum-based distributed systems. The Gorums
framework constitutes a distributed middleware that hides the complexity in implementing the communication, synchronization, message processing, and error
handling between the protocol entities. Our long-term research goal is to validate the Go implementation of the Gorums framework using MBT. As a first
step towards this goal, we consider a Gorums-based implementation of a simple
single-writer, multi-reader distributed storage.
The storage system is implemented with a read and a write quorum call,
which clients can use to access the distributed storage. The distributed storage
may return multiple replies to a quorum call. To simplify client access to the
storage, Gorums uses a user-defined quorum function to coalesce the different
replies into a single reply that can then be returned to the client. For this particular storage system, we use a majority quorum. By developing a CPN model of
such a distributed storage, we are able to generate test cases consisting of read
and write quorum calls that test the Gorums framework implementation.
CPNs have been widely used for modeling and verifying models of distributed
systems spanning domains such as workflow systems, communication protocols,
and distributed algorithms [11]. Recently, work has also been done on automated code generation allowing an implementation of the modeled systems to
be obtained [10]. Comprehensive testing of an implementation is, however, an
equally important task in the engineering of distributed systems, independently
of how the implementation has been obtained. This also applies in the case of
automated code generation, as it is seldom the case that the correctness of the
model-to-text transformations and their implementation can be formally proved.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. §2 introduces quorum-based system and the Gorums framework, and §3 describes the Gorums-based distributed
storage which constitutes our system under test. §4 presents the constructed
CPN model for test case generation, and §5 shows how state-spaces and simulation can be used to obtain test cases and test oracles. In §6 we present the
Go implementation of our test adapter and how it is connected to the Gorums
implementation of the distributed storage in order to execute the test cases.
We also report on the experimental results. §7 presents related work, and in §8
we sum up conclusions and presented directions for future work. The reader is
assumed to be familiar with the basic concepts of high-level Petri Nets.
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Quorum-based Distributed Systems and Gorums

In this section we describe Gorums [13], a framework for implementing quorumbased distributed systems. We have used Gorums to implement the distributed
storage system that enables us to test the implementation of the framework.
Gorums is a library whose goal is to alleviate the development effort for
building advanced distributed algorithms, such as Paxos [12] and distributed
storage [1]. These algorithms are commonly used to implement replicated services, and they rely on a quorum system [20] to achieve fault tolerance. That
is, to access the replicated state, a process only needs to contact a quorum, e.g.
a majority of the processes. In this way, a system can provide service despite
the failure of individual processes. However, communicating with and handling
replies from sets of processes often complicate the protocol implementations.
To reduce this complexity, Gorums provides two core abstractions: (a) a
flexible and simple quorum call abstraction, which is used to communicate with
a set of processes and to collect their responses, and (b) a quorum function
abstraction which is used to process responses. These abstractions can help to
simplify the main control flow of protocol implementations.
Fig. 1 illustrates the interplay between the main abstractions provided by
Gorums. Gorums consists of a runtime library and code generator that extends
the gRPC [5] remote procedure call library from Google. Specifically, Gorums
allows clients to invoke a quorum call, i.e. a set of RPCs, on a group of servers,
and to collect their replies. The replies are processed by a quorum function to
determine if a quorum has been received. Note that the quorum function is
invoked every time a new reply is received at the client, to evaluate whether or
not the received set of replies constitutes a quorum.

Gorums client

Gorums
Quorum Call

Quorum
Function

Invoke
RPCs

Replies

S1

Request

S2

S3

gRPC servers

Fig. 1. Overview of Gorums abstractions.
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With Gorums, developers can specify several RPC service methods using
protobuf [6], and from this specification, Gorums’ code generator will produce
code to facilitate quorum calls and collection of replies. However, each RPC/quorum call method must provide a user-defined quorum function that Gorums will
invoke to determine if a quorum has been received for that specific quorum call.
In addition, the quorum function will also provide a single reply value, based on
a coalescing of the received reply values from the different server replicas. This
coalesced reply value is then returned to the client as the result of its quorum
call. That is, the invoking client does not see the individual replies.
Our goal in this paper is to provide a framework for generating test cases
to verify the correctness of the Gorums implementation itself in addition to
different quorum function and quorum call implementations for specific use of the
framework. The quorum functions for a specific protocol implementation must
follow a well-defined interface generated by Gorums. These only require a set of
reply values as input and a return of a single reply value together with a boolean
quorum decision. Hence, quorum functions can easily be tested using unit tests.
However, some quorum functions involve complex logic, and their input and
output domains may be large, and so generating test cases from a model, provide
significant benefit to verify correctness. A quorum call is implemented by a set of
RPCs, invoked at different servers, and so must consider different interleavings
due to invocations by different clients. Hence, using model-based testing we
can produce sequences of interleavings aimed at finding bugs in the server-side
implementations of the RPC methods and also in the Gorums runtime system.

3

System Under Test: Gorums and Distributed Storage

We have implemented a distributed storage system, with a single writer and
multiple readers. The storage system is replicated for fault-tolerance, and is implemented using Gorums. To test this storage implementation, we have designed
a corresponding CPN model that we use to generate test cases (see §4). In this
section, we describe the different components of the distributed storage.
As with any RPC library, Gorums also requires that the server implements
the methods specified in the service interface. For our distributed storage, we
have implemented two server-side methods: Read() and Write(). These can be
invoked as quorum calls from storage clients, to read/write the state of the
storage. In our current implementation, we allow only a single writer client,
but any number of clients can read the state of the storage. A client reading
from the storage may observe different replies returned by the different server
replicas, since the read may be interleaved with one or more writes generated by
the writer client.
To allow a reader to pick the correct reply value to return from a quorum
call, each server also maintains a timestamp that is incremented for each new
Write(). That is, the reader will always return the value associated with the
reply with the highest timestamp. Thus, to implement the reader client using
Gorums, we can simply implement a user-defined ReadQF quorum function for
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the Read() quorum call as shown in Algorithm 1. As this code illustrates, a set
of replies from the different servers are coalesced into a single reply, the one with
the highest timestamp, that can then be returned from the quorum call.
The user-defined quorum functions are implemented as methods on an object
of type QuorumSpec, named qs in Algorithm 1. This object holds information
about the quorum size, such as ReadQSize, and other parameters used by the
quorum functions. This qs object must satisfy an interface generated by Gorums’
code generator. In Algorithm 1, ReadQSize is used to determine if enough replies
have been received to search for the reply with the highest timestamp.

Algorithm 1 Read quorum function
1: func (qs QuorumSpec) ReadQF(replies [ ]ReadReply)
2:
if len(replies) < qs.ReadQSize then
. read quorum size
3:
return nil, false
. no quorum yet, await more replies
4:
highest := ⊥
. reply with highest timestamp seen
5:
for r := range replies do
6:
if r.Timestamp ≥ highest.Timestamp then
7:
highest := r
8:
return highest, true
. found quorum

4

CPN Testing Model for the Distributed Storage

In this section, we describe the CPN model of our test framework for the distributed storage presented in §3. We model the entire system, parametrized by
a number of clients and servers. Some key features of the model are the use of
colored tokens for distinguishing multiple incoming and outgoing messages, and
the quorum specification based on the numbers of replies received so far.
Fig. 2 shows the top-most module of the CPN model developed in order to
generate test cases for the distributed storage implementation. The substitution
transition Clients represents the clients (users) of the distributed storage system
while Servers represent the servers. The places ClientToServer and ServerToClient
are used for modeling the exchange of messages between the clients and the
servers. The CPN model has been constructed in a folded manner so that the
number of servers is a parameter to the CPN model that can be configured
without making changes to the net-structure. Below we provide more details
on selected modules of the CPN model. The complete CPN model including all
color sets, variable declarations, and function definitions is available from [3].
Fig. 3 shows the client submodule of the Clients substitution transition in
Fig. 2. The substitution transition QuorumCalls is used to model the behavior of
applications running on the clients, which makes the read and write quorum calls.
In particular, the submodules of QuorumCalls serve as test driver modules used
to generate system tests for the distributed storage. The content of QuorumCalls
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Fig. 2. Top-level module of the CPN model.
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ServerxChannel

Write

Write

Fig. 3. The Clients module.

depends on the specific test scenarios to be investigated for the system under test,
and we give a concrete example of a test driver module in §6. The substitution
transitions Read and Write represent the quorum calls provided by the distributed
storage. The invocation of quorum calls is done by placing tokens on the Read
and Write places. The port places ServerToClient and ClientToServer are linked
to the identically named socket places in Fig. 2.
Fig. 4 shows the submodule of the Read substitution transition which provides an abstract implementation of the Read() quorum call. The main purpose
of the Read module is to generate test cases for the ReadQF quorum function. A read quorum call is triggered by the presence of a token with the color
READINVOKED(r), where r identifies the call and is used to match replies from
servers to the call. The execution of a read quorum call starts by sending a read
request to each of the servers. This is modeled by the transition SendReadReq
and the expression on the arc to place ClientToServer, which will add tokens
representing read requests being sent to the servers. In addition, a list-token is
put on place ReadReplies, which is used to collect the replies received from the
servers. The call then enters a WaitingReply state and waits for replies coming
back from the servers. When a read’s reply comes back, represented by a token on
place ServerToClient, then transition ApplyReadQF will be enabled. This transi-
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Read In/Out
ReadCall
READINVOKED(r)
(r,[])

Send
ReadReq
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ClientTo
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(r,((~1,0),false))

ServerxChannel

[]
ReadReplies
ReadxReadReplies

(r,readreplies)
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if (not b) andalso hasQuorum(readreplies')
then 1`READRESULT(r,v')
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Waiting
Reply ReadxQFReadResult
(r,((v,t),b))

if hasQuorum(readreplies')
then (r,((v',t'),true))
else (r,((~1,0),false))

Apply
ReadQF

(s,READREPLY (r,readreply))

[readreplies' = readreplies^^[readreply],
(v',t') = withHighestTimestamp(readreplies')]

ServerTo
Client
In
ServerxChannel

Fig. 4. The Read module.

tion takes the current list of readreplies and appends the received readreply
to form readreplies’. The quorum function is then invoked, as represented
by the arc expressions to WaitingReply and Read. If enough replies have been
received, then a read result is returned to the Read place containing the value
with the highest timestamp. As we will see later, we use occurrences of the ApplyReadQF transition for generating test cases for the ReadQF quorum function.
In addition, we record the result computed by the CPN model as the test oracle and compare it to the result of our SUT’s implementation of the ReadQF
quorum function. The submodule for the Write() quorum call is similar. It has
a transition ApplyWriteQF, which we use as a basis for generating test cases and
obtain a test oracle for the WriteQF quorum function.
Fig. 5 shows the server submodule of the Servers substitution transition in
Fig. 2. The replicated state of each server is modeled by the place State. The two
substitution transitions are used for modeling the handling of write requests and
read requests on the server side. Fig. 6 shows the submodule of the substitution
HandleWriteRequest modeling the processing of a write request from a client.
The incoming write request will be presented as a token on place ClientToServer
and contains a value v’ to be written in the distributed storage together with a
timestamp t’. The server compares the timestamp of the incoming write request
with the timestamp t for the currently stored value v. If the timestamp of the
incoming write request is larger, then the new value is stored on the server, and
a write acknowledgement is sent back in a write reply to the client. Otherwise,
the stored value remains unchanged and a negative write acknowledgement is
sent to the client in the write reply. The handling of read requests is modeled in
a similar manner, except that no comparison is needed, and the server simply
returns the currently stored value together with its timestamps.
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Fig. 5. The Server module.
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Fig. 6. The HandleWriteRequest module.

5

Test Case Generation

The generation of test cases for Gorums and the distributed storage system
is based on the analysis of executions of the CPN model. Test cases can be
generated for both the quorum functions and the quorum calls. The test cases
generated for the quorum functions are unit tests, whereas the test cases generated for quorum calls are system tests consisting of concurrent and interleaved
invocations of read and write quorum calls. The latter tests both the implementation of the quorum calls and the Gorums framework implementation. In
addition to the test cases, we also generate a test oracle for each test case to
determine whether the test has passed.
5.1

Unit Tests for Quorum Functions

Test cases for the ReadQF quorum function can be obtained by considering
occurrences of the ApplyReadQF transition (Fig. 4). When this transition occurs,
the variable readreplies’ is bound to the list of all replies that have been
received from the servers so far, and which the quorum function is invoked on.
In addition, we can use the implementation of the quorum function in the CPN
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model as the test oracle. This means that the expected result of invoking the
quorum function can be obtained by considering the value of the token put back
on place WaitingReply. The value of this token contains the result of invoking
the quorum function in its second component. Occurrences of ApplyReadQF can
be detected using either state spaces or simulations:
State-space based detection. We explore the full state space of the CPN
model searching for arcs corresponding to the ApplyReadQF transition. Whenever an occurrence is encountered we emit a test case together with the expected result. In this case, we obtain test cases for all the possible ways in
which the quorum function can be invoked in the CPN model.
Simulation-based detection. We run a simulation of the CPN model and use
the monitoring facilities of the CPN Tools [2] simulator to detect occurrences
of the ApplyReadQF transition and emit the corresponding test cases. The
advantage of this approach over the state-space based approach is scalability,
while the disadvantage is potentially reduced test coverage.
Test cases are generated based on detecting transition occurrences. This is
done in a uniform way for both detection approaches. Specifically, we rely on a
detection function, which must evaluate to true whenever a specific transition
occurrence is detected. When this happens, a generator function is invoked to
generate the actual test case.
The generated test cases and the expected results are exported in a custom
XML format. As part of future work, we will investigate the use of a generalpurpose XML format. Listing 1 shows an example of how our test cases are
represented. The test case for the ReadQF quorum function corresponds to two
replies (one with value 0 and timestamp 0, and one with value 42 and timestamp
1). With three servers, this constitutes a quorum, and the value returned from
the quorum function is therefore expected to be 42 with the timestamp of 1.
<Testcase>
<CaseName>ReadQFTest1</CaseName>
<Value>
<ContentTest>
<ValTest>0</ValTest><TsTest>0</TsTest>
</ContentTest>
<ContentTest>
<ValTest>42</ValTest><TsTest>1</TsTest>
</ContentTest>
</Value>
<ContentExpect>
<ValExpect>42</ValExpect><TsExpect>1</TsExpect>
</ContentExpect>
<QuorumExpect>true</QuorumExpect>
</Testcase>
Listing 1. Example of generated test cases for read quorum function.
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System Tests of Quorum Calls

The generation of test cases and expected results is based on the submodule
of the QuorumCalls substitution transition (Fig. 3). This module acts as a test
driver for the system by specifying scenarios for read and write quorum calls to
the underlying quorum system. By varying this module, it is possible to generate
different scenarios of read and write quorum calls.
Fig. 7 shows an example of a test driver in which the client executes one read
and one write call (concurrent or in any order). Upon completion of these two
calls, a new read call is made. The Invoke transitions represent invocations of
read and write quorum calls. Each call has a unique identifier (1, 2, and 3) for
identifying the call. The write call also has a value (in this case 7) to be written
to the distributed storage.

In/Out

1
Invoke
Write

W

WRITEINVOKED(2,7)

Write

WRITERESULT(2,true)

Write
Completed

WriteCall
Completed
1
R

In/Out
Invoke
Read1

READINVOKED(1)

Read

READRESULT(1,v)

2

Invoke
Read2

Read
Completed

ReadCall
READINVOKED(3)

Fig. 7. The QuorumCalls module.

To make test case generation independent to the particular test driver module, we exploit that the read and write quorum calls, made during an execution
of the CPN model, can be observed as tokens on the Read and Write socket places
(see Fig. 3). When there is a READINVOKED(i) token on place READ for some
integer i, it means that a read quorum call identified by i has been invoked.
When the read quorum call has terminated, there will be a token with the color
READRESULT(i,v) present on the place Read, where v is the value read by the
call. The invocation and termination of write quorum calls can be detected in
a similar manner by considering the tokens with the colors WRITEINVOKED(i,v)
and WRITERESULT(i,b) on the place Write (Fig. 3), where the boolean value b
denotes whether the value v was written or not.
Based on this, we can generate test cases in XML format specifying both
the concurrent and sequential execution of read and write calls. Listing 2 shows
an example where first a read and a write are initiated and upon completion of
these two calls, a new read call is initiated. We handle concurrent executions by
nesting the read and write operation tag as illustrated in Listing 2. In addition,
we interpret a new operation positioned after the completion of a call operation
end tag as the operation should not be started until after the termination of the
call. For write calls, we use the value tag to specify the value to be written, and
for read calls, we use the value tag to describe the permissible value (see next
section) returned by read calls for the test case. The absence of a value between
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value tags indicates that the result could be null - corresponding to the case
where no value have yet been written into the storage.
<RWTest>
<Function>RWTest</Function>
<Testcase>
<CaseName>RWTest1</CaseName>
<QuoCallMainROpers>
<OperationName>WRITE</OperationName>
<OperationValues>
<Value>7</Value>
</OperationValues>
<QuoCallOtherROpers>
<OperationName>READ</OperationName>
<OperationValues>
<Value>7</Value>
<Value></Value>
</OperationValues>
</QuoCallOtherROpers>
</QuoCallMainROpers>
<QuoCallMainROpers>
<OperationName>READ</OperationName>
<OperationValues>
<Value>7</Value>
</OperationValues>
</QuoCallMainROpers>
</Testcase>
</RWTest>
Listing 2. Example of a generated test cases for the concurrent and sequential
execution of read and write calls.

It should be noted if the CPN model specifies that a read and write call may
execute concurrently (independently), but happened to be executed in sequence
in a concrete execution of the CPN model (e.g., first the read executes and completes and then the write executes an completes), then that will be specified as a
sequential test case in the XML format. This is not a problem as the CPN model
captures all the possible executions and hence there will be another execution
of the CPN model in which the read and the write are running concurrently.
5.3

Test Oracle for System Tests

Checking that the result of an execution with read and write quorum calls is as
expected is more complex than for quorum functions. This is because the result
of concurrently executing read and write calls will depend on the order in which
messages are sent and received. Fig. 8 shows an example test case in which there
are two routines (threads of execution) that concurrently execute read and write
quorum calls. When Write1 and Reada are initialized and executed concurrently,
the returned result of Reada could be the old value in the servers before Write1
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Fig. 8. An example of concurrent and sequential execution of quorum calls.

writes a new value to servers, or the returned result of Reada could be the value
already written by Write1 . The same situation applies to Write2 and Readc .
Since they are executed concurrently, the returned value of Readc could be the
value written by Write1 or Write2 .
This means that if we execute (simulate) the CPN model with a test case
containing concurrent read and write quorum calls, then the result returned
upon completion of the calls may be different if we execute the same test case
against the Go implementation. The reason is that we cannot control in what
order the messages are sent and delivered by the underlying gRPC library, i.e.,
due to non-determinism in the execution. When we apply a state-space based
approach for extracting the test cases, e.g., for the quorum function, then we can
compute all the possible legal outcomes of a quorum call since the state space
captures all interleaved executions. In contrast, we cannot obtain all legal values
when extracting test cases from a single execution of the CPN model.
The first step towards constructing a test oracle is to characterize the permissible values of a read quorum call. These are:
1. the initial value of the storage in case no writes were invoked before the read
was invoked, or;
2. the value of the most recent write invoked but not terminated prior to the
read call (if any) or;
3. the value of the most recent write that has terminated prior to invocation
of the read or;
4. the value of a write that was invoked between the invocation and completion
of the read.
The above can be formally captured in the stateful automaton shown in Fig. 9
(left), which can be used to monitor the global correctness of the distributed
storage. The four events are shorthands for the abstract tokens per client-request
observed in the model, e.g., READINVOKED(i) is abbreviated RIi .
The set S is used to collect the set of permissible values for a read call. On
a read call RIi , any pending write WI (c) observed since the last write-return
WI (c) is a potential read-result. We abuse notation from alternating automata
with parametrized propositions [17] to capture that on a read invocation, we
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R/W
WRc : S = {c}

S=∅

WI (c): S ] {c}
RIi

RRi (x ): x 6∈ S

fail

S1 S2 S3

WI (c): S ] {c}

RRi (x ): x ∈ S

R1

R2

...

Rn

Fig. 9. Read-write automaton (left) and monitor deployment (right).

remain in the initial state and collect further input for a new instance of the
monitor with the same current state (indicated by the dashed line) for subsequent
read-invocations.
In order to obtain a test oracle which can be used in state space-based and
simulation-based test case generation, we use the above automaton to perform
run-time verification of the Go implementation when executed on the test cases
derived from the CPN model. Specifically, our test adaptor implements a runtime monitor corresponding to the above automaton in order to keep track of
the invoked and terminated write calls and thereby determining whether a value
returned from a read call is permissible. Our test framework currently runs the
client (the single writer and multiple readers) within a single Go process. This
allows us to directly call into the monitor before the client sends the fan-out
messages to servers, and after the quorum function returns the resulting quorum
value, to check the result of the read request for plausibility against the permitted
values specified above. This corresponds to monitoring all calls and returns in
a particular deployment, i.e., correlating read calls and returns of the client in
the system against those of the writer in the shaded area of Fig. 9 (right).

6

Testing the Distributed Storage Implementation

We have developed the QuoMBT test framework in order to perform modelbased testing of quorum-based systems implemented using Gorums. Fig. 10 gives
an overview of the framework which consists of CPN Tools and a test adapter.
CPN Tools is used for modeling and generation of test cases and oracles as
explained in §4 and §5. The generated test cases are written into XML files by
CPN Tools, and then read by the reader of the test adapter, as shown in Fig. 10.
The reader feeds the test cases into the distributed storage and each test case is
executed with the provided test values as inputs. The tester included in the test
adapter compares the test oracle’s output against the output of each test case
in order to determine whether the test fails or succeeds.
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Fig. 10. The QuoMBT test framework.

6.1

The Test Adapter: Reader and Tester

The Reader and the Tester are both implemented in the Go programming language. The Reader can read XML files for unit tests of read and write quorum
functions, and for system level tests involving quorum calls. We could have generated Go-based table-driven tests, which is already supported by the Go standard
library. However, we chose to use an XML-based format for the generated test
cases to enable reuse of the test generator across programming languages.
The implementation of the Reader uses Go’s encoding/xml package, which
makes it easy to define mappings between Go structs and XML elements. In
order to map XML content into Go structs, each field of the Go struct has an
associated XML tag, which is used by Go’s XML decoder to identify the field
to populate with content from the XML. Also, we have implemented the Tester
using the testing package provided by the Go standard library. Go’s testing
infrastructure allows us to simply run the go test command to execute our
generated tests, which will provide pass/fail information for each test case. In
addition, this test infrastructure can also provide code coverage.
6.2

Distributed Storage Under Test

To test our distributed storage, we have implemented a test adapter that can execute both the unit tests for user-defined quorum functions and system level tests
involving quorum calls. The unit tests for read and write quorum functions can
be performed without running any servers, while the system level tests require
a set of running servers to test the complete system, including parts of the Gorums framework. When testing the distributed storage, we distinguish between
quorum functions and quorum calls, because quorum functions are defined by
developers when implementing their specific abstractions, whereas quorum calls
are provided generally by the Gorums library. This separation also provides a
modular approach to testing.
Our test adapter implements a Go-based Tester for testing quorum functions.
We simply iterate through the test cases obtained from the Reader, invoking the
ReadQF and WriteQF functions with the test values, and compare the results
against the test oracle. When doing the system level tests involving quorum calls,
the servers shown in Fig. 1 must be started first. Then, the test adapter starts
a client so that it can execute the quorum calls. The test value, obtained from
XML files, for each write quorum call is written to servers by calling the write
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quorum call, and for each read quorum call, the value returned by the servers
will be captured by the Tester to compare against the test oracle. For each write
quorum call, the tests only check if it returns an acknowledgment from servers.
The non-trivial part of the test case execution is the concurrent and sequential executions of read and write quorum calls. Fig. 11 illustrates the detailed
implementation of the storage involving quorum calls under test. The testing
function for quorum calls run through each test case read from the Reader. For
the run of each test case, the write and read quorum calls can be executed both
sequentially and concurrently depending on the test driver used. For the sequential executions, the decision to execute write or read calls is made according to
their sequences in the XML files generated by CPN Tools.

Setup Client

Test Cases

XML

Reader

for each test case

Reached Last

Yes

End

Test Case?

main goroutine
read

Read Call

write

Write Or Read?

Write Call

Test Reply

read or write reply

other goroutines

Read Call

read reply

Fig. 11. Flow-chart of test case execution for quorum calls.

For the concurrent executions of write and read quorum calls, the test execution makes use of goroutines provided by the Go programming language.
Therefore, in Fig. 11, within each run of test cases, a write or read quorum call
(shown by solid line arrows) is executed based on their sequence in the XML files.
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Meanwhile, there are other read calls, shown as dashed line arrows in Fig. 11,
that can be executed concurrently with the running write or read quorum call
shown by solid line arrows. After executing each test case, the returned values
of quorum calls are collected.
6.3

Experimental Results

To perform an initial evaluation of our model-based test case generation, we
consider the code coverage obtained using different test drivers. The Go toolchain
includes a coverage tool which we have used to measure statement coverage.
Table 1 summarizes the experimental results obtained using different test
drivers. We consider the following test drivers: one read call (RD), one write
call (WR), a read call followed by a write call (RD;WR), a write call followed by a read call (WR;RD), a read and a write call executed concurrently
(WR||RD), a read and a write call executed concurrently and followed by a read
call ((WR||RD);RD). The table shows the number of nodes/arcs in the state
space of the CPN model with the given test driver, the state space and test case
generation time (TM) in seconds, the number of test cases generated for quorum calls (QC), the number of test cases generated for quorum functions (QF).
For the test case execution, we show the code coverage (in percentage) that was
obtained for the system level and unit tests.
Table 1. Experimental results – test case generation and code coverage.
Test
Driver

Test case generation

Nodes Arcs
RD
39
74
WR
39
74
RD;WR
444 1073
WR;RD
615 1376
WR||RD
5,119 16,677
(WR||RD);RD 21,020 59,647

TM
QC QF
(seconds)
<1
1 3
<1
1 3
<1
1 7
<1
1 12
6
6 17
53
6 17

Test case execution
(coverage in percentage)
System
Unit
Gorums QCs
QFs
Library RD WR RD WR
24.6
84.4
0 100
0
24.6
0 84.4 0 100
39.1
84.4 84.4 100 100
40.8
84.4 84.4 100 100
40.8
84.4 84.4 100 100
40.8
84.4 84.4 100 100

The results show that the statement coverage for read (RD-QF) and write
(WR-QF) quorum functions is 100 % for both system and unit tests, as long as
both read and write calls are involved. The statement coverage for read (RDQC) and write (WR-QC) quorum calls is up to 84.4 %. For the Gorums library
as a whole, the statement coverage reaches 40.8 %.
For our system level tests, the statement coverage of quorum calls and Gorums are lower than the coverage for quorum functions. It should be noted that
the Gorums library contains all code generated by Gorums’ code generator, including gRPC code, various auxiliary functions and logic for the quorum calls.
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We have conducted a code inspection, which shows that the statements currently
not covered in the Gorums library is code related to error handling. Much of this
code is actually not used in case when failures of the system are not considered.
Our initial test case generation presented in this paper does not consider failures
and error conditions. Hence, with the current testing model, we cannot expect
to obtain a higher coverage. The total number of lines of code for the system
under test is approximately 2200 lines, which include generated code by Gorums’
code generator (around 2000 lines), server code (around 130 lines), client code
(around 80 lines) and the code for quorum functions (around 60 lines).

7

Related Work

Research into model-based testing for distributed systems and cloud applications
is not new. In Saifan and Dingel’s survey [15], they provide a detailed description
of how model-based testing is effective in testing different quality attributes of
distributed systems, such as security, performance, reliability, and correctness.
The authors also classified model-based testing based on different criteria and
compared several model-based testing tools for distributed systems according
to this classification. This comparison, however did not consider quorum-based
distributed systems.
Model-based development and testing for the C] language with tool support
from Microsoft has been described in [19], and [7] devotes an entire book to
describe the same steps that we have taken here in detail: modeling a system
as a finite-state machine, and then using state space exploration to derive test
cases. In contrast to our work, they do not cover distributed system, but a single
application.
Until now, there also has been relatively few applications of CPNs for modelbased testing and test cases generation. Watanabe and Kudoh [21] propose two
CPN-based test suite generation methods for distributed systems, referred to
as the CPN Tree (CPT) method and the CPN Graph (CPG) method. Their
method does not directly address a particular way in deriving a CPN model for
a distributed system, nor do they give any particular guarantees on achieved
coverage for their methods.
Xu suggested using high-level Petri nets for MBT and implemented their approach [22]. The benefits of using high-level Petri nets over finite state machines
and UML was: a) the ability to include data in the models and hence directly
derive concrete test cases; and b) a compact modeling of parallelism making it
simpler to obtain test cases for systems with concurrency. Xu presents the Integration and System Test Automation (ITSA) tool which supports test code
generation for languages such as Java, C/C++, and C] . The ITSA tool also
uses the state spaces of the testing model to generate and select test cases. To
obtain concrete test cases with input data, the tool relies on a separate modelimplementation mapping. In contrast, we obtain the input data for the quorum
functions and calls directly from the data contained in the testing model. The
ITSA approach also includes test selection techniques and metrics in order to
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prune the number of test cases. For testing the distributed storage implementation considered in this paper there was no need for test selection techniques.
However, when considering more complex quorum system this will likely be
needed also in our approach.
Faria et al. [4] use timed event-driven CPNs to generate test cases for distributed systems. They do not use CPNs as a direct interface to the user, but
generate them from UML sequence diagrams. Their tool suite has a slightly
different focus, as they instrument a running system to observe the messages
specified in the sequence diagrams. They use CPNs for similar reasons as us,
namely the large existing body of work on them, and their suitability to model
concurrent systems with data encoded in coloured tokens. Their notation of coverage primarily cover the specification, not the code, but recording coverage data
on the underlying code should be easy to achieve with conventional means.
A CPN-based test generation approach has been proposed by Liu et al. [14].
The approach consists of conformance testing oriented CPN (CT-CPN) as the
basic models, a new PN-ioco relation to specify the meaning for an implementation to conform to its specifications, and the test case generation algorithm
for simulating the CP-CPN model. For the test case generation algorithm, the
authors only considered simulation-based test case generation for the simplified file downloading protocol system. However, in our paper, we also consider
state-space based test case generation.

8

Conclusions and Future Work

The main contribution of our work has been to establish an infrastructure consisting of a CPN modeling approach, test case generation algorithms, and a test
case execution framework, which can be used to validate quorum-based systems
implemented using the Gorums library. Our initial experiments with this infrastructure on a distributed storage system have been promising in that we have
obtained a relatively good code coverage even with simple test drivers and a
small number of test cases.
An important attribute of our approach is that the CPN testing model has
been constructed such that it can serve as a basis for model-based testing of other
quorum-based systems. In particular, it is only the modeling of the quorum calls
on the client and server side that are system dependent. To experiment with different quorum functions for a given quorum system, it is only the implementation
of the quorum functions in Standard ML that needs to be changed. The state
space and simulation-based test case generation approaches are independent of
the particular quorum system under test.
Model-based testing can be used to test a system either by connecting a
model (acting as a test driver) directly to an instance of the running system,
or, as we do in this paper, generate test cases offline and execute these test
cases against the system. The main challenge related to this, is how to handle
non-determinism during test case execution. In our current approach, we have
addressed this by using monitors known from the field of run-time verification.
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The work presented in this paper opens up several directions of future work.
We have obtained good coverage results on the quorum functions and calls with
the current testing model which encodes a fair weather scenario, i.e., it generates
test cases where the environment behaves flawlessly by only doing reordering of
messages through non-determinism and interleaving in the model. In order to
increase coverage of the Gorums library as a whole, we need to test the quorum
calls under adverse conditions, such as network errors and server failures. This
will require extensions to the model, e.g. injecting erroneous values or generating
timeouts. Thus, the recorded test cases must also record the particular scenarios
in system tests such that the environment can replay the conditions. Conversely,
with the current model, an intermittent failure in the test environment during
system testing may be reported as test failures, as they are likely to produce a
result diverging from the recorded test output.
Our current solution uses the CPN model to generate test cases and record
the correct response from the quorum function. The global monitor presented in
§5 independently specifies safe behavior in the form of correct read calls. Instead
of the automaton, a different formal specification logic for (distributed) systems
could have been used, e.g. Scheffel and Schmitz’s distributed temporal logic [16].
Their three-valued logic would allow us to adequately capture that the monitor
has neither detected successful nor failed completion.
To evaluate the generality of our modeling and test case generation approach,
we need to apply it to other and more complex quorum-based systems. This will
challenge the limits of state space-based generation of test cases. It therefore
becomes important to investigate the test coverage that can be obtained with
simulation versus the test case coverage that can be obtained with state spaces.
We anticipate that this will motivate work into techniques for on-the-fly test
case generation during state space exploration.
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Abstract Testing is common practice in the realm of software engineering. Especially in agile approaches, where test-driven development can
be seen as integral.
Capa agents are developed under the agile Paose approach. Their internal components are implemented using Java reference nets which combine the semantics of P/T nets and Java. The existing testing methods
for these kinds of nets are either difficult to learn or ill-suited for testdriven development and regression testing.
In this work a tool chain is presented which allows testing of reference
nets using regular Java classes. For this purpose an extension of the
well-established JUnit framework is provided. All tools are designed to
be easily understood by developers of Capa agents. This is achieved by
a mixture of automatic code generation, repurposing other tools of the
Paose approach, and employing a style of testing that is reminiscent of
regular Java tests.
While most of the code generating tools are limited to the context of
Capa agents, regression testing is possible for any kind of reference net.
The findings may help in the development of testing frameworks for other
high-level Petri net formalisms.
Keywords: High-level Petri nets, testing, agile development, agile modeling, regression tests, automated tests

1

Introduction

Capa (Concurrent Agent Platform Architecture) allows for the construction of
software agents based on reference nets [6]. These are developed under the agile
Paose (Petri net-based Agent-Oriented Software Engineering) approach which
is described in [4] and expanded upon in [9]. This approach employs the guiding
metaphor of the multi-agent system of developers. The communicative nature of
agile procedures mirror the developed agent systems. Many agile practices such
as Pair-programming and common code ownership are already part of Paose.
Until now however, there was no explicit support for automatically executed
regression tests, let alone test-driven development, both of which are part of
many other agile approaches.
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The tools presented in this work allow for the test-driven development of regression tests for Capa agent components. These tests are written using the JUnit framework which is already well-supported by many continuous integration
softwares. Furthermore the techniques presented are at least partly applicable
to general reference nets. As such it is of interest to ask if the ability to develop
high-level Petri nets under a test-driven approach is useful in a more general
case outside of Capa agents. This will be discussed in the first part of this work,
before introducing the tool chain in the second.

2

Background

We briefly introduce (Java) reference nets, the general structure of a Capa agent,
some important aspects of Paose and the widely used JUnit framework.
2.1

Java Reference Nets

Java reference nets, from here on simply referred to as reference nets, were first
introduced by Kummer [12]. They support a hierarchical nets-within-net structure (with nets as tokens), as well as Java inscriptions that are executed when
a transition is fired [13]. Reference nets can be executed directly by the Renew Petri net simulator with true concurrency semantics. Reference nets in
Renew consist of templates and net instances that are generated from these
templates. The net instances can be considered as objects. The semantics allow
for most Java commands as well as some additional statements like guards and
synchronous channels which are explained under Net Interfaces. Tokens are references to reference nets / Java objects. The content of the Java objects can be
changed / manipulated by Java code being executed by firing a transition.
Net Interfaces The interfaces of reference nets are implemented with synchronous channels. These consist of two parts: an uplink and a downlink, as depicted in Figure 1. Downlinks have the form <target net instance>:<channel
name>(<parameter>*). Uplinks have the same form, except they do not have
a target net instance. When an up- or downlink is enabled, the simulator tries
to find a corresponding counterpart with the same channel name and matching
parameters. Previously unbound parameters are bound to the value provided
by the other channel if applicable. This allows exchange of objects / values /
references between net instances. If a matching channel is found and all parameters can be bound to a value, both transitions fire synchronously. More than
two transitions can be synchronized by using more channel inscriptions, with the
restriction that only one uplink is allowed per transition.
Stub Classes Reference nets are themselves Java objects. To allow easy access to their interfaces one can use stub classes which are generated from stub
files with Java-like syntax. They basically function as adapters and make net
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Figure 1. Example of synchronous channels. Top row: Downlinks for the channels
named “input” and “return”. The target net instance in this case is the same net,
represented by the keyword “this”. Bottom row: Corresponding uplinks.

instances available for Java classes. Usage of stub classes actually allows to exchange every Java object by a reference net instance and vice versa.
The example shown in Figure 2 shows the stub syntax and resulting Java code
for one of the standard interfaces used in Paose. The channel name “newExchange” is a standard name that is used multiple times. The specific channel
instance is identified with the provided String id. Since this id will never change
during runtime, it is declared in the method body. This simplifies the job of
testers, as they do not have to know the channel instance of the net. Instead
this task is shifted to the person writing the stub file. This is important because
the correct implementation of the stub class depends on the use of the interface.
Both, uplinks and downlinks, can be used to send and receive information, sometimes both at once. Since Java only allows for a single return value, channels
might require multiple corresponding Java methods.

1
2
3
4
5

break void i n p u t
( Object o , int id ) {
S t r i n g s=" t e s t C h a n n e l " ;
t h i s : newExchange ( s , o , i d ) ;
}

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

public void i n p u t
( f i n a l O b j e c t ppo , f i n a l i n t p p i d ) {
...
SimulationThreadPool . getCurrent ( ) .
e x e c u t e (new Runnable ( ) {
public void run ( ) {
de . renew . u n i f y . Tuple i n T u p l e ;
de . renew . u n i f y . Tuple o u t T u p l e ;
...
o u t T u p l e=de . renew . c a l l .
SynchronisationRequest . synchronize (
_ i n s t a n c e , " newExchange " , i n T u p l e ) ;
}

Figure 2. Example for a stub file and generated stub class code. The stub syntax
(left) blends elements of Java methods with the syntax of synchronous channels. The
resulting Java code can be seen on the right. Synchronization requests are handled
by the simulator in the same way as regular transition occurrences are handled. The
keyword “break” in the stub file causes the synchronization request to be written in a
separate Runnable. In this case, it allows us to call the “input”-method several times
without having to wait for the simulator to process the request. Later on we use this
to emulate a live environment by giving full control to the simulation engine.
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Capa Agents

Figure 3 shows the architecture of a Capa agent. For testing purposes four
elements are of interest:
The agent itself is accessible through the “receive” and “send” transitions which
are inscribed with synchronous channels of the same name. Messages given as
parameters via synchronization are Java objects of a specific type.
Protocols are tied to an act of communication and exist only as long as that
communication lasts. They are implemented as instances of reference nets and
are held in the place labeled “conversations”.
Decision components as well are implemented as instances of reference nets.
They are however instantiated when the agent is started and their lifetime is
usually the full runtime of the agent itself. They are used to model proactive
behavior of the agent, but also to implement services used by multiple protocols.
The exchange transition (located between conversations and decision components) is used to synchronize uplinks of the “dcexchange” channel in protocols
with uplinks of the “exchange” channel in decision components. The same channel can be used to allow communication between two decision components (not
modeled in the figure). Individual instances of these uplinks are identified via
additions to the channel name provided as String parameters. Examples of this
can be seen in Figure 4.
Agent-, protocol- and decision component-nets, as well as their respective interfaces, are the main concern when black-box testing Capa agents.
2.3

Some Paose Concepts

Full comprehension of the Paose approach is not required in order to understand
this work. Therefore this section will only address two tools which are part of
the Paose development process and which are used during testing later on.
Net Components are subnets which serve as templates for recurring functionality within the nets. For example there exist net components for the aforementioned “exchange” channel, as seen in Figure 4. Net Components consist of
regular net elements and are only visually distinguishable, i.e. they are easily
recognized by humans, but no meta information about them is kept in the net
template.
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Figure 3. A standard Capa agent, stripped of some elements for better readability.

Agent Interaction Protocols (AIP) are extended UML sequence diagrams.
They are used to model interactions between different agents1 . An example can
be seen later in Figure 7. It is possible to automatically generate net skeletons
of protocol nets from the models. This is done by mapping the inscriptions on
the diagram elements to Net Components which are then drawn and connected
in the same order.
2.4

The JUnit Framework

JUnit is a testing framework for Java applications [1]. It is designed for the
creation of regression tests. Automatic execution of JUnit tests is supported by
many continuous integration programs. The testing process is shown in Figure 5.
Tests can be started, manually or automatically, from the IDE or from the
command line using build tools. To execute the tests a controller class called test
runner is used. Often test classes specify which runner is supposed to execute
them.
The runner creates a TestResult object which is usually used to generate a
test report. The design of the report depends on the implementation but often
includes the number of failed and succeeding tests, the expended time and the
stack trace in case of a failure.
JUnit4 heavily relies on reflectively manipulating tests by use of annotations.
The @RunWith annotation is used to specify the runner class. @Test marks the
tests themselves. Optionally a time limit may be set, which is useful if deadlocks
1

More specifically the interactions between agent roles.
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Figure 4. Net Components to be used in decision component nets. The placeholder
String “descr” is replaced by the channel name identifying the channel instance and is
given as the parameter ’s’. The other parameters are ’o’, an object reference which is
either given or received, and ’id’, an integer id created by the agent to map requests
to answers.

are a concern. @Before and @After are called before and, respectively, after each
test. They are used for setting up the testing environment and returning it to
its prior state after testing.

Figure 5. A sample interaction diagram for the JUnit testing process.
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Petri Nets in Agile Development

The core practices of Agile Modeling are introduced and it is shown that Petri
nets can be used in conformance with them. It is also argued why Petri nets are
especially useful as a modeling language in agile development.
3.1

Agile Modeling

Agile Modeling, as it is presented by Ambler [2], is, much like agile development,
not a specified process, but attempts to be a guideline to modelers. “Agile Modeling is not a prescriptive process. [...] it does not define detailed procedures for
how to create a given type of model, instead it provides advice for how to be effective as a modeler.” [2] Its ideas mirror those of agile development and Ambler
explicitly shows its conformity with eXtreme Programming [2]. Agile Modeling
is based on its own set of principles which is put into action via eleven core
practices organized into four categories [2]. In this section it is shown that Petri
nets can be used according to these practices and are therefore applicable to
Agile Modeling.
Iterative and Incremental Modeling The first practice is apply the right
artifacts. Petri nets cannot be considered a universal modeling language but are
useful in modeling concurrent behavior. For these kinds of tasks, they are indeed
the right artifacts. Similarly the practice iterate to another artifact is easy to
fulfill if we assume that Petri nets are not our only means of modeling. If one is
stuck during the modeling of a net, switching to a different modeling task may
bring clarification.
The practices create several models in parallel and model in small increments
require a specific style of nets. More precisely they require nets that are limited
in their scope. This can be achieved by hierarchical net structures, as is done
in Renew with the nets-within-net approach or CPNTools with hierarchical
Coloured Petri Nets [11]. The nets-within-net formalism even allows the exchange
of subnets at runtime.
Teamwork The practices of this category are model with others, active stakeholder participation, collective ownership and display models publicly. All of this
is part of the Paose approach and has been successfully done within the context
of a Petri nets-based software development environment. [9]
Simplicity This category encompasses the practices create simple content, depict models simply and use the simplest tools. Again, it is assumed that Petri
nets are only used to model concurrent software components. The nets can be
refined from simple P/T nets into high-level Petri nets. There exists a number
of modeling tools but for early designs they can also be easily drawn by hand.
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Validation The first practice of this category, consider testability, is the main
subject of this work. The second, prove it with code, is elaborated on in Section
3.2.
3.2

Combining Model and Implementation

It has been have established that Petri nets can be used as a modeling language
in agile development. To take this a step further it is shown that Petri nets are
especially useful in agile approaches due to the nets being executable.
Research suggests that there are significant advantages keeping models and
code consistent [8]. This is, however, difficult to achieve in agile projects, as the
software is continually evolving. Reference nets are Turing equivalent and used
as both a modeling and implementation language in our Paose approach. This
ensures that the model automatically evolves alongside the code, as they are
indeed the same. Petri nets are therefore highly suitable for agile development
processes.
The design / testing paradigm favored in eXtreme-Programming and other
agile approaches is test-driven development [3]. Tests are written before the
implementing code and serve as a guideline to programmers. Instead of being
seen as additional work after the actual programming job is done, testing is
part of the design itself [7]. Executable Petri nets can be seen as both, model
and implementation. If they are used in agile development, it is only natural to
design them according to agile practices. Therefore the approach to test Petri
nets always also incorporates the notion of test-driven modeling.

4

Related Work

The idea of test-driven modeling has been proposed before.
Hawari et al. [10] used the phrase of test-driven models. They did not include
the technical framework, but rather followed the idea of testing for different
parameter simulations. In the following we illustrate how to set up the modeling
approach for the use of current software engineering methods.
Zhang and Patel have successfully used similar techniques with executable
UML in industry software projects [19,20]. Their process is very close to the one
presented later. “First, we create the UML sequence diagrams, then we create
both UML model and test cases (for unit, integration, and system testing) according to the sequence diagrams.” [19] This work, however, is the first to apply
this to Petri nets.
Walkinshaw and Derrick [17] follow the idea of inferring (automata) models
from Erlang code and to generate model-based tests according to possible traces
of the models to test software. They herewith avoid the involvement of users and
gain an automated test generation. In the approach presented the models can
be used directly and therefore do not need to be guessed or deduced from some
code executions. This is one of the advantage when following a model driven
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software engineering approach where the models can directly be used for code
execution as in Paose .
In the realm of Petri nets, testing is more associated with the techniques of
verification or model checking. The presented approach is not competitive, but
complementary to these. If the state-space becomes too large or the problem
simply becomes undecidable due to added semantics, testing might be a good
alternative.

5

Requirements

Decisions that have been made regarding some aspects of the tools are clarified.
Requirements and motivations that guided the development are explained.
5.1

Functional and Non-functional Requirements

The testing methods presented are specifically designed to satisfy the needs of
agile development. For this purpose three main points that had to be incorporated were identified:
Test-driven Development Adapted to Petri nets, this means tests can be
written even before the net structure is known. In the field of testing this is known
as black-box testing [15]. Rather than a finished program only the interfaces of
the (net-)object are needed. Tests are designed to fail and the code is written
iteratively to gradually fulfill the testing requirements.
Small-scale Unit- and System-wide Integration Tests Kent Beck recommended when talking about eXtreme Programming:
“If the gap [between writing code and tests] is minutes, the cost of communicating
expectations between two people would be prohibitive.” [3] The short iterations
require the availability of small-scale unit-tests. These are tests of a single net
or a small grouping of nets. Beck also acknowledges that usually these tests are
not enough:
“A programmer or even a pair bring to their code and tests a singular point
of view [...].” He therefore proposes: “One set [of tests] is written from the perspective of the programmers, [...] another set is written from the perspective of
customers or users [...].” [3] These tests use the interfaces open to customers.
They are system-wide tests, that can be used to avoid unexpected side-effects
when integrating smaller software-modules into larger systems. In the context
of Renew and its reference net formalism, which was the main concern of our
testing efforts, there is no need to differentiate between the views on a technical
level. The nets-within-net property of reference nets allow for hierarchical structures within the nets. System tests are therefore unit-tests of nets that are high
in the hierarchy. Trivially, all of these tests have to be regression tests. Once
written, they can be called multiple times. During the implementation phase
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this is usually done manually by programmers in order to guide them in writing
code. Once a test successfully completes, it is called automatically every time
new code is integrated into the software. This is done to avoid unexpected side
effects and is known as integration testing [15].
Usability and Heterogeneous Skill Sets The importance of this last point
is difficult to quantify for a more general case. In academic software-projects
however, a significant discrepancy in the abilities of programmers has been observed. As a joint Bachelor’s and Master’s project, both seasoned programmers
with several years of working experience, as well as beginners who have never
used a UNIX operating system before are working together [14]. The upfront
workload and difficulty of learning Paose techniques for the first time often
proved to be a hurdle. Therefore one of the goals for this work was to create
a testing framework and tool chain that is as easy to use as the rest of the
Paose techniques, but is as self-explanatory as possible to not further increase
the learning time.
5.2

Choosing a Test Language

To write tests the testing-framework JUnit is used. Its use was already suggested
in earlier works, however favoring a hybrid solution that relied on JUnit only
for starting and controlling tests. In the first approach the tests themselves were
written in the language of the test-objects, i.e. with reference nets [5,16]. In this
contribution it was decided on a different approach. The tests are fully written
as Java classes. In [18] the approach has been implemented and tested. There
are several reasons for this choice.
Familiarity As mentioned earlier, some of the participants of academic Capa
software projects have never seen Petri nets before, let alone used them for programming. However in order to even create something that is in need of testing,
a certain degree of Java knowledge can be assumed. By relying solely on Java,
tests are not much different from what a Java programmer would usually write,
therefore shortening the time needed to learn the testing process. For developers
that are completely new to programming with nets, we can also assume that
the tests themselves are much less prone to failures and errors compared to the
new language of Petri nets. Especially in the context of test-driven development,
in which tests are written before the implementation, it is likely that the first
attempts using nets are faulty, effectively defeating the purpose of writing these
tests.
Support Features Renew provides some support features to developers, but
not nearly as many as comparable IDEs for wide-spread high-level programming
languages. The main draw of programming with reference nets, the concurrency,
is completely irrelevant for the tests themselves.
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JUnit Functionality JUnit provides additional functionality, for example methods that are called before each individual test or expecting a test to fail due to
an exception.
Separation of Test and Implementation The implementation of the tested
functionality is completely separated from its test. The net instance used can
be exchanged for a different kind or even a Java class. Apart from technical
advantages, this also better conforms to the goals of testdriven development.
Theoretically, tests created this way could be written without any knowledge of
Petri nets, preventing any chance of the tests being influenced by the implementation.

6

The MulanNetTest Plugin

This Renew plugin was developed as part of a Bachelor’s thesis by the author.
It was later expanded upon by adding support for the JUnit framework. All
tools will be explained using the “WebChat” example. A use case can be seen in
Figure 6.

Figure 6. Use case of a simple web chat. A chat message is sent from a ’sender’ agent
to a ’receiver’ agent.

6.1

Extending the AIP

The first task when writing tests before the implementation is done, is to provide
interfaces against which can be tested. For agents and protocols this is easy.
Agents only provide their standard interfaces. Protocols can be generated from
the AIP. Decision components however are entirely created by the developers.
To solve this, the AIP were extended to include both types of internal components. An example for the WebChat application can be seen in Figure 7.
Depending on the outgoing and incoming arrows, as well as their inscriptions,
net components are generated and connected in the order according to the diagram. From the model in Figure 7 four nets are generated: Two protocol nets
and two decision component nets. The net ’Sender_DC’ can be seen in Figure 8.
The commentary fields employ the new comment tool. It allows developers to
append blue text to net elements which is also added to the elements’ meta
information and can later be retrieved.
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Figure 7. The white figures in the middle are associated with protocols and are part of
the original AIP. The gray figures represent decision components. The figures marked
with an ’ !’ do not generate net skeletons and represent external access, in this case
through a standardized Capa web interface.

6.2

Automatic Net Stub Generation

In order to test the newly generated nets with JUnit, an adapter stub class
has to be created. This is done automatically by mapping the standardized Net
Component interfaces to code in net stub syntax. The Components are identified
by naming the place containing the channel name after the interface type. For all
places that have non-standardized names getter/setter methods are created. The
result can be seen in Figure 9. The commentary is read from the place’s meta
information and is also written into the final Java class. The stub generation is
done within the IDE via a context menu, as seen in Figure 10.
6.3

A JUnit Adapter for Petri Nets

To write the tests themselves the JUnit framework is employed and an adapter
for this was created. First all newly added elements are explained. An in depth
example is given in the next section.

Figure 8. One of the nets generated from the AIP. The elements were rearranged to improve readability and the comment fields and
channel names were filled in. Otherwise no new elements were added.
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/∗ ∗
R e c e i v e t h e answer
from t h e p r o t o c o l
∗/
void r e c e i v e A n s w e r ( O b j e c t o , i n t i d ) {
S t r i n g s=" r e c e i v e A n s w e r " ;
this : exchange ( s , o , i d ) ;
}

Figure 9. One of the stub methods generated from the net skeleton. The method
names are derived from the channel names. If multiple methods share the same name,
they are numbered. Illegal characters are automatically removed.

Figure 10. The context menu to generate net stubs. The stub is created in the same
folder as the target net and carries the same name supplemented by the suffix “Stub”.

Annotations The adapter mirrors JUnit4 ’s use of reflection. New annotations
are @Repeat(int), which allows easy repetition of a test class, and @Concurrent
Parameters(Object[][]), which is modeled after the @Parameters class used
with the Parameterized test runner. It is used to define an array of arrays.
For each entry of the super-array, a new test instance will be created and run
concurrently. The sub-array values are reflectively injected into fields annotated
with @ConcurrentParameter(int) according to the given adicity. This is also
modeled after the regular JUnit functionality of the Parameterized runner.
Thus users who have used it before, will hopefully understand the principle
immediately.
RenewTestRunner The adapter is designed to be very close to regular JUnit
in its use, as to allow easy adoption of its functionality. The core element is
a custom test runner, which automatically starts a new Renew instance. The
runner is designed to support the new annotations.
RenewTestClass All tests have to extend this class. This is more akin to the
older JUnit version 3, where all tests had to extend a TestClass. It is necessary
because of Renew ’s plugin based architecture. New instances of Renew are
run in a new class loader to ensure the correct order of loading the plugins. The
test runner cannot read the objects annotated with @ConcurrentParameters,
therefore this task as well as the field injection is done by the test class itself upon
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being called reflectively. In addition the RenewTestClass provides convenience
methods to synchronize testing phases. This is elaborated on in the example.
6.4

Example Test Class

The code example shows a simple test class. The artifact to be tested is the
“Sender_DC” net. During setup a new instance of the net is created (line 17/18),
which is then wrapped in a stub adapter at the beginning of the test (line 24).
The net instance is static because it will be used by the three instances of the
test class with the different specified parameters.
The tests are synchronized using the finishPhase() method (lines 23,34,38).
The test will wait until all instances of the test class have finished the current
phase. The phases can be distinguished as executing and evaluation phases.
Between each phase the simulation engine is halted / restarted. This ensures
that during execution all test instances are active in the same part of the net,
thus possibly provoking concurrency failures if existent.
Not all stub methods have been shown, but the methods can be easily
matched to their respective channels in the net graphic by their names. In this
case only the first half of the net is tested. A message is received from the web
interface and given to the protocol net. The test concludes successfully, if both
messages are the same. Since no functionality has been implemented, the test
will fail after 3000 milliseconds.
1
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4
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33

@Repeat ( t i m e s = 3 )
@RunWith ( v a l u e = RenewTestRunner . c l a s s )
public c l a s s WebChatTest extends RenewTestClass {
@ Concurr ent Pa ram et ers
public O b j e c t [ ] [ ] params = {{ " h o u s e " , 1 } , { " c a r " , 2 } , { " p e t r i " , 3 } } ;
@ConcurrentParameter ( v a l u e = 0 )
public S t r i n g message ;
@ConcurrentParameter ( v a l u e = 1 )
public i n t i d ;
static NetInstance instance ;
@Before
public void s e t u p ( ) {
Net n e t = Net . forName ( "Sender_DC" ) ;
i n s t a n c e = net . b u i l d I n s t a n c e ( ) ;
}
@Test ( t i m e o u t = 3 0 0 0 )
public void t e s t M e s s a g i n g ( ) {
this . finishPhase ( ) ;
Sender_DCStub s t u b = new Sender_DCStub ( i n s t a n c e ) ;
WebEventAction wea = new WebEventAction ( ) ;
WebEvent we = new WebEvent ( ) ;
VTSequence v t s = new VTSequence ( ) ;
we . s e t D a t a ( t h i s . message ) ;
v t s . add ( we ) ;
wea . s e t E v e n t s ( v t s ) ;
wea . setName ( " " ) ;
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42
43
44
45
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s t u b .AGENTLET_DC_ACTION_HANDLE_WEB_EVENTSIn( wea , t h i s . i d ) ;
this . finishPhase ( ) ;
s t u b . a s k F o r M e s s a g e I n ( B o o l e a n .TRUE, t h i s . i d ) ;
S t r i n g r e s u l t = s t u b . askForMessageOut ( t h i s . i d ) ;
this . finishPhase ( ) ;
A s s e r t . a s s e r t E q u a l s ( t h i s . message ,

result );

}
}

Discussion

The code generation tools are useful in the context of Capa agents, but difficult to extend to more general cases. The unification mechanism of synchronous
channels makes a mapping to Java methods problematic, as the number of required methods increases exponentially with the number of parameters, since
any combination of receiving and giving Objects has to be taken into account.
Other high-level Petri net formalisms with more specified interfaces might be
more suitable.
The JUnit extension however allows the testing of all reference nets, provided
a net stub is manually created. Writing the tests is about as difficult as testing
regular Java classes and should not require special knowledge about Petri nets.
The testing methods have proven to be able to find semantical failures in
Capa applications. Other properties, like liveness, are not possible to determine
using testing. For this a combined approach with verification techniques might
be a solution.
Also the JUnit extension in its current form is costly to use. To provide a
clean environment, a new instance of Renew is started before each test. This
takes about three to five seconds depending on the hardware on which the tests
are run.
Despite some flaws the tools presented allow for easier testing and thereby
higher quality of code. Automatic test execution will likely improve the integration process during development, although this has to be further observed in
practice. The increased degree of testability improves the usefulness of reference
nets not only as a programming, but also as a modeling language.

8

Conclusion

High-level Petri nets can combine graphical feedback with early simulation and
might therefore be suitable as a modeling language in agile development. Especially of interest is the notion of test-driven modeling, which has been done
before with other modeling languages, but has not been tried with Petri nets.
A tool chain was presented with which test-driven development of Capa agents
becomes possible. The agent’s internal components are reference nets which function as both implementation as well as their own model. The testing process was
shown using a simple example.
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Part III

Short Papers

Modeling Reusable Concurrent
Passive Entity Objects in
Colored Petri Nets
Rowland Pitts and Hassan Gomaa
George Mason University, Fairfax, Virginia, USA
{rpitts,hgomaa}@gmu.edu

Abstract. Concurrent software systems are growing increasingly large
and complex; the risks associated with poor design and architectural
choices are increasing as well. Building executable prototypes can help
identify problems early and Colored Petri Nets are well suited to this
purpose. This paper presents an approach to modeling reusable threadsafe passive entity objects in Colored Petri Nets, including public, private
and static members, plus encapsulation and object composition.
Keywords: colored Petri nets, concurrency, rapid prototyping, passive
entity object.

1

Introduction

Concurrent software systems are growing increasingly large and complex. Consequently, the risks associated with poor design and architectural choices are
increasing as well. Assembling executable models can help to identify problems
early, and Colored Petri Nets (CPN) [9] are well suited for building executable
concurrent software models; additionally, the language primitives facilitate the
modeling of reusable design pattern templates [7], as well as the passive entity
objects they interact with.
In spite of the fact that failure is increasingly expensive [1], often little consideration is given to system performance or reliability until a project is already
implemented; unplanned behavioral analysis is typically inefficient, unreliable
and difficult to repeat [12].
CPNs routinely depict concurrent software systems as tokens moving through
a series of operations (transitions), sequentially or navigating control structures,
analogous to dynamic flow charts. This paper introduces an approach to modeling thread-safe objects, with an emphasis on object-oriented properties, such
as information hiding, providing a public interface of operations, and reusability
using CPN Tools [5].
This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses related work, Section
3 introduces the modeling approach and Section 4 provides validation. Section
5 discusses conclusions and future work.
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Related Work

There is much literature devoted to the analysis of concurrent software with
CPNs, and some related to object modeling.
Bauskar and Mikolajczak modeled objects using CPN’s hierarchical capabilities [3]. Jensen and Kristensen have examined reusability using CPNs hierarchical capabilities [9]. Costa and Gomes propose module replication, composition
and defining interfaces [4]. Barros and Gomes discuss transitions as functions
with input parameters and also the creation and destruction of objects [2]. Pettit,
Fant and Gomaa have modeled behavioral design patterns and communication
templates, including threads-of-control [7, 12, 11]. Lakos introduces Object Petri
Nets, which incorporate inheritance, polymorphism, dynamic binding, and include a single class hierarchy of both token and subnet types [10]. The Reference
Net Workshop supports object references as tokens [13].
This paper focuses on combining a number of object-oriented properties while
modeling concurrent objects, such as information hiding, providing a public interface of operations, static variables and operations, and reusability, as well as
modeling threads-of-control by which a client can animate passive entity objects
as needed.

3

Object Modeling in CPN
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Fig. 1. Person class definition in CPN.

3.1

Design Conventions

CPNs are not inherently object-oriented; however, the language primitives allow
for almost infinite flexibility. To the extent that visual structure aids in conveying
a designer’s intent, the following conventions, illustrated in Figure 1, are utilized
for object modeling. The behavior otherwise modeled in Figure 1 is discussed
in more detail in the next subsection.
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Input and Output Parameters are depicted across the bottom of their class
diagrams, grouped by operation, and indicated by a double-line, as opposed to
a single line. This includes threads-of-control, which determine the sequence in
which modeled operations execute. Placing tokens into the input places, and
retrieving tokens from the output places, is the means by which clients communicate with objects.
Operations comprising a class’ public interface are represented as transitions
just above, and connected by arcs to, their respective inputs and outputs. Modeling operations as transitions works well for multiple reasons: transitions perform
conversions, and CPN Tools’ hierarchical capabilities facilitate the creation of
reusable objects that effectively enforce communication through the defined public interface and otherwise prevent access to an object’s non-public members.
Instance Variables are depicted as places in the space above the public interface operations, or as objects as described herein, and are maintained by the
public operations or by other internal functions.
3.2

A Simple Class Example

Figure 1 is the class definition for a simple Person class. Two places near the
top represent instance variables for age and name. Four public operations are
provided: Person(), setAge(), toString() and setName(), and each is represented by a transition. Their various inputs and outputs are represented by
places across the bottom.
Concurrency: No two operations can simultaneously access an object’s values. No operation can execute until the constructor has been initially executed.
Furthermore, the constructor cannot re-execute after the object is created.
Encapsulation: When used, a Person object’s data elements and functionality
are encapsulated within the object, providing the client with only indirect access
through the defined public operations. An example Employee object is depicted
in the uppermost region of Figure 2.
Reusability: Any number of Person objects may be used within a CPN.
3.3

A More Complex Example

Figure 2 represents an Employee class definition, which features a composed object (Person1), a static variable (employeeCount) and associated static accessor
method (getCount()), and a meta-variable (lock) used for synchronization. Employee also includes a constructor (Employee()) and a toString() operation.
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Given the relative complexity of this example, representing an operation with a
single transition is insufficient. Treating these as atomic actions would result in
the thread-of-control being released to the client prematurely, and potentially
cause concurrency issues. Therefore, an inbound transition fires to initiate the
behavior sequence, and a return transition fires when the process is complete,
releasing the thread-of-control and return values at the appropriate time.
For simplicity, a minimal number of operations have been modeled; however,
more could easily be added. For example, setAge() and setName() could be
added, and connected to the otherwise unused equivalents in Person1.
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Fig. 2. Employee class definition, with composed Person object and static members.

Concurrency: The Employee class employs a more explicit locking mechanism.
When the constructor executes, a token is moved to the lock place. To ensure
mutually exclusive access, each instance-method must acquire the lock before
executing and return it when finished [8]. Therefore, no two can execute simultaneously (given the scope of this short paper, only one such method is depicted,
but any additional methods would acquire and release the lock token in the same
way). Non-static methods cannot execute until the constructor has been invoked
to create the object, and the constructor cannot re-execute once the object is
created.
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Encapsulation: An Employee object’s data elements, including a Person object, and functionality are encapsulated. Employee provides only indirect access
to itself through the defined public operations.
Reusability: Any number of Employee objects may be used within a CPN;
additionally, each Employee object also re-uses a Person object.
Static Behavior: The employeeCount place is effectively made static by defining it as a fusion place, facilitated by CPN Tools. Its initial marking is zero
(simulating an initialized value), and is incremented each time an instance of
Employee’s constructor is invoked. The value in the fusion place is shared by
all instances of Employee; therefore, invoking the getCount() method in any
instance of Employee will return the same value.

4

Validation

The limited length of this short paper permits only a brief description of the
validation carried out; however, tests were conducted to determine that each
modeled object’s operations execute correctly and that the synchronization considerations ensure that there is no detrimental conflict for shared data. A unit
testing approach was employed, because it offers “the most effective means to
test individual software components for boundary value behavior" [6]. Figure 3
is a depiction of one such test scenario
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Fig. 3. Unit test of a Person object.

For clarity, the object under test, including the input and output places
associated with its public operations, is depicted with bolder lines. The elements
otherwise associated with the testing operations are depicted normally.
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Test Scenario: From left to right in Figure 3, a Person object is created,
after which the setAge() and setName() operations are invoked. Finally, the
toString() operation is invoked in order to observe the expected output.

5

Conclusions and Future Work

Objects can be effectively modeled with CPNs, as shown in the examples above.
The unit tests conducted confirm that they perform as expected. Modeling
single- and multithreaded active objects is the logical next direction related
to this short paper. Modeling inheritance would pose an interesting challenge as
well.
This work is part of a larger project to model concurrent distributed applications and middleware. The ultimate goal of the overarching research effort is
to provide a suite of executable architectural components and communications
templates for a variety of software design patterns.
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Abstract. The increasing use of Web Information System has made
them an attractive target for attackers. Herein, we present firsts results
and current work on a method for improving the security of such systems,
which is based on Model-Driven Engineering and Process Mining.

Introduction. The Web has become a popular communication and information exchange channel, not only for people but also for different types of systems. Thus, for example, while previously cyber physical systems, such as the
electrical networks, were isolated; nowadays, they are usually interconnected via
information infrastructures where the Web is used. For example, the company
Iberdrola Distribución Eléctrica offers its clients a service to consult their electrical consumptions via Web applications3 . The increasing use of Web Information
System has made them an attractive target for attackers. According to the last
Symantec report published in April 2017 [2] “Web attacks are still a big problem,
with an average of more than 229,000 being detected every single day in 2016”.
Besides, the same report indicates that “More than three-quarters (76 percent)
of scanned websites in 2016 contained vulnerabilities, nine percent of which were
deemed critical”. So, improving the security of Web Information Systems in order
to detect new threats and vulnerabilities is relevant, in particular in the context
of critical infrastructures such as energy networks.
Approach overview. Recently, we have proposed a new method based on
Model-Driven Engineering and Process Mining techniques for improving the security of Web Information Systems [1]. Our proposal consists of five main steps:
– Step 1. Specification of the expected system behavior by means of the Unified
Modeling Language (UML) [3].
– Step 2. Automatic generation of a Petri net model from the UML-based
specification by means of the DICE-tools [4]. This model formally specifies
the expected system behavior and it is named normative model.
– Step 3. Control and monitoring of the Web Information System to get data
logs that are evidences of the operative (or real) behavior of the system.
3

https://www.iberdroladistribucionelectrica.com/consumidores/inicio.html
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– Step 4. Pre-processing of the data logs to transform them into event logs for
process mining.
– Step 5. Use of process mining techniques for the identification of deviations
between the normative model and the operative behavior. The deviations are
analyzed to determine if they are potential threats or new trends of use (new
use cases) or missed use cases not considered when the normative model was
specified.
When a potential threat is detected, new measurements to mitigate or remove
the risk of its materialization are considered and deployed. On the other hand,
when a new use case is detected it is analyzed to improve the services provided
to the users (e.g., to offer customized services to the clients or to improve the
usability of the Web system). Missed use cases are used to enhance the initial
UML specifications and improve the performance of the method proposed.
The method was used to study the SID Digital Library4 by considering its
logs during the last seven years. Very promising results, that demonstrate the
feasibility of the proposal, were achieved: new trends of usage were identified
and threats, previously not detected, were discovered [1].
On-going work. To improve the approach, we are currently tackling several
open issues such as: 1) define new heuristics to get event logs that enable the
analysis on different levels of granularity; 2) develop plugins to automatize the
method and enable the analysis of logs on-line; 3) create a library of attack
patterns for testing purposes; and 4) apply the method to new case studies5 .
Acknowledgment. This work has been funded by the projects: “Desarrollo de técnicas de detección de ciberataques en sistemas de información mediante minería
de procesos” [UZ-CUD2016-TEC-06], “Ciber-resilient critical infrastructures: Exploiting process mining techniques for security-by-design” [CyCriSec-TIN201458457-R], and “Developing Data-Intensive Cloud Applications with Iterative
Quality Enhancements” [DICE-H2020-644869].
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Abstract. Applications running on mobile devices are subject to frequent changes in connectivity to back-end infrastructure. In order not to
disrupt service and ensure fault-tolerant operation, transaction-oriented
mobile applications must be able to operate in both online and offline
mode. Recently, a generic software architecture has been proposed [4] to
accommodate mobile transaction models that support offline transaction
processing in conjunction with data replication, reintegration, and synchronisation. We present an initial Coloured Petri Net (CPN) [2] model
of a mobile transaction system and report on the first results on verifying
its behavioural correctness using model checking.

Introduction. Mobile client applications often need to execute transactions
that read and write shared data sets stored on a server-side infrastructure. Examples include applications involving local payment, where concurrently running
applications need access to funds from a shared account. A challenge in this scenario is that mobile devices may often loose connectivity. To avoid disruption
of service, the application must be able to operate even when the mobile device
is offline. This requires specialised transaction models that replicate data for
offline operation and which synchronise data when coming back online.
Several conflict-free transaction models have been proposed to support such
scenarios. As an example, the Escrow transaction model [3] is based on a logical
split of the shared data set, and can be used to for instance give a mobile
application access to a restricted amount of funds on an account. Vaupel et al. [4]
have proposed a generic architecture that includes online and offline transaction
processing, replication, synchronisation and re-integration of data and which is
able accommodate different conflict-free mobile transaction models.
CPN model. Our goal is to develop a formal executable specification of the
mobile transaction architecture proposed in [4]. In particular, we want to verify
the correctness of conflict-free transactions for a given mobile application. Furthermore, the CPN model should reflect the architecture and make it easy to
change the set of transactions for a concrete mobile application.
Figure 1 shows the CPN module of the local transaction manager on the
mobile client for an example with a Debit transaction operating on a shared
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Fig. 1. Local Transaction Manager module.

Amount. The application invokes the debit transaction via the Application place.
When operating in offline mode, the transactions executed are written in a Log.
The substitution transitions Synchronise and Replicate represent the two major
operational modes that allow data to be synchronised with the server-side when
online, and conflict-free replication of data to support offline operation. The
places CtoS and StoC are used for modelling the communication between the
client-side and the server-side.
Verification. We perform verification using explicit-state model checking, as
supported by CPN Tools [1]. The state space for the Escrow-based payment
transaction system with a debit transaction has 7, 174 states and 22, 202 edges
and can be generated in less than three seconds. The transaction model replicates
the amount on the account such that all mobile clients have access to an equal
amount. A key property of the application is that independently of how the
clients go online and offline, it should always be possible to return to a consistent
state in which the sum of the amounts replicated to the clients is equal to the
total amount stored on the server-side. In computation tree logic (CTL), this
property can be expressed as AG EF p, where p is a state predicate expressing
that the state is consistent with respect to the amount.
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Abstract. A modified Petri Net inside RFID database is proposed to
assist search and rescue in trails and crossings. The main idea is presented directing rescue agents and trekkers in external areas without the
guarantee of satellite communication and with restriction of points with
electric power.
Keywords: Search and Rescue · Multiagent systems · PNRD

1

Introduction

According to [1], from 1998 to 2011 the Rocky Mountain Rescue Group assisted
1857 search and rescue (SAR) incidents involving 2198 victims in the USA. From
these, 345 were climbing incidents with 428 victims. According to the Brazilian
Fire Department, from 2013 to 2014 the occurrences of people lost in forests
increases 17,30% in the State of São Paulo and 21.42% in the Baixada Santista
[2].
In this way, the SAR community is open to new methodological proposals.
Specifically talking, several studies report the use of mobile robotics and Petri
nets to aid in the modeling and analysis of SAR operations. For example, a
technique to test robot behavior in an urban SAR environment uses elementary
Petri nets to model the behavior of system actors [3], and a qualitative analysis
of process of triage in disaster rescue operations using stochastic Petri nets [4].
This ongoing work is based on an approach called Petri Net inside RFID
Database (PNRD) [5], and proposes to trace the user in external environment
with a modified PNRD, with that, to direct the robots’ local search in case of
any incident.

2

Preliminary Discussion

SAR agents compose the search and rescue team. There is an AerialBot, which is
a cartesian robot that can be on Patrol mode, Aid mode or Available mode. There
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are two GroundBots, ground mobile robots which can be on Available mode,
Local search mode, Aid mode, Approach mode, or Rescue mode. All the SAR
agents have a Wi-Fi module, enabling TCP/IP communication. The Walkers,
which are the trekkers, are represented by mobile robots that can assume three
invariant states: the walker status, the healthy status, and the trek status. The
walker status can be on Lost mode, On route mode, or Rescued mode; the healthy
status can be on Healthy mode, Injured Mode, or On triage mode; and the trek
status can be on Ready to trek mode Ongoing mode, Returning mode, or Full
trail mode. Milestones with RFID tags are used at specific points along the trail
to facilitate the users’ traceability and direct a possible search for injured or
missing users.
The RFID readers are embedded on Walker and GroundBots with the modified PNRD Engine, and can read the existing tags along the trail. The equipment
records the users’ data in the tags, transforming them into a local database of
users who traveled there. This equipment will also be able to identify the user’s
trajectory by storing the possible routes through an incidence matrix. Thus, the
PNRD approach is modified so that the reader stores the process (incidence matrix) and trek status (region that the user is in), and the tag starts to store the
trigger vector.
This ongoing work presents a new approach to SAR systems without satellite communication using autonomous robots and modified PNRD. The PNRD
approach is modified to meet SAR system requirements, storing the incidence
matrix and the user’s trek status in the RFID reader and using the RFID tag as
a repository of the trigger vector and the list of users that have passed through
it. The trail was tagged at several points to assist the users’ tracking. The models need to be embedded and the tests be performed so the proposal is better
discussed. Also, it is intended to expand it to cover colored, timed, hierarchical,
and stochastic Petri nets.
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Abstract. Vehicular networks (VANETs) are mobile ad hoc networks
where vehicles that are near each other can exchange data by using
wireless communications. Advances in mobile communication technologies have spurred significant research in the exploitation of these types of
networks to develop different kinds of data services for drivers. However,
these networks are also highly-dynamic and several data management
challenges arise to realize their full potential.
We have proposed the use of mobile agent technology for efficient distributed query processing in VANETs. Mobile agents are software entities
with the capability to hop among nearby cars in such a way that they
can transport themselves to the vehicles storing relevant data. In this
paper, using Petri nets, we present a formal model of our approach.
Keywords: Mobile agents, vehicular networks, query processing, data
management, Petri nets

1

Introduction

Vehicular networks (VANETs) [3] are mobile ad hoc networks dynamically established among vehicles by using short-range wireless communications and based
on communication standards such as WAVE (IEEE 802.11p) [6]. Using these networks, vehicles can exchange relevant data for drivers, such as information about
accidents or obstacles on the roads, traffic conditions, available parking spaces,
or other moving entities of potential interest. However, several data management
challenges appear to fully exploit the potential of VANETs [1]. Most difficulties
are due to the fact that the nodes in the network (i.e., the vehicles) are continuously moving, which renders the communication links quite volatile (nodes may
appear and disappear at any time and the communication between two distant
vehicles is only possible by using multi-hop routing protocols). Thus, for example, two vehicles moving in opposite directions in a highway at high speeds will
be within the communication range of each other only during a quite small time
window, which constrains the amount of data that can be exchanged.
On the other hand, mobile agents [2, 4] are software entities that have the
capability to autonomously move from one computer/device to another during
their execution. This technology can bring interesting benefits in distributed systems. Rather than transferring large amounts of data to a node for processing,
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the code can be moved to the node storing the data for local processing and
filtering, thus saving significant network resources. We have previously proposed
the use of mobile agents for data management in VANETs [5]. With our approach, a mobile agent can flexibly take autonomous decisions and jump from
car to car as needed to reach the target area and query the data sources within
that area.

2

Overview of the Data Retrieval Approach

We consider the problem where we need to retrieve data about a certain spatial area, called interest area (IA) or target area. We assume that some vehicles
within that area can provide the required data. For example, imagine that some
vehicles are equipped with sensors of different types (pollution sensors, noise sensors, videocameras, etc.) and our goal is to retrieve environment data about a
geographic area, for monitoring or surveillance purposes. In these circumstances,
we could try to flexibly exploit the required sensors available in vehicles traveling through those areas. Similarly, we could want to process a query using
a distributed approach that access several vehicles in an area to retrieve data
from their local databases, such as data exchanged with neighbor vehicles about
available parking spaces nearby. Figure 2 shows an overview of the process:

Step 3

Interest
Area (IA)

Step 2

Step 4

Step 1

Fig. 1. Overview of the process.

– Step 1: the agent needs to reach the interest area (IA).
– Step 2: the agent retrieves data from the vehicles inside the area.
– Step 3: if the vehicle carrying the agent leaves the interest area, the agent
will need to find an appropriate strategy to come back.
– Step 4: once the agent has finished the monitoring process, it will need to
come back to its origin device and return the results collected.
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Step 1: Traveling to the Interest Area

First of all, the mobile agent needs to reach the interest area. It should be noted
that the agent can travel from one place to another by using two complementary
mechanisms: by hopping among vehicles (transportation using wireless communications) and by staying in a moving vehicle (transportation via locomotion,
using the cars “as taxis”).
Figure 2 shows a Petri net that models this stage of the process. The mobile
agent is initially created in a given vehicle, as represented by the initial mark
in the place “In_Vehicle”. Whereas the agent has not succeeded in its attempt
to reach the interest area (condition “IA_not_Reached”), it evaluates if there is
another vehicle within the communication range that could be a better candidate to transport it to the area. If a better candidate is found (condition “Better_Found”), the agent jumps there, and otherwise it stays in the same vehicle.
The process continues until the agent reaches the target area (“IA_Reached”).
Notice that there is a transition (“Vehicle_approaching”) injecting marks into

Fig. 2. Model of an agent traveling to the target area.

the place “Vehicles_in_Range” and another transition removing marks from
that place (“Vehicle_leaving”), representing the fact that, at any time, new vehicles can start being within (and out of, respectively) the communication range
of the vehicle currently transporting the agent. It should be noted that the agent
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could apply a variety of strategies to decide if a vehicle is a better candidate or
not; for example, a simple greedy approach could select as a better candidate
any vehicle which is closer to the target area than the current vehicle.
2.2

Step 2: Monitoring the Interest Area

Once the agent is within the interest area, it has to retrieve data by traversing
the area and retrieving data from the vehicles located within the area. The agent
considers that spatial area as divided into a certain number of spatial cells (of
the same size). We assume that the agent needs to visit at least N cells to finish
its task (alternatively, we could require visiting a minimum number of cars).
Notice that, by increasing or decreasing the number of cells and the value of the
parameter N , we could achieve a more fine-grained or coarse-grained monitoring.

Fig. 3. Visiting the cells within the area: detailed view of the process.

Figure 3 shows a Petri net that models the process of visiting the required
spatial cells within the area. Each time that there is an opportunity to visit
a cell that has not been previously visited, the agent tries to visit it and,
if it succeeds, a mark is injected into the place “Cells_Visited”; if not (tran-
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sition “Another_Cell_not_Reached”), it will try to reach the cell by traveling to other vehicles if necessary. Once the cell has been visited (transition
“Cell_Already_Visited”), the agent will try to visit a different cell (the mark
representing the agent returns to “In_Vehicle_IA” and the agent will consider
a different cell). When there are no marks left in the place “Cells_to_Visit”,
which means that there are N marks in the place “Cells_Visited”, the transition
“All_Cells_Visited” is fired and the agent finishes this stage of the process (a
mark representing the agent is put in the place “Begin_Return_Origin”) to start
the last stage (step 4).
2.3

Step 3: Returning to the Target Area, if needed

Notice that, as shown in Figure 3, the mobile agent can leave the target area if
the vehicle that carries it leaves the area (transition “Left_IA”). In that case,
the agent will need to temporarily interrupt the monitoring process and find a
way to come back, again by jumping from car to car as needed.
Figure 4 shows the process followed by the mobile agent when the car that
carries it leaves the interest area.
2.4

Step 4: Returning to the Origin

In the last phase of the process, the mobile agent needs to return to the device/computer that created the agent in the first place, which may be a moving
vehicle. For that purpose, we assume that there is an estimation of the location
of that device, in such a way that the mobile agent can take jumping decisions
to try to reach that location; in case the location is imprecise, the agent will of
course need to expand its searching focus to try to reach its “home device”. Due
to space constraints, we omit the Petri net due to its similarity with Figure 2.

3

Prospective Work

Some advanced aspects of our proposal are not modeled in the Petri nets shown
in this paper, such as the potential use of clones (an agent that creates copies
of itself) in situations where the reliability or performance of the data retrieval
process may be in danger (e.g., scenarios with a low density of vehicles or where
the vehicles follow trajectories that do not pass near the target area). Another
interesting aspect to consider is the possibility to annotate the Petri nets with
performance metrics and probabilities, in order to exploit them for performance
evaluation; an important difficulty to achieve this is that we would need to
quantify first the impact that different elements in a scenario (density of vehicles,
their trajectories, etc.) can have on the performance of the process.
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Fig. 4. Returning to the interest area after leaving it.
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